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List of symbols and abbreviations
The list below includes the symbols and abbreviations as they are used in this thesis.
Symbols are italicised in the text. In some cases, the same symbol is used to describe two
parameters. However, the explanations in the text and the context in which the symbols are
used will make the meaning of all symbols unambiguous. Occasionally, other symbols are
used in the text; their meaning is clearly explained.
Symbol

Description

Units

a
a
A
A, Amax
Ai
Asink
b
b
c
ci
Cp
d
D
d0
di
E
F
gi
h
hc
hcontact
hr
hsink
I
I
k
K

Plate length
Half width of Goldak´s double ellipsoid model
Buckling deflection amplitude
Buckling amplitude
Bar cross section in bar-model
Area at which the cooling source is applied
Plate width
Depth of Goldak´s double ellipsoid model
Width of tensile zone
Length of Goldak´s double ellipsoid model
Specific heat
Lattice spacing
Flexural rigidity
Stress free lattice spacing
Bar width in bar model
Young’s modulus
Load
Cooling source length
Plate thickness
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Contact heat transfer coefficient
Radiative heat transfer coefficient
Heat transfer coefficient of the cooling source
Moment of inertia
Welding current
Thermal conductivity
Spring stiffness
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[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm2]
[mm2]
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[mm]
[mm]
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[J kg-1 K-1]
[Å]
[N m]
[Å]
[mm]
[GPa]
[N]
[mm]
[mm]
[W m-2 K-1]
[W m-2 K-1]
[W m-2 K-1]
[W m-2 K-1]
[mm4]
[A]
[W m-2 K-1]
[Pa m]

Symbol
L
Li
lij
m
m
n
N
Nu
p
Pcr
Pr
q
Q
qsink
R
Re
rsink
t
T
T∞
TCO2
TM
Tsink
u
v
V
w
w
x0, y0
xc, yc

α
α
ε
ε
εe

Description

Units

Distance between heat source and cooling source
Bar length in bar model
Link length of links between bars in bar model
Longitudinal buckling mode
Cooling source heat transfer coefficient shape factor
Cooling source heat transfer coefficient shape factor
Applied load per unit length in buckling problems
Nusselt number
Cooling source heat transfer coefficient shape factor
Critical buckling load
Prandtl number
Heat flux
Total welding heat input
Cooling source heat flux
Applied load per unit length in buckling problems
Reynolds number
Heat sink radius
Time
Temperature
Temperature of surroundings, room temperature
Temperature of solid CO2-snow (195 K, -78°C)
Melting temperature
Cooling source temperature
Displacement
Welding speed
Welding voltage
Buckling deflection
Width of the cooling source
Position of the welding heat source centre
Position of the cooling source centre
Relative width of tensile zone, α = c/b
Thermal expansion coefficient
Emissivity coefficient
Strain
Elastic strain
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[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[N m-1]
[-]
[-]
[N]
[-]
[W m-2]
[W]
[W m-2]
[N m-1]
[-]
[mm]
[s]
[K], [°C]
[K] , [°C]
[K] , [°C]
[K], [°C]
[K], [°C]
[mm]
[mm s-1]
[V]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[-]
[°C-1]
[-]
[-]
[-]

Symbol

εp
εT
γ
η
λ
λ
ν
κ
ρ
σ
σcr
θ

Abbreviation
CONV
DC-LSND
EXP
FE, FEM
FFFF
FWHM
GTA
L
LSND
SFSF
SSSS
T
TIG

Description

Units

Plastic strain
Thermal strain
Relative width of central compression zone,
Welding process efficiency
Eigenvalue in buckling problems
X-ray wavelength
Poisson’s ratio
Numerical shape factor
Density
Stress
Critical buckling stress
Diffraction angle

[-]
[-]
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[-]
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[Å]
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[kg m-3]
[MPa]
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[°]

Meaning
Conventional
Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion
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Finite element model/modelling
Boundary condition: all sides free
Full Width at Half Maximum
Gas Tungsten Arc
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Low Stress No Distortion
Boundary condition: short sides free, long sides simply supported
Boundary condition: all sides simply supported
Transverse
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1
1.1

Introduction
Research background

1.1.1 Welding distortion
Welding typically results in several types of deformation (Figure 1.1), such as transverse
and longitudinal shrinkage, rotational distortion, angular distortion, bending distortion or
buckling, as discussed in detail by Masubuchi.[1]
Transverse shrinkage

Angular distortion

Longitudinal shrinkage

Bending
distortion

Rotational distortion

Buckling

Figure 1.1 Several types of welding distortions. The arrows indicate the shrinkage of the
weld metal that causes these deformations.
Most of these types of deformation are directly caused by the shrinkage of the weld metal
during cooling, as depicted by the arrows in Figure 1.1. For example, angular distortion and
bending distortion are caused by differing amounts of thermal expansion and shrinkage
through the plate thickness. In thin plate structures, this effect becomes smaller, since
temperature differences in the through thickness direction of the plate become smaller. In
contrast, buckling distortion is caused by in-plane compressive stresses, and is therefore
different from the other types of deformations. Buckling may occur in several modes. In
Figure 1.1, a mode 2 buckling distortion is depicted, in which the plate is distorted into two
half waves.
In practice, several types of deformation can take place at the same time. It can be
difficult to distinguish between the different forms of distortions shown in Figure 1.1. For
example, bending distortion can look similar to a mode 1 buckling distortion, and the
distortion that is shown in Figure 1.1 can be the result of both angular distortion around the
stiffeners and buckling deformation. Structures composed of thin section panels with
respect to their dimensions are usually prone to buckling distortion. Thicker section
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structures are less sensitive to buckling and usually deform due to bending or angular out of
plane distortions.[2]
In studying the weld deformations in thin plate structures, it is important to identify
what type of deformation has occurred. Many distortion control techniques only apply for
certain types of distortion. For example, pre-bending can be used to eliminate angular
distortion, but is not effective on buckling or transverse shrinkage. It is possible that a
technique that reduces one type of distortion can increase another type of distortion.[3] This
work specifically aims at the reduction of welding induced buckling distortion.
1.1.2 Industrial relevance
Driven by the need to save fuel and reduce transport and operating costs, there is a growing
demand for lightweight structures, for example in the automotive and aircraft industries as
well as in shipbuilding. At the very basis of this trend we find the availability of recently
developed metallic alloys that actually allow the transition to more lightweight designs.
Although many of the welding techniques that are currently available offer suitable material
and mechanical properties, the degree of distortion remains unacceptable and residual
stresses often approach component design limits. The increasing reduction in thickness will
lead to a growing demand for effective solutions for residual stress and strain control during
welding.
An example of welding deformations in thin sheet structures can be found in the
shipbuilding industry, where welding causes a typical wave-like appearance on the hull of a
ship (see Figure 1.2). Ship panel distortions, which are generated through various stages of
production, have emerged as a major obstacle to the cost-effective fabrication of
lightweight structures. This problem is particularly challenging for naval ships that are built
with relatively thin plates and require smooth surfaces to maximize hydrodynamic
performance and minimize radar signature.[4] A conservative estimate of the labour that is
used for straightening and adjustment of distorted components is approximately 30% of the
total labour costs.[5]

Figure 1.2 Example of buckling distortion on a ship hull (source: Royal Schelde).
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Another welding related problem is the high residual tensile stresses that generally occur
around the weld or heat affected zone (HAZ). These tensile stresses are often in the order of
the yield strength of a material, and can have a negative influence on the in service strength
or the fatigue performance of the welded structure. In addition, the high tensile stresses in
the weld and HAZ can decrease the corrosion resistance and increase the chance of cold
cracking.[6]
The practical problems with welding stresses and deformations have driven the research
toward fundamental understanding of the related mechanisms. Modelling has played a
major role in this field. The advances in computational techniques over the last decades,
have allowed a detailed modelling of the complex thermal mechanical phenomena
associated with typical welding processes. With the help of (numerical) models, the
problems related to welding stresses and strains can be effectively dissected into solvable
problem sets for both fundamental understanding and specific engineering applications.[7]
1.1.3 Control of welding residual stress and buckling distortion
Given the problematic nature of welding induced residual stresses and deformations,
considerable effort has been invested in controlling them. Several techniques have been
employed in the past to reduce the degree of distortion due to welding. Since buckling is
caused by stresses, most solutions to prevent welding induced buckling distortion are based
on a modification of the residual welding stress distribution. Post weld heat treatment
together with mechanical straightening methods can lead to distortion free components with
low residual stresses; however, these techniques are expensive, time consuming, and they
require specially skilled workers.
A widely investigated group of methods involve the application of heating and cooling
sources in addition to the welding source (arc or laser) to modify the thermal distribution in
the target material. This group of techniques has the great advantage that they can be
applied as in-process techniques that do not require additional pre- or post-processing steps.
However, they generally involve prior calculation of the heating and cooling source
strengths and positions, and often complex jigging to apply the heat sources and sinks at
desired positions relative to the weld.
One of the techniques that is based on the modification of the temperature field during
welding is that of welding with a trailing heat sink. This process was first introduced by
Guan et al.,[8, 9] who named it ‘Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion’ welding,
or DC-LSND welding. The process combines the temperature profile created by the
welding heat source with a localised cooling spot, in order to create a temperature profile
that leads to minimum residual stresses and minimum deformations. It was shown that this
technique can lead to buckling free welded thin plates, but the mechanisms of the process
are still poorly understood.
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1.2

Research objective

The objective of this research is:
to increase the general understanding of the process of welding with a trailing heat sink for
control of residual welding stress and buckling distortion.
This includes the investigation of welding induced buckling distortion, the investigation of
the influence of active cooling on the thermal and mechanical field during welding, and the
investigation of practical aspects of the process of welding with a trailing heat sink.
Subtasks of the research are defined as:
− the development of a set-up for welding with a trailing heat sink that is capable of
producing buckling free welded samples;
−

the construction of numerical models for the prediction of the thermal and mechanical
behaviour during welding with a trailing heat sink;

−

experimental validation of the finite element models;

−

the investigation of the mechanisms involved in the stress reduction due to welding
with a trailing heat sink; and

−

the investigation of the influence of active cooling on the microstructure of the welded
samples.

1.2.1 Relevance of this research
The control of buckling distortion with the help of a trailing heat sink is not new. Other
researchers have invented[9] and applied the technique of active cooling more than ten years
ago, and several publications since have shown the impressive pictures of buckling free
plates.[10-12] However, while the process of welding with a trailing heat sink looks
promising, it has not yet been applied in industry.
Although it was shown in practice that the process is effective in reducing welding
induced buckling distortion of thin plates, the theory and mechanisms have never been
clearly explained. At the same time, in order to apply such a process optimally, insight into
the mechanisms is essential. This work provides the theory for what other people have
shown in practice already, and aims to bring a promising process to a higher level.

1.3

Research approach

The process of welding with a trailing heat sink was investigated using a combined
experimental and modelling approach. Since this research is driven by an industrial
problem, the welding practice should always be kept in mind. Four main topics have been
investigated, namely the thermal field, the mechanical field, the buckling deformation, and
the material behaviour. All these topics are closely inter-related (see Figure 1.3), and they
all directly relate to the practical application of the process.
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Thermal field
Material response

Practical application

Mechanical field
Buckling deformation

Modelling

Figure 1.3 Inter-relations between different subjects related to the investigation of control
of residual stress and distortion by welding with a trailing heat sink.
Experimental techniques are used to investigate the thermal field, the mechanical field, and
the buckling behaviour. However, even while state of the art measurement techniques were
used, the experimentally obtained information was limited in some cases. It is, for example
not yet possible to measure transient stress development during welding. A deeper
understanding was obtained by using modelling techniques. These include conceptual,
analytical, and numerical modelling. At the same time, experimental results provided both
input for and validation of the models. This synergistic approach of experimental work and
modelling has resulted in a more thorough understanding of the process of welding with a
trailing heat sink than experiments or models would have provided on their own.

1.4

Definitions and conventions

1.4.1 Abbreviations and name conventions
The abbreviation DC-LSND welding is used extensively throughout this thesis, and it refers
to the process of ‘Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion’ welding, also known
as welding with a trailing heat sink, or welding with an active cooling source. The DCLSND process is related to a group of techniques for control of the welding induced
buckling distortion named Low Stress No Distortion (LSND) welding techniques. The term
“No Distortion” refers to the elimination of the buckling distortion, which results from a
reduction of the stresses. The LSND welding processes do not eliminate the other types of
welding distortion.
The welding process that is investigated in combination with the active cooling is
Tungsten Inert Gas welding, or TIG welding. Two main welding process parameters have
been varied during the welding of the samples; the welding current (I) and the welding
speed (v). Sample names are generally labelled as h-Ixx-vyy, in which h represents the
sample thickness (in mm), xx represents the welding current (in A), and yy the welding
speed (in mm s-1). The samples that were conventionally welded are labelled CONV, while
the samples that were welded with a trailing heat sink are labelled DC-LSND.
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1.4.2 Coordinate system and geometric definitions
All calculations, models, and experiments are related to the welding of thin section
rectangular plates. The geometry of the samples is defined by their length (a), width (b),
and thickness (h). A rectangular coordinate system is used for the description of spatial
temperature, stress, and deformation fields in these plates. In all cases, the x-axis coincides
with the welding direction, and is also referred to as the longitudinal direction. Note that
due to this convention, the longitudinal direction does not necessarily coincide with the
longest edge of the sample. The y-axis coincides with the direction perpendicular to the
welding direction, parallel to the (un-deformed) plate surface, and is also referred to as the
transverse direction. The z-axis coincides with the normal to the plate. An overview of the
coordinate system with respect to the samples is given in Figure 1.4. In the buckling
analysis (Chapter 3), the origin of the coordinate system (x,y)BA = (0,0), coincides with one
of the plate corners. In the finite element models, the origin (x,y)FEM = (0,0), is located at
the edge of the plate in the x-direction, at the centre of the plate in the y-direction. For the
presentation of the experimental results, the origin (x,y)EXP = (0,0), lies at the centre of the
plate.

b
(0,0) BA

z = out-of-plane direction

(0,0)FEM

h

(0,0)EXP

y = transverse direction
a

Weld

x = longitudinal direction
Figure 1.4 Definition of plate geometry (length × width × thickness = a × b× h) and
coordinate system used for all spatial results throughout this thesis. Also given are the
origins used for the buckling analyses (BA), the finite element analyses (FEM), and the
experimental results (EXP).
1.4.3 Units
Unless convention dictates otherwise, SI-units (kg, m, s) are used to define parameter
values and constants. Temperature results are generally presented in [°C], whereas [K] is
used in the finite element modelling calculations.
1.4.4 Stresses and strains
Compressive stresses and strains are negative, tensile stresses and strains are positive.
Longitudinal stresses are defined as the stresses along the welding direction, or x-direction.
Transverse stresses are defined as the stresses perpendicular to the welding direction, or ydirection. The through thickness stresses are defined as the stresses in the out-of-plane
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direction, or z-direction. In most cases, the through thickness stresses are low and the stress
state of the samples is described in the xy-plane only.

1.5

Thesis outline

This thesis is subdivided into three main parts; a theoretical exploration of the problem
(Chapters 2 to 5), an experimental investigation and comparison with model predictions
(Chapters 6 to 10), and a general discussion with conclusions (Chapters 11 and 12).
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides a description of the state of the art on
control of welding induced buckling distortion. Particular attention is paid to the
mechanisms of the various existing procedures. This chapter also includes a brief
theoretical background on welding stress and strain development. In Chapter 3, the
relationship between (welding) stresses and buckling distortion in thin plates is discussed.
This chapter presents both an analytical and finite element approach to predict critical
buckling stresses. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the mechanisms of stress control by
welding with a trailing heat sink. A large part of the investigation on the thermal and
mechanical response to welding - with and without active cooling - was performed using
finite element (FE) modelling techniques. These models are presented and discussed in
Chapter 5.
For the experimental part of this research, an experimental set-up was developed, which
is described in Chapter 6. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 present experimental results of the
conventional and DC-LSND welding process for the thermal field, residual stress field, and
deformation field, respectively. These chapters also include the comparison between
modelled and measured results. Chapter 10 discusses the material response to DC-LSND
welding.
For clarity, detailed discussions are provided (where appropriate) on a chapter by
chapter basis. A general discussion is presented in Chapter 11, in which results of the
different chapters are combined, and the process of welding with a trailing heat sink is
discussed. Finally, Chapter 12 will present the general conclusions of the research.
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PART I
Theoretical Exploration and
Modelling
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2

Control of welding induced buckling
distortion: State of the Art

Given the problematic nature of welding induced residual stresses and buckling distortions,
considerable effort has been expended in controlling them. Several techniques have been
developed that result in the minimization of the welding induced buckling distortion. The
investigation of these deformations requires some fundamental understanding of welding
induced buckling and welding stress and strain development, which will be discussed in the
first two sections of this chapter. An overview of the state of the art of the techniques that
are available for the minimization of welding induced buckling distortion will be given in
the third part of this chapter. Special attention will be paid to the mechanisms of residual
stress reduction, since this insight is useful for the rest of this thesis, although this
theoretical background is by no means comprehensive.

2.1

Welding induced buckling distortion

As mentioned in the introduction, welding causes several types of deformations, such as
angular deformation, longitudinal and angular shrinkage, rotational deformation, bending
deformation, or buckling (see Figure 1.2). Attention here is specifically aimed at reducing
the buckling deformation. Buckling is principally different from the other types of welding
deformation. Characteristics for buckling distortion are that:[1, 2]
− it is an instable mode of deformation, with a high rate of deformation;
− there is often more than one stable mode of deformation;
− small changes in stress can result in large deformations.
Buckling deformation is caused by compressive stresses. Generally, a structure will buckle
when the compressive stresses in that structure exceed a certain critical buckling stress
level.
An example of a longitudinal welding residual stress field that causes buckling is given
by curve 1 in Figure 2.1 (the weld is at y = 0). The compressive stresses at some distance
from the weld, towards the plate edges, exceed the critical buckling stress level (σcr). The
magnitude of the critical buckling stress level depends on the material, the geometry of the
structure, and the on the way the stresses are distributed.
In order to eliminate the buckling distortion, the welding stress levels should be reduced
to a level below the critical buckling stress level, as plotted in curve 2 on the left hand side
of Figure 2.1. Alternatively, a redistribution of stresses, as shown on the right hand side of
Figure 2.1, could also reduce the buckling, since redistribution can change the critical
buckling stress level.
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Figure 2.1 Typical longitudinal welding residual stress distributions (curve 1) with high
tensile stresses at the weld line and compressive stresses towards the plate edges that
exceed the critical buckling stress level (σcr) for this material and structure. An elimination
of buckling distortion can be obtained by (a) a reduction of the welding stress to a level
above the critical stress level (curve 2); or (b) a redistribution of the welding stress, which
causes a shift of the critical stress level (curve 3).
Any effective mitigation technique for minimizing the welding induced buckling distortion
should either reduce the buckling driving force (i.e. welding induced stresses) and/or
increase the buckling resistance (e.g. work piece geometry and/or assembly procedures).[3]

2.2

Introduction to welding stress and strain

Internal stresses in a polycrystalline material can be subdivided into first, second, and third
order stresses. First order residual stresses, σI, extend over macroscopic areas and are
averaged stresses over several grains. Second order residual stresses, σII, act between grains
or sub-regions of grains and are averaged within these areas (for instance residual stresses
around piled-up dislocations or a second phase). Third order residual stresses, σIII, act on
the inter-atomic level (for instance residual stresses around a single dislocation). Within this
project, only the macroscopic, or first order stresses will be considered.
All stress states within a material which are independent of external forces are called
residual stresses.[4] These internal stresses are in a self-equilibrium state. Hence, the stresses
in any cross-section should be balanced by the sum of the forces and the sum of the
moments of forces.
Residual stresses can be subdivided by their origin, where we can distinguish (i) thermal
stresses (caused by non-uniform temperature distributions), (ii) stresses caused by the
plastic deformation of the metal, and (iii) stresses caused by phase transformations. In the
development of residual welding stresses, all these factors play a role.
Welding residual stresses and strains behave in opposing ways, as illustrated in Figure
2.2. When a work piece is rigidly fixed, the residual distortion will be low, while the
residual stresses will be high. The opposite is true for welded parts that are not clamped.
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Therefore, a distinction is made between methods that keep residual stresses low, and those,
which reduce residual distortions.

Figure 2.2 Relationship between the degree of clamping and the level of distortion as well
as the effect on residual stresses (after: Porzner).[5]
For a welded plate, the longitudinal stresses tend to be invariant along the weld, except for
the start and stop positions, while the transverse residual stresses exhibit a much stronger
dependence, both in terms of distribution and magnitude, depending on the joint geometry
and restraint conditions.[6] A typical example of welding residual stresses in a flat
rectangular plate is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Typical longitudinal (σl) and transverse (σtr) residual stresses in the centre
cross-section of a rectangular plate.[7]
2.2.1 Origin of residual welding stresses
The welding process causes a highly non-uniform heating of the parts being joined. Areas
of the work piece close to the welding arc are heated up to temperatures close to the melting
temperature of the material, and are subsequently cooled down, conducting the heat further
to the bulk of the work piece. The local heating and subsequent cooling induce volumetric
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changes in the material. For an applied thermal change (ΔT) on an isotropic material, the
accompanying thermal strain (Δεth) is defined by the linear thermal expansion coefficient
(α):
Δε th = αΔT

(2.1)

During the welding process, metal at the weld is locally heated and cooled, while the
surrounding low temperature material restrains the weld zone, leading to local stresses and
distortions. Figure 2.4 shows a diagram in which this mechanism is being replaced with a
model of a rod that is restrained by a simple spring.[8] The rod corresponds to the weld zone
and the spring to the surrounding cold material. When the rod is subjected to a temperature
cycle of heating (from T0 to Tmax) and cooling (from Tmax to T0), the rod expands and
contracts. Due to the expansion and shrinkage of the rod, which is restrained by the spring
with a certain stiffness, stresses are generated in the rod. Whether or not these stresses will
remain within the rod (residual stress) depends on the maximum temperature achieved.
Three situations can be considered concerning the maximum achieved temperature and the
generated stresses:
1. When Tmax ≤ T1 (O-A-O), the thermal stress does not reach the yield stress, and there
will be no residual stress.
2. When T1 ≤ Tmax ≤ T2 (O-B-C-F), there will be plastic deformation only in the heating
stage of the process. Residual tensile stresses are generated in the rod after cooling.
However, they do not reach the yield stress.
3. When Tmax ≥ T2 (O-B-E-H-G): the expansion and contraction strains cause plastic
deformation of the material, both during heating and cooling. This results in residual
stresses that reach the yield stress.
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Temperature

A

-σy

B

C

D

E

Figure 2.4 Rod-spring model for stress development due to an applied thermal cycle (after:
Murakawa).[8]
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This schematic analysis shows that the formation of residual stresses is caused by three
factors, namely:
− the applied thermal cycle,
− the degree of constraint of the expanding and shrinking weld zone, and
− the elastic-plastic behaviour of the material that is welded.
The material of the rod shown in Figure 2.4 behaves as an elastic-perfectly-plastic material
with temperature independent material properties. In a real material, the formation of
plastic strains is greatly enhanced by the fact that the yield stress generally drops drastically
with increasing temperatures. A real material can also show strain hardening, which can
lead to residual stress levels that are higher than the yield stress of the originals base
material. In addition, phase transformations can occur, which will also affect the residual
stress level, by the accompanying phase transformation strains.
2.2.2 Longitudinal stress development during welding
The longitudinal stress development during welding can be illustrated by the onedimensional three bar model presented in Figure 2.5.[1, 9] This situation very much
resembles the situation of a butt weld in a thin rectangular plate, where the middle bar
represents the weld and heat affected zone, and the outer bars represent the cold base
material. It consists of three bars with equal length (l) and equal cross sections that are
linked at the top and bottom sides by two rigid transverse bars (grey bars). Due to this
transverse linking, all bars are forced to have the same length at any instance in time. In
addition, the system should be balanced at all times, which can be expressed by the
equilibrium condition:

σ 1 = −2σ 2

(2.2)

σ
+

-

2

1

2

+

-

-

+
-

+

-

T0 = T0 = T0

T0 < Tm > T0

T0 = T0 = T0

Initial state

Heating stage

Final state

-

+

-

Butt-welded plate

Figure 2.5 Three-bar system constrained by rigid bases under an applied temperature cycle
and the analogy with a butt-welded plate (after: Pilipenko).[9]
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In their initial state, all bars are at room temperature (T0). Subsequently, the middle bar is
heated up to a temperature Tmax, for which Tmelting > Tmax > T0, while the outer bars remain at
temperature T0. Upon heating, the middle bar wants to expand by:
Δl
= α ΔT
l

(2.3)

The expansion of the middle bar is restrained by the two outer bars, causing compressive
stresses in the middle bar, and tensile stresses in the outer bars. Due to the boundary
condition that all bars must have the same length at all times and the stresses must be in
equilibrium, the following equation must be satisfied:[1]

σ1

E (T )

+ α ΔT +

σ2
E

=0

(2.4)

in which E is the Young’s modulus at room temperature, and E(T) the Young’s modulus at
temperature T. This leads to the following expression for the stress development in the
middle bar:

σ 1 = −αΔT

2E
1 + ⎡⎣ 2 E E (T ) ⎤⎦

(2.5)

This model can be implemented into a numerical code, which makes it possible to account
for temperature dependent material properties and elastic-plastic material behaviour
(stainless steel AISI316L). The stress development in the middle and outer bars, for an
applied temperature cycle of heating and cooling to bar 1, is given in Figure 2.6(a).
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Figure 2.6 (a) Stress development in bars 1 and 2 and temperature load on bar 1 as a
function of time, and (b) stress development in bar 1 and yield stress as a function of
temperature.
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b.

The temperature in the middle bar increases from 20 to 1400 °C in 5 s, and decreases again
to 20 °C in another 5 s. Until t = 0.5 s, the middle bar expands in the elastic region of the
material, causing a compressive stress in the middle bar, and balancing tensile stresses in
the outer bars. Then, the material in the middle bar reaches the yield stress, causing the
material in bar 1 to deform plastically. With increasing temperature, the yield stress drops,
and the stress in the middle bar follows the yield stress versus temperature curve (see
Figure 2.6(b)). Upon cooling, the whole process is reversed: tensile stresses develop in the
middle bar due to the constrained contraction, and balancing tensile stresses develop in the
outer bars. In the final stage, after the full cycle of heating and cooling, the middle bar
experiences a tensile stress close to the materials yield stress, and the outer bars are in a
balancing compressive stress state.
2.2.3 Effect of phase transformations on welding stress and strain
Most alloys undergo a phase transformation during welding (in fact all metals, if the solid
to liquid transition is considered). There are several effects of phase transformations on the
mechanical properties of a welded structure:[10]
− When a material changes from one phase into another, there is a change of the material
properties.
− When the parent phase is strain hardened, a phase transformation may cause recovery of
this strain hardening.
− A solid state phase change (without an applied stress) generates a specific volume
change due to the specific volume difference between parent and product phases. The
associated strain is called transformation deformation.
− If a phase transformation occurs under an applied external stress, transformation
plasticity appears.
The phenomenon of transformation strains can clearly be seen from the free dilatometric
curve shown in Figure 2.7(a).[11] The figure shows the relative thermal strain in a steel
sample for the α phase (upper line) and γ phase (lower line), and the transition regions
where the α ' γ transformations takes place. The hysteresis loop appears because the
transformations do not occur at the same temperatures on heating and cooling. The lines
corresponding to the two phases differ in slope due to differences in thermal expansion
coefficients, and in their coordinate at the origin resulting from the volume difference of the
two phases. Different cooling rates will lead to different dilatometric curves, since the
phase transformations (and type of phases) depend on this cooling rate.
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Figure 2.7 (a) Free dilatometric diagram of a A508 C13 steel bar that is heated at 30°C s-1
and subsequently cooled at 2°C s-1;[11] (b) Thermal stresses developed during Satoh tests
for a SUS316 steel that does not undergo any phase transformations, and a mild steel that
undergoes a phase transformation between 540 and 780 °C (data from: Satoh)[12]
Figure 2.7(b) shows the results of a Satoh test for two materials,[12] i.e. SUS316L that does
not undergo any phase transformation during heating and cooling, and for a mild steel, that
undergoes a phase transformation between 540 and 780 °C. The curve for the SUS316L
steel resembles that of the curve shown in Figure 2.6(b). The stress development in this
material is the result of thermal stresses, plastic deformation, and a small amount of strain
hardening. The stress development in the mild steel is the result of thermal stresses, plastic
strains, strain hardening, and phase transformations, and is therefore more complex that the
cycle for the SUS316L steel.
In welding, accurate constitutive material models are highly important for the prediction
of welding stress and strain development. Satoh testing has proven to be a very suitable tool
for the determination of such thermal-mechanical material models, and it can be used for
model input and validation.[13]

2.3

Control of welding induced buckling deformation

Although there are many different techniques for the reduction of welding stress and
buckling deformation, their basic principles are generally very similar, i.e.:[9]
1. Reduction of the size of the plastically strained zone and the amount of the plastic strain
during the heating stage.
2. Plastic elongation during cooling (or after welding) to compensate for the plastic
shortening that is produced during the heating stage.
3. Compensation of the welding deformation by pre-weld misalignment.
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The first principle can be achieved both by regulation of the thermal field and by
mechanical actions. Possibilities include preheating, reduction of the size and number of
welds, reduction of the net heat input per unit length of weld, introduction of additional heat
sources or heat sinks, or welding of pre-stretched parts. The second principle concerns the
reduction of the residual plastic deformation volume achieved during the heating period.
Possibilities include successive forging treatment, successive rolling treatment, stretching
and bending, or high-temperature tempering. The third group of mitigation techniques
include pre-alignment taking into consideration estimated deformations, symmetrical joint
arrangement (X-groove preparation, double-fillet weld), and other design measures.
This chapter describes the theory behind and application of several existing mitigation
techniques for welding induced buckling distortion: mechanical straightening (type 2),
thermal tensioning (type 1) and welding with active cooling (type 1). Although their
objective is the same - namely the reduction of the compressive residual welding stresses
that cause buckling - the mechanisms by which this objective is fulfilled are principally
different.
Since the measurement of stresses during welding is not feasible, finite element
techniques play a prominent role in the investigations of the transient welding stresses
during the various welding processes.
2.3.1 Post weld mechanical straightening
Mechanical straightening can be applied both during and after welding. By means of this
method, the stress reduction can be significant. However, the use of this technique is often
difficult in practice, since high tensile forces are required, and the work piece deforms
during the process. The theory behind the mechanical straightening process is well
described by Pilipenko[9] and Radaj.[7]
Consider a plate that is made of a material that does not undergo any solid state phase
transformations during welding, and that behaves as an elastic-perfectly plastic material. In
general the residual stresses that result from welding such a plate, as schematically shown
in Figure 2.8(b), have a tensile stress around the weld line and balancing compressive
stresses further away from the weld. This residual stress situation can be presented
schematically by the self-balanced three-bar system shown in Figure 2.8 (c), where the
centre bar is subjected to a high tensile stress close to the yield strength (σt), while the two
outer bars are subjected to half as high compressive stresses (σc = ½σt).
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Figure 2.8 Three-bar system demonstrating the principle of mechanical straightening. (a)
Tensile and compressive loading and unloading resulting in residual stress relief (σc* and
σt* are residual stresses after treatment); (b) plates “as welded”, (c) three-bar system.[9]
To model the process of mechanical stretching, an external load with a tensile stress σ is
applied to the three-bar system, as shown in Figure 2.8 (c). The stress development for the
central and the outer bars is shown in Figure 2.8(a). Starting from the initial points 1C, 1T,
and 1 that correspond to the compressed bars, the stretched bar and the external load,
respectively, the stresses grow with increasing strain. If the structure is stretched in the
elastic region only, up to points 2C, 2T, and 2, then the structure returns to its initial state
after the external load is removed. This means that in order to achieve stress reduction we
need to produce plastic deformation of the elements of the structure.
After the tensile stress in the central element has reached the yielding point, the stiffness
of the structure is reduced because the central bar yields without further increase of the
stress with deformation. Hence, the trajectory of the stress corresponding to the external
load (designated by a thick line in Figure 2.8 (a)) changes its slope. If the structure is
released after reaching some stress-strain state designated by 3C, 3T, and 3, the stress
corresponding to the load diminishes, while the structure has some residual elongation.
Relaxation of the elastically deformed outer bars follows the same trajectory for loading
and unloading to point 4C. In the central bar we get significant tensile stress relief. The
residual stress in the central bar corresponds to point 4T.
As a consequence, the elements of the structure have residual stresses σt* and σc* that
are both significantly lower than in the initial state. According to the model, after reaching
yielding in all three elements of the system (this state corresponds to point Y in Figure
2.8(a)), the residual stress σt* and σc* vanish completely (note that there will be a residual
elongation of the whole system).
Tesar[14] developed a combined graphical and numerical method that can reliably predict
the reduction in longitudinal residual welding stress due to mechanical straightening, for the
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case of a more realistic longitudinal stress distribution (compared to the model described
above). The most important result is that, according to his method, the reduction in residual
stress is simply given as “the yield stress σy minus the load stress σL”, and that in the
adjoining elastic zone the residual stresses are increased by the position independent stress
increase ΔσL (value dependent on the stress relief). His method shows that the assumption
of geometrical similarity between initial and final stress pattern is incorrect, as is illustrated
in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 Compressive residual stress reduction down to the level of “yield stress σy
minus load stress σL ” (σL = σI, σII, or σIII) in yield zone and by the amount of ΔσL (ΔσL =
ΔσI, ΔσII, or ΔσIII) in elastic zone.[14]
The above examples show that for a significant reduction in residual stresses, the applied
stress should be in the order of the yield stress of the welded material. This means that for a
316L stainless steel plate of 20 mm thickness, and 1000 mm wide a load of 5⋅106 N is
needed. These high loads are one of the major disadvantages of the mechanical
straightening process. Another disadvantage is that the mechanical straightening can only
be applied for linear welds.
2.3.2 Mechanical straightening during welding
The above section has shown that mechanical straightening can effectively reduce the
residual stress after welding. However, the same method can also be applied during
welding. In this case, a tensile stress is applied to the structure before welding, and removed
after welding.
The mechanisms of longitudinal stress development during welding with mechanical
straightening can again be explained by the three bar model concept (see section 2.2.2). An
example is shown in Figure 2.10, that similar to Figure 2.6(a), plots the stress development
in the middle and outer bars of the three-bar model, where the whole three-bar structure is
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subjected to an applied tensile stress of 100 MPa, before a temperature cycle is applied on
the middle bar. After the full cycle of heating and cooling, the applied load is removed. It
can be seen from comparison with Figure 2.6 that the final residual stress state after
removal of the applied load is lower than that after conventional welding.
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Figure 2.10 Stress development in bars 1 and 2 of the three-bar model, due to the applied
stress on all bars and the temperature load on bar 1. Stresses were calculated with
Msc.MARC, using the temperature dependent material properties for AISI 3156L steel.
Much work in this area was performed by Williams et al.[15] Figure 2.11 shows neutron
diffraction measurement results of the longitudinal residual stress for a conventional weld,
and for a weld that is stretched during welding.[16] In this figure, σx and σy represent the
longitudinal and transverse residual stress, respectively.

Figure 2.11 Residual stress results for 6.3mm thick friction stir welded AA2024 sheets. One
sheet was conventionally welded, while the other was mechanically tensioned to 70% of the
yield strength prior to welding.[16]
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2.3.3 Thermal Tensioning – LSND Welding
Thermal tensioning is very similar to the mechanical stretching techniques discussed above,
with the difference that the stretching of the welding zone is now obtained by thermal,
rather then by mechanical measures. In this method, local heating is applied during
welding, either along the entire plate length, or only around the weld pool.
The first efforts in this field were from Burak et al.,[17] who suggested the use of
temperature gradients along the entire plate length to pre-stretch a work piece during
welding. The applied temperature gradient produces tensile stresses to such intensity that
the formation of plastic strains during the heating stage of welding is prevented.
The thermal tensioning technique was further developed by Guan,[18, 19] who introduced
the term Low Stress No Distortion (LSND) welding. He distinguishes “static” and
“dynamic” LSND welding techniques, where thermal tensioning falls in the static LSND
welding category.[20] The specific and essential feature of static LSND welding is to
provide a required stretching effect during welding by means of presetting an adequate
temperature profile as shown in Figure 2.12, while flattening forces (P1 and P2) should be
applied to prevent the work piece from transient out-of-plane deformation.
The applied thermal profile (T) consists of an elevated temperature at some distance
from the weld, and a low temperature around the weld zone. The resulting thermal stress
field (σ) due to this applied temperature profile is tensile in the weld zone, and compressive
away from the weld, as shown in Figure 2.12. This pre-set thermal tensile stress has the
same effect as the pre-set mechanical tensile stress in the mechanical stretching methods
described above, namely the reduction of the compressive plastic stress zone in front of the
weld.

Figure 2.12 Scheme showing the principles of “static” LSND welding. The applied thermal
field (T) and the resulting thermal stress distribution (σ) are shown along the cross section
of a work piece, perpendicular to the weld.[21]
A numerical parametric study using the thermal tensioning effect was performed by
Guo et al.,[22] for which the results are shown in Figure 2.13, indicating the pre-set
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temperature profiles, which are obtained by additional heating and cooling devises that are
applied along the full length of the work piece. These gradients result in a pre-set
longitudinal stress, as shown in Figure 2.13(b). As shown in Figure 2.13(c), the higher the
pre-set longitudinal stress around the weld zone, the lower the developed longitudinal
plastic strain during welding. Figure 2.13(d) shows the results for the final longitudinal
residual stress. Decreasing tensile and compressive stresses for increasing pre-set
temperature gradients were found.

a.

c.

b.

d.

Figure 2.13 Pre-set (a) temperature and (b) resulting longitudinal stress distribution
perpendicular to the weld created by thermal tensioning; (c) evolution of longitudinal
plastic strain during welding; (d) Final longitudinal residual stress.[22]
Experiments by Guan[20, 21, 23, 24] and Michaleris,[25, 26] in which the above process was
applied with optimised parameters, showed that the static LSND welding process produces
almost completely distortion free plates. Limitations of the static thermal tensioning
technique as described above are that the application requires heat sinks (and cooling
devices) that are impractical, costly, and environmentally unfriendly.[25]
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Michaleris et al.[25] considered a transient thermal tensioning technique, in which
moving heat sources are used to obtain the required stretching effect around the weld zone.
A schematic picture of this process is shown in Figure 2.14(a). They used numerical models
and optimisation techniques to determine the side heating parameters (e.g. w, r and L in
Figure 2.14(a)) that lead to minimum welding residual stress, without degrading the
material performance with undesirable metallurgical transformations.[25, 26] An example of
the thermal field during this transient LSND process is shown in Figure 2.14(b).[27]

Weld
w
r

Side heating
L

a.

b.

Figure 2.14 (a) Schematic drawing of the transient LSND welding process, and (b) infrared
image of TIG heat source and lasers creating a transient LSND profile.[27]
2.3.4 Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion (DC-LSND) Welding
Based on the static and transients LSND methods described above, a dynamic LSND
method was developed by Guan et al.[19, 28] In the dynamically controlled low stress no
distortion (DC-LSND) welding process, the pre-set temperature distribution is no longer
necessary. Instead, an adjustment of the temperature distribution during welding is obtained
by the addition of an active cooling source that trails behind the heat source at a short and
fixed distance, as schematically shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15 Patented device for buckle-free DC-LSND welding of thin-walled elements.[19]
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Considerable research on the DC-LSND welding process is performed at the Beijing
Aeronautical Manufacturing Technology Research Institute (BAMTRI) in China by Guan
et al.,[19, 23, 28, 29] and Li et al.[30-32] A limited number of other research groups have been
investigating the DC-LSND welding process as well; among them are Battelle (USA), BAE
systems (UK), and TWI (UK). Different approaches for active cooling are used by the
different institutes. Most experimental set-ups use a confined cooling jet that is applied a
short distance from the welding heat source. Several cooling media are proposed, such as
(atomized) water, liquid nitrogen, and solid CO2-snow.
To avoid problems with interference of the cooling source with the welding heat source,
Bertaso et al.[33, 34] applied cooling from the under side of the sample (see Figure 2.16). The
great advantage of this system is that the cooling source can be applied very close to the
welding heat source. At the same time, this approach limits the practical applicability of the
process, since under side access is not always feasible.

a.

b.

Figure 2.16 (a) Example of the DC-LSND set-up used at TWI, and (b) example of an
optically measured temperature distribution (-20 to 50°C) during DC-LSND welding,
showing the rapid cooling of the hot material during welding (picture taken at the top side
of the plate, shortly behind the welding heat source).[33]
The cooling source creates an abnormal temperature field, with a cold zone behind the weld
that is surrounded by a hotter zone, as shown in Figure 2.16(b).
The abnormal temperature field created by the trailing heat sink causes a modification
of the residual stress distribution, in such a way, that the compressive stresses near the plate
edges are reduced to a level below the critical buckling stress level (see section 2.1).
Figure 2.17(a) shows an example of the reduction of welding induced buckling
distortion that can be obtained by the DC-LSND welding process.[35] The cooling source
consisted of a solid CO2-snow jet that was trailing the welding heat source (laser) at
different distances. The closer the cooling source was positioned to the welding heat source,
the more reduction in buckling deformation was obtained. An example of the measured
reduction in the longitudinal residual stress is shown in Figure 2.17(b),[29] which shows
residual stress distributions perpendicular to the weld after conventional welding (curve 1),
and after DC-LSND welding with various cooling strategies (curves 2, 3 and 4; cooling
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configurations unknown). Figure 2.17(c)[36] shows the residual stress of a friction stir
welded 6.35 mm thick aluminium AA2024 plate that is welded without (left) and with
(right) active CO2-snow cooling.

a.

b.

c.
Figure 2.17 (a) Example of the reduction in buckling deformation in laser conduction mode
bead on plate welds in 304L stainless steel, with and without active cooling. ΔX represents
the distance between laser and cooling jet.[35] (b) Example of the reduction in longitudinal
stress distribution on a 1 mm thick mild steel plate welded with conventional GTA welding
(curve 1) and by use of the DC-LSND welding technique with varying cooling strategies
(curves 2, 3, and 4).[29] (c) Residual stresses in friction stir welded aluminium (AA2024)
that was welded without (left) and with (right) active CO2-snow cooling.[36]
In spite of the good results, the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding are still not completely
clear. During the DC-LSND process, a heat sink that moves synchronously with the
welding heat source creates a high temperature gradient (see Figure 2.18(a)). This high
temperature gradient results in a localised thermal tensioning effect, as depicted in Figure
2.18(b).
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a.

b.

Figure 2.18 Schematic representation of the principles of DC-LSND welding, showing (a)
the thermal field, and (b) the localised tensioning effect.[29]
The published literature agrees on two things, namely that (i) the trailing heat sink creates a
very high tensile stress region in the material closely behind the welding heat source, and
(ii) the final residual stress levels can be significantly reduced by the addition of the trailing
heat sink. However, literature does not fully agree on how the addition of the trailing heat
sink results in the decreased residual stresses that are observed. Dye et al.[37] state that the
high tensile strains that are formed behind the welding heat source due to the active cooling
are more accommodated by the surrounding HAZ than during conventional welding, since
the HAZ is still hot and expanded. Guan et al.,[28, 29] and Li et al.,[30, 32] claim that the strong
contraction of the metal created by the trailing heat sink behind the weld, compensates for
the compressive strains that are formed in front of the welding heat source.
Unfortunately, the amount of literature published about the mechanisms of this method,
and the exact influence of active cooling on the mechanical field is limited. Even more
limited is the data published on the effect of active cooling on the weld microstructure. A
lack of understanding is one of the reasons why the DC-LSND process, as opposed to the
conventional LSND process, has not yet been applied in industry.
In addition to the static and transient LSND methods, the dynamic LSND method gives
more flexibility in practical applications. Besides the longitudinal linear welds, where the
static method of LSND welding seems to be more suitable, the dynamic method promises a
wider range of application to non-linear welds.

2.4

Concluding remarks

In the literature, simple but effective conceptual models have been proposed to explain the
longitudinal stress development during welding. It was shown that stresses develop during
welding because of the constrained thermal expansion and contraction of the material
around the weld during the cycle of heating and cooling, which lead to the formation of
plastic strains. The result is, in general, a high tensile stress in and around the weld zone,
which is balanced by a compressive stress further away from the weld, towards the plate
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edges. When the compressive stresses exceed a certain critical buckling stress level, which
depends on the work piece geometry and material, the welded structure will buckle.
The control of welding residual stresses and buckling distortion has been widely
investigated. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce or eliminate buckling
distortion. A number of techniques, referred to as Low Stress No Distortion (LSND)
welding techniques, uses additional heating or cooling sources, which are applied during
welding. One specific technique, Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion (DCLSND) welding, was introduced by Guan et al. [19, 28] and uses a single cooling source,
which trails the welding heat source at a short distance. Although the results of this
technique are promising, the mechanisms of the technique are still not fully understood.
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3

Buckling phenomena in welded thin plates

When a beam is subjected to a compressive load, it will buckle if the load exceeds a certain
critical buckling load, Fcr. The most well known equation to calculate this critical buckling
load is the Euler equation. For a rectangular beam with a length a, a width b, a thickness h
(h < b), and a Young’s modulus E, the critical load (Fcr) and critical stress (σcr) are given
by:[1]
Fcr = −

Ebh 3π 2
Fcr
Eh 2π 2
,
=
=
−
σ
cr
12a 2
12a 2
bh

(3.1)

The critical buckling stress of a simple rectangular plate that is subjected to a uniform
compressive stress can be estimated with eqn. 3.1. For example, for a uniformly stressed
plate with dimensions a = 200 mm, b = 100 mm, h = 1.5 mm, and a Young’s modulus of
200 GPa, eqn. 3.1 predicts a critical buckling stress of 9.25 MPa. The longer or thinner the
plate becomes, the lower the critical stress that causes buckling.
In search of a method to prevent welding induced buckling distortion, it is essential to
understand the relation between residual welding stress and the buckling behaviour of a thin
plate. In order to investigate this relation, two mathematical methods are used: an analytical
approach, and a finite element (FE) approach. The advantage of the FE approach is that it is
relatively easy to investigate the buckling behaviour for complex stress distributions - a
problem that cannot be solved analytically. On the other hand, the analytical solutions
provide a much better insight into the relationship between the residual stress distribution
and the buckling behaviour. Both approaches will be discussed in this chapter.

3.1

Analytical Solution for Buckling

3.1.1 Rectangular plate under uniform uni-axial compressive load
Consider a thin plate with length a, width b and thickness h that is subjected to a
longitudinal load Nx (load per unit length in the x-direction) (Figure 3.1). When the load
reaches a certain critical load, Ncr, the plate will buckle. The magnitude of this critical
buckling load depends on the plate dimensions and elastic properties, and on the applied
boundary conditions. Two sets of boundary conditions are considered here: one in which
the plate is simply supported at x = 0 and x = a, and free at y = 0 and y = b (SFSF type
boundary condition), and one in which all four sides are simply supported (SSSS type
boundary condition).
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a

(x,y) = (0,0)

x
Nx

b
y
Figure 3.1. Definition of geometry and loads for buckling under uniform stress problem.
For the SFSF type boundary condition, the solution for the buckling deflection w, which is
the deflection in the z-direction, can be written as:[2]
⎛π x ⎞
wSFSF = A sin ⎜
⎟
⎝ a ⎠

(3.2)

in which A is the amplitude of the buckling deflection. For the SSSS type boundary
condition, the buckling deflection can be written as:[2]
⎛π x ⎞ ⎛π y ⎞
wSSSS = A sin ⎜
⎟ sin ⎜
⎟
⎝ a ⎠ ⎝ b ⎠

(3.3)

The general solution for this uni-axial buckling problem can be found by solving the
following differential equation:[2]
∂4w
∂4w
∂4w 1 ⎛
∂2w ⎞
+
+
=
2
N
⎜ x 2⎟
∂x 4
∂x 2∂y 2 ∂y 4 D ⎝
∂x ⎠

(3.4)

in which D is the flexural rigidity of the plate:
D=

Eh 3
12 (1 − ν 2 )

(3.5)

Solving eqn. 3.4 directly by using the differentials for w leads to an expression for the
critical load per unit length:
⎡π 2 D ⎤
N cr = −κ ⎢ 2 ⎥
⎣ b ⎦

(3.6)

In this equation κ is a numerical shape factor, which depends on the applied boundary
conditions:
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⎡b⎤

2

⎡a

b⎤

2

κ SFSF = ⎢ ⎥ , κ SSSS = ⎢ + ⎥
⎣a ⎦
⎣b a⎦

(3.7)

Combining eqn. 3.5 and eqn. 3.6 and realizing that the critical stress can be found by:

σ cr =

N cr
h

(3.8)

leads to the solution:
⎡

2
Eπ 2 ⎤ ⎡ h ⎤
⎥
2
⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ 12 (1 − ν ) ⎥⎦ ⎣ b ⎦

σ cr = −κ ⎢

(3.9)

Timoshenko[2] uses the same approach as described here but then for the more general
solution of the deflection function w. He includes several buckling modes, m and n, which
represent the number of half waves in the x- and y-direction, respectively. For the SSSS
type boundary condition, the solution for wSSSS can be written as:
∞ ∞
⎛ mπ x ⎞ ⎛ nπ y ⎞
wSSSS = ∑∑ Amn sin ⎜
⎟ sin ⎜
⎟
⎝ a ⎠ ⎝ b ⎠
m =1 n =1

(3.10)

In his derivation it turns out that n=1. The physical meaning of this is that a plate buckles in
such a way that there can be several half-waves in the direction of compression (thus m =
1,2,3,..) but only one half-wave in the perpendicular direction. The solution found in eqn.
3.9 is still applicable, but now replacing a by a/m:
2

σ cr = −

2

2

Eπ 2 ⎡ h ⎤ ⎡ a mb ⎤
Eπ 2 ⎡ h ⎤
+
=
−
κ SSSS
12 (1 − ν 2 ) ⎢⎣ b ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ mb a ⎥⎦
12 (1 − ν 2 ) ⎢⎣ b ⎥⎦

(3.11)

When a plate with constant thickness, h, and width, b, is varied in its length, a, the first two
terms on the right hand side of equation eqn. 3.11 will remain constant. Then, the critical
stress becomes a function of a/b only. Figure 3.2 shows the variation of κSSSS with the ratio
a/b for several buckling modes (m = 1,2,3,..). A low value of κ results in a lower critical
buckling stress.
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Figure 3.2. Ratio of the plate length and width a/b plotted against the numerical shape
factor κSSSS.
The curve for m = 1 gives a minimum for a/b = 1 (square plates). Figure 3.2 also shows the
transition between the buckling modes. When the ratio a/b becomes larger than √2, the
curve for m = 2 results in a lower value of κSSSS, and thus a lower critical stress, than the
curve for m = 1. In other words, the plate is more likely to buckle in two half waves than in
one half wave. The transition points can be found by determining the cross points for the
curves m = 1 and m = 2. Transition points appear at:
a
= m ( m + 1)
b

(3.12)

The above equation can be used to predict the buckling mode of a rectangular plate with
SSSS type boundary conditions. It must be noted however, that this formula is valid for
perfect plates under a uni-axial compressive stress. In practice, welded plates are subjected
to three-axial stresses, with a complex distribution, and suffer from initial out-of-plane
deformations. These factors also determine the buckling mode, due to which the practically
observed buckling mode often does not obey eqn. 3.12.
So far, only the SSSS and SFSF type boundary conditions have been discussed. For the
buckling distortion of a thin welded plate, the situation in which all sides are free (FFFF
type boundary condition) is also of interest. For the load type described above, i.e. a uniaxial uniform compressive load, a plate with FFFF type boundary conditions will deform
almost similar to a plate with SFSF type boundary conditions. In other words, for a plate
that is subjected to uni-axial uniform compressive load wFFFF = wSFSF and therefore κFFFF =
κSFSF.
3.1.2 Rectangular plate under a non-uniform uni-axial stress
The buckling problem for a non-uniform uni-axial stress can be solved analytically for
simple stress distributions like the one shown in Figure 3.3. It resembles a schematic
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residual stress distribution after conventional welding. The plate has, as in the previous
analysis, length a, width b, and thickness h. A non-uniform load R (load per unit length) is
applied in the x-direction only (longitudinal load), with a tensile zone in the centre of the
plate and compressive zones toward the plate edges. Since the width of the tensile zone is
defined by c, the widths of the compressive zones are given by ½(b-c). The magnitudes of
the tensile and compressive loads are defined by R1 and R2. Assuming that these loads
represent a residual stress state, the loads must be in equilibrium, and thus:
⎛b−c⎞
R1 = − ⎜
⎟ R2
⎝ c ⎠

(3.13)

a
b-c
2

x

c
b-c
2

b
y

R2

R1

Figure 3.3. Definition of geometry and loads for buckling in a simple non-uniform stress
problem.
In order to determine the solution for the critical compressive stress that leads to buckling,
eqn. 3.4 is no longer the best approach. Instead, the energy method is used. This method is
based on the assumption that the strain energy of bending in the plate (U), must be equal to
the work done by the external forces (T).[2]
The strain energy of bending can be written as:[2]
⎡⎛ ∂ 2 w ⎞2 ⎛ ∂ 2 w ⎞2
1
∂2w ∂2w
∂2w ⎤
U = D ∫ ∫ ⎢ ⎜ 2 ⎟ + ⎜ 2 ⎟ + 2ν 2
+ 2 (1 − ν )
⎥ dxdy
2
2
∂x ∂y
∂x∂y ⎥
⎢⎣ ⎝ ∂x ⎠ ⎝ ∂y ⎠
⎦

(3.14)

where w is again the buckling deflection of the plate, given in eqn. 3.3, for the SSSS type
boundary condition. Applying the derivatives of wSSSS, and integrating from x = 0…a and y
= 0…b, leads to an expression for U:
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2 2
⎛ 2
A 2π 4 D ⎜ ( a + b )
U=
8ab ⎜ a 2 b 2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3.15)

The work done by the external forces, considering the load in the x-direction only, can be
written as:[2]
T =−

2
1 ⎡ ⎛ ∂w ⎞ ⎤
N
⎢ x⎜
⎟ ⎥ dydx
2 ∫∫ ⎣⎢ ⎝ ∂x ⎠ ⎦⎥

(3.16)

where, in this particular case:
N x = R2
⎡b − c⎤
N x = R1 = − ⎢
R2
⎣ c ⎥⎦
N x = R2

for

y = 0 .. ½(b-c)

for

y = ½(b-c) .. c+½(b-c)

for

y = c+½(b-c) .. b

Applying these boundary conditions in eqn. 3.16, T can be written as:
1 (b−c)
c + 12 ( b − c )
2
2
2
a
b
⎤
1 ⎡2
⎛ ∂w ⎞
⎛ ∂w ⎞
⎛ ∂w ⎞
T = − ∫ ⎢ ∫ R2 ⎜
R
dy
⎥ dx
2
⎟ dy + ∫ R1 ⎜
⎟ dy +
⎜
⎟
∫
2 x = 0 ⎢⎣ y = 0
⎝ ∂x ⎠
⎝ ∂x ⎠
⎝ ∂x ⎠
⎥⎦
y = 12 (b− c)
y = c + 12 ( b − c )

(3.17)

Using the derivatives of wSSSS, the work done by the external forces can be expressed in
terms of a, b, c and R2:
T=

R2 A2π b 2
⎛ c ⎞
⎛ 2 ⎞
sin ⎜ π
⎟ cos ⎜ π
⎟
4ac
⎝ 2b ⎠
⎝ 2b ⎠

(3.18)

The critical compressive load (R2,cr) can be found by solving U = T for R2, which leads to
the following expression for the critical compressive stress (σcr) that was, albeit in a slightly
different form, also found by Masubuchi:[3]
⎡

⎤ ⎡ h ⎤2 ⎡ a b ⎤2 ⎡ π c / b ⎤
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ + ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢⎣12 (1 −ν 2 ) ⎦⎥ ⎣ b ⎦ ⎣ b a ⎦ ⎣⎢ sin (π c / b ) ⎦⎥

σ cr = ⎢

Eπ 2

(3.19)

First, note that the critical buckling stress σcr has a positive sign. This means that for a
stress distribution with the shape shown in Figure 3.3, the tensile stresses and compressive
stresses are switched. This results in the stress distribution shown in Figure 3.4, in which c
now represents the width of the compressive stress zone. Secondly, note that the solution
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for σcr has a similar structure to eqn. 3.11, but now with an extra factor that accounts for the
shape of the stress distribution, given by the width of zone c. The contribution of the shape
of the stress distribution can be written in terms of c/b, which allows a more general
solution, in which the width of the tensile zone can be expressed as a fraction of the plate
width. Defining α = c/b, the distribution factor in eqn. 3.19 becomes:
⎡ πα ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎣ sin (πα ) ⎦

(3.20)

Therefore, for the SSSS type boundary condition case, the relation between the critical
buckling stress under a uniform compressive load, and the critical buckling stress for a
residual stress distribution as given in Figure 3.3, can be written as:
⎡

πα ⎤
⎥
⎣ sin (πα ) ⎦

σ cruniform load = σ crdistributed load ⎢

(3.21)

x

Critical buckling stress σcr [MPa]

The solution given in 3.19 was calculated for a buckling mode of m = 1. It was seen from
eqn. 3.10 and 3.11 that the solution for other buckling modes could be found by replacing a
by a/m.

SSSS case
b-c
2

b-c
2

a
R1
R2
c
b

1400

Analytical
FEM

1200
1000
800
600
400
200

σcr for a uniform compressive load

0
1.0

y
a.

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Width of the central compressive zone, α = c/b b.

Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic load distribution for a rectangular plates with SSSS type
boundary conditions, and (b) critical buckling stress as function of c/b.
The above solutions for a distributed stress profile are solved for the SSSS-type boundary
condition only. For welding thin plates without stiffeners, as is the general case throughout
this research project, an SFSF-type boundary condition is more appropriate (see also
section 9.4). A prerequisite for solving the critical buckling stress is a function for the
buckling deflection w. For the problem depicted in Figure 3.3, the solution for wSFSF given
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in eqn. 3.2 is no longer applicable. This function is independent of y, which gives problems
in solving the work done by the external forces T (eqn. 3.17), since the average stress in the
width direction of the plate was defined as zero.
With help from numerical analyses, the deflection function for a plate with an SFSF
type boundary condition that is subjected to a non-uniform stress distribution as shown in
Figure 3.3 was approximated by:
⎛π x ⎞⎡
⎛ π y ⎞⎤
wSFSF = A sin ⎜
⎟ ⎢ p − sin ⎜
⎟⎥
a
⎝
⎠⎣
⎝ b ⎠⎦

(3.22)

in which p is a constant (p ≥ 1). Following the energy method described above, a solution
can be found for the critical buckling stress in terms of the plate geometry, material
properties, and stress distribution, similar to the SSSS type boundary condition case.
However, the solution no longer has the elegant form shown in eqn. 3.19, in which the
influence of the distribution of the stress was captured in one separate term. Instead, the
solution for the critical stress is written as:
⎡ Eπ 2 ⎤ ⎡ h ⎤ 2
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎡⎣ f ( a, b,ν , c, p ) ⎤⎦
σ cr = ⎢
⎢⎣12 (1 −ν 2 ) ⎥⎦ ⎣ b ⎦

(3.23)

In which the last term contains the contribution of both the numerical shape factor (κ) and
the stress distribution factor:
f =

8cν a 2 b 2 p + 8cb 4 p − 2ca 2 b 2π − 2cb 4 p 2π − ca 4π − cb 4π
⎛πc ⎞
⎛πc ⎞
−8a 2 b 2 cp + 8a 2 b3 p sin ⎜ ⎟ − a 2 b3 sin ⎜ ⎟
2
b
⎝ ⎠
⎝ b ⎠

(3.24)

There will be a value for p for which the critical stress has a minimum, which can be found
by setting:
dσ cr
=0
dp

(3.25)

It was found that p is a function of (a/b) and ν only:
⎛a⎞
p = 1 + (1 −ν ) ⎜ ⎟
⎝b⎠

2

(3.26)

Thus, the solution for the buckling deflection for a plate with SFSF type boundary
conditions and a non uniform load defined in Figure 3.3, can be written as:
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⎛ π x ⎞ ⎡⎛
⎛a⎞
wSFSF = A sin ⎜
⎟ ⎢⎜⎜1 + (1 −ν ) ⎜ ⎟
⎝ a ⎠ ⎣⎢⎝
⎝b⎠

2

⎞
⎛ π y ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ − sin ⎜
⎟⎥
⎝ b ⎠ ⎦⎥
⎠

(3.27)

This deflection is plotted in Figure 3.5(a) for a plate with a/b = 2, and ν = 0.3. Plotted in
Figure 3.5 (b) is the critical buckling stress for this plate as a function of c/b, and for
different values of a/b.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Contour plot of the analytically calculated out-of-plane deformation
(eqn. 3.27) for the SFSF condition, with a = 200 mm, b = 100 mm, h = 1.5 mm,
E = 200 GPa, and ν = 0.3, and (b) the critical buckling stress as a function of c/b (see
Figure 3.3) and for varying plate dimensions (h = 1.5 mm, E = 200 GPa, and ν = 0.3).

3.2

Numerical solutions for buckling problems

The analytical approach described above is limited to relatively simple schematic stress
profiles, plate dimensions, boundary conditions, and deformations. For more realistic
situations, finite element modelling techniques are more appropriate.
For non-linear problems, the relation between load (F) and displacement (u) can be
written as:
F = ( K L + K NL + Kσ ) u

(3.28)

in which KL is the linear stiffness matrix, KNL is the non-linear or large displacement
stiffness matrix, and Kσ is the initial stress or geometric stiffness matrix. Leaving out KNL in
eqn. 3.28 gives the equation for linear problems. Figure 3.6 shows the load-displacement
graph for a linear buckling problem, such as buckling of an elastic rectangular column.
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F
Fcr
F
u

F1

u
Figure 3.6. Load-displacement relationship for linear buckling problems, such as the
buckling of a rectangular column.
As long as the load (F) is lower then the critical load (Fcr), there is a linear relation between
F and u. When the load exceeds Fcr, the situation becomes unstable: the system buckles. To
find this point of instability, the following Eigenvalue problem should be solved:
F cr = λ F1

(3.29)

det ( K L + λ Kσ ) = 0

(3.30)

in which Kσ represents the initial stress- or geometric stiffness matrix, which is based on the
stresses corresponding to F1, and λ is the Eigenvalue.

F

F1cr F cr
2

Fcr
F2
F1
u
Figure 3.7. Load-displacement relationship for non-linear buckling problems.
The situation for non-linear buckling problems is shown in Figure 3.7. To solve this
problem, the following equations should be solved:
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F1cr = λ1F1 , F2cr = F1 + λ2 ( F1 − F2 ) etc.

(3.31)

det ( K L + K NL + λ Kσ ) = 0

(3.32)

in which KNL represents the non-linear stiffness matrix.
When a buckling analysis is performed in Msc.MARC, a small initial load (F1) is
applied to the geometry to initialise the buckling analysis. The applied initial load F1 results
in a stress state σ(x,y,z), which contributes to Kσ. As a solution, Msc.MARC returns the
Eigenvalue λ. To find the critical buckling load for the problem, the initial load must be
multiplied by the Eigenvalue, according to eqn. 3.29.
3.2.1 Buckling of a plate under non-uniform uni-axial stress
A model for plate buckling was built in Msc.MARC. It consists of 800 thin shell elements,
MARC type 139. The plate dimensions (a×b×h) can be varied. The material is AISI316L
stainless steel with E = 200 GPa, and ν = 0.3, which is assumed to behave elastically.
Several types of boundary conditions can be applied. In the FFFF type boundary condition,
all sides are free, and only the corners of the plate are simply supported to avoid rigid body
movements. In the SFSF type boundary condition, the short edges are simply supported and
the long edges are free. In the SSSS type boundary condition, all sides are simply
supported. An initial non-uniform uni-axial stress distribution is applied to the plate, similar
to the one in Figure 3.3.
This model was used for comparison with the analytical models, as shown in Figure
3.4(b) and Figure 3.5(b). A good match between both models was obtained, both in terms
of the critical buckling stress level, and in terms of the shape of the buckling deflection. In
Figure 3.5(b), the FEM results differ slightly for lower values of c/b. This can be ascribed
to the fact that the buckling deflection equation given in eqn. 3.27 is not an exact solution
but an approximation. For small values of c/b, the FE model showed that the shape of the
stress distribution has a small effect on the buckling deflection. However, the error that is
made by using eqn. 3.27 is only in the order of 2 MPa (2.5% of the predicted critical stress),
and is considered negligible.
3.2.2 Buckling of a plate under complex bi-axial stress with initial deformation
As was mentioned before, the analytical solutions cannot handle complex, non-schematic
residual stress distributions. Welding results in multi-axial residual stress distributions,
changes in material behaviour (work hardening), as well as plate deformations other than
buckling. These factors contribute to the buckling behaviour of the welded plate. The
buckling behaviour for these situations is not determined by a buckling analysis, but is
considered part of the transient thermal-mechanical calculations of the welding process,
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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3.3

Concluding remarks

Analytical solutions for the buckling deflection and critical buckling stress level were
derived, for rectangular plates that are subjected to a typical residual welding stress
distribution. Although these analytical solutions assume schematic stress distributions,
simplified boundary conditions, and perfect plates, the results compare well with finite
element modelling results. In Chapter 9 it will be shown that the analytical approach also
compares well with the experimentally observed buckling deformations and residual
stresses. The analytical solutions provide a clear insight into the relationship between plate
geometry, material properties, and residual stress distribution on the one hand, and the
buckling behaviour on the other. They could be applied as a rule of thumb in engineering
environments.
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4

Mechanisms of Dynamically Controlled Low
Stress No Distortion (DC-LSND) welding

How residual welding stresses can cause buckling of thin plates is discussed in the
preceding chapters. In summary, a welded plate will buckle when the welding stresses
exceed a certain critical buckling stress level. Therefore, all methods that aim at eliminating
the welding induced buckling distortion are based on a redistribution of the welding
stresses, in such a way that the compressive residual stresses remain below the critical
buckling stress level. Although the objective of the various existing methods (see section
2.3) is similar, the mechanisms by which this objective is achieved are different.
Research by Guan et al.,[1-3] Gabzdyl et al.,[4] Dye et al.,[5] and Bertaso et al.[6, 7] has
shown that the introduction of a localised active cooling source following the welding heat
source at a short distance, can lead to minimisation of the buckling distortion. The influence
of the trailing heat sink on the temperature development during welding has been
investigated by Li et al.[8, 9] They showed that the rapid localised cooling at a short distance
behind the welding heat source results in an abnormal welding temperature field with a
characteristic saddle-shaped temperature profile. This abnormal thermal field has a large
effect on the residual stress distribution, as shown by both experimental and modelling
work of these research groups.[1-9] Welding with a trailing heat sink leads to a longitudinal
residual stress distribution (parallel to the welding direction) with low tensile, or even
compressive stresses around the weld zone and reduced compressive stresses at the plate
edges. When the compressive stresses near the plate edges are reduced sufficiently,
buckling deformation is prevented.
In spite of these results, the mechanical mechanisms that lead to this typical residual
stress distribution are still a topic under discussion. Several explanations are given for the
underling mechanisms. It is agreed on that the rapid cooling of the trailing heat sink creates
a very high tensile stress in the material behind the welding heat source. Dye et al.[5] state
that these high tensile strains behind the weld are more accommodated by the surrounding
heat affected zone (HAZ) than during conventional welding, since the HAZ is still hot and
expanded. Guan et al.[3] and Li et al.[10] claim that the strong contraction of the weld metal
created by the trailing heat sink behind the weld is compensating for the compressive
strains that are formed in front of the welding heat source. This chapter presents an
alternative theory about the mechanical mechanisms. This new theory provides a clear and
thorough insight into the stress and strain development mechanisms during welding with a
trailing heat sink. This model will show what cooling source parameters are relevant for the
reduction of welding induced buckling distortion. These insights are crucial in the
development of an optimum cooling source.
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This chapter starts with the explanation of a conceptual five-bar model for longitudinal
stress and strain development during welding with a trailing heat sink,[11] based on
schematic temperature distributions and a simplified material model. In the following
section, this conceptual model is implemented in a finite element model, to allow for more
realistic thermal distributions and material behaviour. The five-bar model will identify the
most important cooling source parameters. In the next section, the five-bar model concept is
extended to a 22-bar model, which is used for an analysis of the cooling source parameters.

4.1

Conceptual model for longitudinal stress and strain development
during welding with a trailing heat sink

4.1.1 Characteristics of the DC-LSND welding temperature field
The temperature field during welding is the driving force for the development of welding
stresses and strains. The purpose of the trailing heat sink is to change the thermal field in
such way that the welding induced residual stresses stay below the critical buckling stress
level. Therefore, the first step in the analysis of the stress development during welding with
a trailing heat sink is to have a closer look at how the heat sink affects the thermal field
during welding. This section discusses the general characteristic features of the (DCLSND) welding temperature field; a more detailed discussion of the thermal field during
DC-LSND welding will be given in Chapter 7.
Three-dimensional thermal finite element (FE) models can be used to illustrate the
effect of the trailing heat sink on the temperature distribution. Figure 4.1 shows examples
of calculated temperature distributions for GTA welding with and without a trailing heat
sink on a 1.5×100×200 mm AISI 316L stainless steel plate. A simplified heat sink model is
used for the DC-LSND weld, which consists of a fixed heat transfer coefficient of
hsink = 10 kW m-2 K-1 that is applied within a spot of 14 mm diameter, following the
welding heat source at a distance of 25 mm. Details of the thermal model can be found in
Chapter 5.
Since the plates are thin, temperature differences in the thickness direction (z-direction)
are small, and the temperature field is approximately two-dimensional. The temperatures in
front of and immediately below the welding heat source are similar for both conventional
and DC-LSND welding. During the cooling stage for conventional welding, the
temperature decreases relatively slowly and maximum temperatures are always located at
the weld centre line (y = 0). The cooling stage becomes significantly different when a
trailing heat sink is applied. On the weld centre line, the localized heat sink causes a drastic
drop in temperature. Further away from the weld centre line, the temperature drops much
more gradually. The result is the characteristic saddle shaped temperature profile shown in
Figure 4.1(b), for which the maximum temperatures during the cooling stage are shifted
away from weld centre line.
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Figure 4.1 Simulated temperature profiles for (a) conventional welding, and (b) for welding
with a trailing heat sink. Model details are discussed in Chapter 5. Simulations were made
for a 1.5 mm thick AISI 316L stainless steel plate, applying a welding power of 650 W and
a welding speed of 3 mm s-1. The trailing heat sink was modelled as a constant heat transfer
coefficient of 10 kW m-2 K-1 on a spot with a diameter of 14 mm that follows the welding
heat source at a distance of 25 mm.
During conventional welding, the temperature field can be divided into two characteristic
zones: a zone that is heated by the welding heat source and subsequently cools down, and a
zone that represents the cold base material at the plate edges. The essential feature of the
DC-LSND welding technique is the existence of the temperature valley just behind the
welding heat source. Consequently, three instead of two characteristic zones are required to
describe the temperature field:
− zone 1 undergoes a cycle of heating and rapid cooling,
− zone 2 undergoes a cycle of heating and gradual cooling, and
− zone 3 represents the cold base material at the plate edges.
This distinction of characteristic temperature zones forms the basis for the conceptual
model for DC-LSND welding described in the following section.
4.1.2 The five-bar model
The transient stress and strain development during welding is complex to visualise, since it
is a three-dimensional, time and temperature dependent problem. The addition of a trailing
heat sink complicates the situation even further. The thermal part of the problem can be
simplified by using only the characteristic temperature fields described above, i.e. a
minimum of two zones for conventional welding, and a minimum of three zones for DCLSND welding. The mechanical part can be simplified by taking only longitudinal stresses
and strains into account. Here, the longitudinal direction is defined as the direction parallel
to the weld (x-direction), while the transverse direction is the direction perpendicular to the
weld and parallel to the plate surface (y-direction). This simplification is particularly
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Distance from
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appropriate for the type of problem that is investigated here; i.e. the minimization of
buckling distortion caused by the formation of longitudinal residual welding stresses, which
is most severe for long thin plates. This simplification is justifiable for long thin plates that
are welded in the length direction, since transverse stresses remain small in this case.[12]
These simplifications lead to the five-bar model discussed in this section. Similar
simplifications are also made for the existing three bar model which describes the
development of longitudinal stresses and strains during conventional welding[13, 14] (see
section 2.2).
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of the five-bar model, with (a) a temperature contour
plot for a DC-LSND weld (see Figure 4.1) with the widths of the three characteristic
temperature zones, (b) the characteristic temperature histories that are taken from the
contour plot and applied to the bar model, and (c) the five-bar model.
Figure 4.2 shows the analogy between a simulated DC-LSND welding temperature field in
a plate and the five bar model. Figure 4.2(a) shows a contour plot of the temperature
distribution for DC-LSND welding, using the simulated temperature data from Figure
4.1(b). Consider an infinitesimal thin strip of thickness Δx, perpendicular to the welding
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direction. Within the strip, the temperature in the welding direction (x-direction) may be
assumed constant when Δx is small. The strip can be divided into five sections with widths
d3, d2, d1, d2, and d3, representing the characteristic temperature zones. Note that the model
is symmetrical around zone 1; hence five sections are used to describe the three
characteristic zones. The temperature history within each zone can be represented by the
temperature history of a point in the centre of the zone, given by points 1, 2, and 3 in Figure
4.2(a). These characteristic temperature histories are plotted in Figure 4.2(b). The bar
model, shown in Figure 4.2(c), is a discrete representation of the thin strip, consisting of
five bars with an arbitrary but equal length L, equal thickness h, and widths d1, d2, and d3
leading to different cross sectional areas A1, A2, and A3. Due to this discretization, all
thermal as well as all mechanical transverse interactions between the zones are eliminated.
The longitudinal stresses and strains of the five bars are coupled by two rigid bars at the top
and bottom, which impose the boundary condition: L1(t) = L2(t) = L3(t).
Longitudinal stresses will develop when the characteristic heating and cooling cycles
shown in Figure 4.2(b) are applied to the five bars. Since forces must be in equilibrium
continuously, the stresses in the bars are related by:
A1σ 1 + 2 A2σ 2 + 2 A3σ 3 = 0

(4.1)

For a simple elastic case, the thermal stress (σth) and thermal strain (εth) development can
be described by combining Hooke´s law with the expression for thermal strain:
Δσ th = E Δε th = EαΔT

(4.2)

in which α is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion, ΔT the applied temperature
change, and E is Young’s modulus. For a proper description of the stress development
during welding, plastic strains also need to be taken into account, as discussed earlier in
section 2.2.
In its simplest form, the bar model consists of five bars with equal cross section that are
rigidly linked at the top and bottom. Elastic-perfectly-plastic (temperature independent)
material properties are applied to the bars. Figure 4.3 schematically shows the applied
temperature loads to bars 1, 2, and 3, as well as the resulting stress development. Note that
at all times, since the cross sections of the bars are equal: σ1 + 2σ2 + 2σ3 = 0.
Figure 4.3(a) represents a situation comparable to conventional welding. The
temperature in bar 1 rises to the melting temperature, and gradually cools down to room
temperature. The temperature in bar 2 rises to an intermediate temperature and gradually
cools down. Bar 3 remains at room temperature. Upon heating, bars 1 and 2 will expand. At
the same time, this expansion is constrained by the cold bar 3. The result is a formation of
compressive stresses in bars 1 and 2, and a tensile stress in bar 3. Stresses will increase up
to the yield stress, beyond which they remain constant due to the elastic-perfectly-plastic
behaviour. At t = t1, the temperature in bars 1 and 2 reach their maximum, and from this
point forwards the bars start to cool down. The constrained shrinkage of the bars during
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cooling lead to the formation of tensile stresses in bars 1 and 2, and a balancing
compressive stress in bar 3. The final residual stresses in the bars after the full cycle of
heating and cooling are tensile in bars 1 and 2, and compressive in bars 3.
Figure 4.3(b) shows a similar plot, but now for a temperature load representing the
situation for welding with a trailing heat sink. Upon heating (t ≤ t1), the stress development
in the three bars is similar to the previous case, i.e. tensile stresses in bars 1 and 2, and
compressive stresses in bars 3. From t = t1, the rapid cooling in bar 1 results in a fast
contraction which is restrained by bars 2 and 3. The result is that the stress in bar 1
increases, and the stresses in bars 2 and 3 decrease. At t = t2 the stress in bar 1 reaches the
yield stress, and further contraction of the bar does not create additional stresses. From this
point, the cooling of bar 2 results in the formation of tensile stresses in this bar. The stresses
in bars 1 and 2 are balanced by bars 3, until the stress in bars 3 reach the yield stress in
compression. At t = t3, bar 1 has reached room temperature, while bars 2 are still cooling.
The contraction of bars 2 now results in a drop in stress in bar 1. The final result after the
full cycle of heating and cooling is a compressive stress in bars 3, a tensile stress in bars 2,
and a low stress in bar 1.
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Figure 4.3 Temperature load and resulting longitudinal stress for the three bars as function
of time representing (a) conventional welding, and (b) DC-LSND welding.
The above analysis demonstrates that the formation of stresses in the bar model is the result
of the bars pushing and pulling each other under the influence of the applied temperature
loads. The temperature loads impose strain and stress changes due to the thermal expansion
and contraction (eqn. 4.2). At the same time, the bars affect each other to fulfil the stress
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equilibrium from eqn. 4.1. For the DC-LSND case (Figure 4.3(b)), the drop in stress in bar
1 from t ≥ t3, is directly caused by the increase in stress in bars 2. This effect is the key
principle of the stress development in the DC-LSND process.
For this simple conceptual case, with elastic-perfectly-plastic material properties, equal
bar cross sections, and schematic temperature loads, the balance between the bars can be
followed relatively easily. For more realistic conditions, the situation becomes more
complex, as will be demonstrated in the section below.
4.1.3 Finite Element model implementation of the five-bar model
The five-bar model was implemented in the commercial FE code Msc.MARC, which
makes it possible to account for non-linear mechanical behaviour, such as temperature
dependent material properties, plasticity and work hardening. In this representation, the
five-bar model is a 1-D mechanical model that consists of five two-node linear beam
elements (Msc.MARC type 5), labelled 1, 2, and 3, placed parallel in the longitudinal, or xdirection (Figure 4.4). These elements are given a thickness of h, an arbitrary but equal
length L, and a varying width, di. Since this is a 1-D model, no movement is allowed in the
y-direction. At the bottom, the nodes are fixed in the x-direction. At the top, the longitudinal
displacement of the nodes is linked.

K23

K12

K12

K23

Kij = link stiffness
di = beam width
i = beam number

d2

d1

d2

d3
x-direction

d3

3

2

1
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y-direction

Figure 4.4 Numerical implementation of the five-bar model, consisting of five two-node
one-dimensional beam elements with virtual widths di. The bottom nodes are fixed in the xdirection; the top nodes are linked with spring links with stiffness Kij.
The beams are given an equal length L = 50 mm. Different cross-sectional areas were
assigned to the beams, using an equal beam thickness of h = 1.5 mm and widths of
d1 = 10 mm, d2 = 15 mm, and d3 = 30 mm. These values are estimated from the temperature
distribution during DC-LSND welding on a 1.5×100×200 mm AISI 316L stainless steel
plate, as shown in Figure 4.2(a). In the previous section, the transverse link was assumed
rigid, leading to L1(t) = L2(t) = L3(t). However, rigid linking of the bars would lead to an
over-constrained problem. It is not realistic to assume that the expansion and contraction of
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material close to the weld would be rigidly constrained by the material close to the plate
edges. For a more realistic representation, spring links are used, which have a stiffness (Kij)
that depends on the materials Young’s modulus (E), a cross section (A) and the length of
the link (lij):
K ij =

EAij

(4.3)

lij

Here, A represents the cross section of the constraining transverse bar from Figure 4.2(c),
which is defined by its thickness (h = 1.5 mm) and its height. The height of the transverse
beam represents the amount of the material that contributes to the constraining of the
expanding and contracting bars. This height is related to the length of the longitudinal bars
for the longer the bars, the more surrounding material is needed to restrain their expansion
or contraction. The best results were obtained when the height of the restraining transverse
bar is equal to the length of the longitudinal bars (i.e. L = 50 mm). The link length lij
depends on the distance between two longitudinal bars. Using E = 200 GPa, A = (1.5×50)
mm2, l12 = ½d1 + ½d2 = 12.5 mm, and l23 = ½d2 + d3 = 37.5 mm, leads to: K12 = 1.2 GPa m
and K23 = 0.4 GPa m. Note that although in Figure 4.4 the spring links are drawn in
transverse, or y-direction, they link the displacements in the longitudinal, or x-direction.
Temperature dependent material properties of AISI 316L stainless steel (see Chapter 5)
were assigned to the longitudinal bars. A strain relaxation assumption is incorporated, as
suggested by Hong et al.[15, 16] In this assumption the strains are reset to zero when the
temperature exceeds the melting temperature. In this way, the work hardening built up
before melting will be undone, and the material will return to its virgin state (see also
Chapter 5). Finally, the temperature data from the thermal 3-D FE calculations (Figure 4.1)
were imposed on the longitudinal bars. Temperature histories taken from the 3-D model at
0 mm, 12.5 mm, and 35 mm from the weld centre were applied to bar 1, bars 2, and bars 3,
respectively.
Two cases are considered, the first describes the stress and strain development due to
thermal loading taken from the thermal simulation for conventional welding as shown in
Figure 4.1(a). The bottom graph in Figure 4.5(a) shows the thermal loading that was
applied to bars 1, 2, and 3. The resulting longitudinal plastic strain and stress developments
are also shown in Figure 4.5(a), using the same time scales.
From t = 3 s the middle bar is heated up. The resulting thermal expansion is constrained
by the other bars, which results in the formation of compressive stresses in bar 1. When
these compressive stresses exceed the yield stress, plastic strains will develop. The
formation of plastic strains is enhanced by the fact that the yield stress drops with
increasing temperature, and becomes nearly zero when the material reaches the melting
temperature. Due to the expansion of bar 1, a small tensile stress develops in bars 2 and 3,
thereby fulfilling the stress equilibrium condition (eqn. 4.1). At t = 6 s, bar 1 reaches the
melting temperature (1400 °C), resulting in zero stress and, due to the strain reset principle
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in zero strain. Approximately from this point, bars 2 start to heat, resulting in the formation
of compressive stresses in bars 2 and balancing tensile stresses in bars 3. At t = 9 s, the
temperature in bar 1 drops to below the melting temperature. From this point, the cooling of
the middle bar causes thermal contraction of this bar. Since this contraction is constrained
by the other bars it results in the formation of tensile stresses in bar 1. At
t = 14 s bars
2 also start to cool, causing an increase in stress in these bars as well. The contraction of
bars 1 and 2 during cooling causes compression of bars 3. Thus, compressive stresses in
bars 3 will develop that balance the tensile stresses in bars 1 and 2. The final residual stress
state after cooling to room temperature (t = 250 s) is equivalent to a real welding situation,
with tensile stresses in the middle part of the plate - represented by bars 1 and 2 -, and
compressive stresses at the outer parts of the plate - represented by bars 3.

b.

Figure 4.5 Temperature, longitudinal stress, and longitudinal strain for the bars in the fivebar model as function of time for temperature histories taken from 3-D thermal models for
(a) conventional welding, and (b) DC-LSND welding.
The second case describes the stress and strain development due to thermal loading taken
from the thermal simulation for welding with a trailing heat sink as shown in Figure 4.1(b).
Figure 4.5 (b) shows the development of temperature, longitudinal stress, and longitudinal
plastic strain of the bars in the bar model for this case. The first stage does not differ from
the above case for conventional welding. From t = 3 s the heating of bar 1 causes
compressive stresses and plastic yielding. At t = 6 s, where the material of bar 1 reaches the
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melting temperature the strains are reset to zero, and the stress becomes zero. Up until
t = 14 s the stress and strain development is similar to that for conventional welding. At
t = 14 s the middle bar starts to cool rapidly to room temperature. The constrained
contraction of bar 1 causes high stresses and plastic strains. Note that the stresses and
strains are much higher in this case than for the conventional welding case, where the
cooling of bar 1 was more gradual. At t = 19 s bar 1 is completely cooled down while bars
2 have just reached their maximum temperature. Now bars 2 start to cool, thereby
developing tensile stresses. The contraction of bars 2 causes compression of bars 1 and 3.
From Figure 4.5 (b) it is clear that the increase in stress in bars 2 is balanced by a decrease
in stress in bars 1 and 3. At t = 55 s all bars have reached the same temperature, and
consequently the stresses remain constant from this point on.
Similar to the conceptual case discussed in section 4.1.2, this more realistic version of
the five bar model shows that the main reason for the drop in stress in the middle bar after
the rapid cooling, is the increase in stress of the second bars that develop during their
slower cooling.
4.1.4 Analogy between the 1-D five-bar model and a 3-D thermal mechanical model
In order to demonstrate that the 1-D five-bar model indeed captures the key issues related to
the longitudinal stress development during DC-LSND welding, the results from Figure 4.5
are compared with results from a 3-D thermal-mechanical model. The general background
for these 3-D models will be discussed in Chapter 5. Similar to the bar model, a simplified
heat sink model is used for the DC-LSND weld, which consists of a fixed heat transfer
coefficient of Hsink = 10 kW m-2 K-1 that is applied within a spot with a diameter of 14 mm
that follows the welding heat source at a distance of 25 mm. The thermal part of the model
is identical to the thermal model that was used to calculate the temperature history for the
bar models described above (see Figure 4.1). Figure 4.6 shows the temperature and stress
development calculated with a 3-D thermal-mechanical model, at three positions from the
weld centre line, i.e. at 0, 12.5 and 35 mm. It can be seen that the prediction of both the
longitudinal plastic strain and the longitudinal stress development are in good agreement
with those of the bar models (shown in Figure 4.5).
After cooling to room temperature, the transient longitudinal stresses plotted in Figure
4.5 and Figure 4.6 reach their residual stress states. To show the similarity between results
obtained by the bar model and those obtained by the 3-D FE model, their longitudinal
residual stress distributions are plotted in Figure 4.7.
It can be seen from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 that the results of the five bar model are in
good agreement with results from coupled 3-D models, both for conventional and for DCLSND welding.
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Figure 4.6 Temperature, longitudinal stress, and longitudinal plastic strain development at
three positions from the weld centre line as function of time for a 3-D thermal mechanical
model for (a) conventional welding, and (b) DC-LSND welding.
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Figure 4.7 Comparison between residual stress distributions calculated with the 1-D
mechanical bar model, and a 3-D coupled thermal mechanical model, for (a) conventional
welding, and (b) DC-LSND welding.
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4.1.5 Discussion of the five-bar model
The five-bar model concept demonstrates that the final residual stress distribution is a result
of: (i) stresses caused by constrained thermal expansion and contraction, and (ii) stresses
caused by strain changes in one of the other bars. Therefore, the magnitude of the stresses
in the different zones depends not only on the applied temperature cycles, but also strongly
on the degree of constraint and the relative widths of the zones. For this reason, bar widths
must be selected with care. In the FE implementation of the bar model, the bar widths were
chosen according to the temperature distribution, as shown in Figure 4.1. The main
difficulty is that the interface between two temperature zones is not sharply defined.
Moreover, the widths of the temperature zones vary with time due to the redistribution of
heat in time. Nevertheless, the residual stress plots of Figure 4.7 shows that the estimated
bar widths lead to a good approximation of the widths of the tension and compression
zones. A better-defined procedure for selecting bar widths based on the temperature
distribution must be developed for an improved prediction of stresses and strains. An
alternative is to expand the model to an n-bar model, where n ≥ 5, and where n could for
example be equal to the number of nodes on a line perpendicular to the weld from a 3-D FE
calculation [8]. This approach will be discussed in section 4.2.
The qualitative results strongly depend on the applied constraints. Assuming rigid
linking between the bars may lead to over-constraining. In practice, it will never be such
that longitudinal expansion of the small zone around the weld will be rigidly constrained by
material at the plate edges. This problem was partially solved by the introduction of the
spring links, which led to more realistic results. In reality, the constraint will also depend on
the temperature, due to the temperature dependent material properties. Improvement can be
obtained when a temperature dependent Young’s modulus is used in eqn. 4.3. However, an
important part of the constraint problem cannot be solved due to the dimension of the bar
model. The bar model has only one spatial dimension, i.e. perpendicular to the weld, or the
y-direction. The linking between the bars provides interaction of longitudinal stresses and
strains in this direction. However, it can be expected that there is a significant influence of
longitudinal stress and strain interaction in the x-direction as well. Therefore, for a more
exact analysis of stresses and strains during (DC-LSND) welding, a 2-D or 3-D model
would be more appropriate.
It was shown that the compressive stresses in the weld zone, represented by bar 1, are
formed due to the shrinkage of the adjacent zones, represented by bars 2. Another effect
also causes the drop in stress in the centre region. After the rapid cooling by the heat sink
the temperature in the weld zone will gradually rise again due to conduction from the hotter
regions. Although the increase in temperature might be only in the order of 50 K, it causes
significant thermal expansion. Using eqn. 4.2, it can be seen that an increase in temperature
of 50 K, can cause a drop in stress of 150 MPa, if the constraint would be rigid. When the
middle zone (bar 1) reheats, the adjacent zones (bars 2) are still cooling, and thus
contracting. Therefore the expansion of the reheating weld zone is highly constrained and
results in a decrease in stress. Finally the temperature will decrease again to room
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temperature. Although this decrease in temperature causes the metal to shrink again, the
shrinkage is not constrained this time, since all zones cool down together. Using the bar
model and the 3-D FE models it can be shown that the drop in stress of the middle zone is
still present when no reheating takes place. Therefore this is not considered to be the key
feature of the DC-LSND welding process, although it does aid the process.
In spite of its limitations, the five bar-model concept provides valuable insight into the
key mechanisms of stress development during DC-LSND welding. It shows, more than any
of the other theories presented previously in the literature, why the process leads to the
typical residual stress distribution, with reduced tensile or even compressive stresses around
the weld zone. This insight is invaluable for the practical development of the process.
4.1.6 Implications of the five-bar model
The five-bar model gives several practical considerations for the application of the trailing
heat sink. Most importantly, the heat sink must be small enough to penetrate into the
temperature field caused by the welding heat source, to obtain the typical saddle shaped
temperature profile. Consequently, welding processes with a narrow heat input, require a
smaller heat sink. During the cooling stage, the absolute drop in stress around the weld line
depends on the temperature difference between the weld zone (zone 1) and the adjacent
region (zone 2), which requires cooling sources with a high heat transfer coefficient,
applied on a precise spot. Maximum temperature differences between the two zones can be
obtained close behind the weld, provided that the cooling source is strong enough. From
these observations, the most relevant cooling source parameters are considered to be (i) the
cooling source strength, (ii) the cooling source size, and (iii) the cooling source position
relative to the heating source. The cooling source parameters also depend on the material
that is welded, and the welding process and parameters that are used, but these influences
all relate to the cooling source strength, size and position. For example, when welding a
material with a high thermal conductivity, the cooling source needs to have a higher
strength and a smaller size, and it should be positioned closer to the welding heat source to
obtain the same effect as for a material with a low conductivity. The five-bar model concept
can be used for qualitative cooling source parameter studies, as will be demonstrated below.

4.2

Parametric study using the bar model concept

In the previous section it was found that the most relevant cooling source parameters are the
cooling source strength, its size, and its position relative to the heating source. Threedimensional thermal models will be used in Chapter 5 to perform a parameter analysis of
the cooling source parameters,[17] which are schematically shown in Figure 4.8. The cooling
source strength is expressed in terms of the heat transfer coefficient, hsink, using a constant
cooling source temperature of -78°C; the cooling source size is defined by the radius of the
circular spot, rsink, within which the cooling is applied; the cooling source position is
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defined as the distance between the centre of the heat source and the front of the cooling
source, L.

Cooling source: qsink = hsink (Tsurface - Tsink)
rsink

Heat source
Welding speed, v

L
Figure 4.8 Definition of the cooling source parameters used for the parameters analysis.
Table 4.1 Input parameters for the 3-D thermal FE models.
Parameter

Value

Heat input, Q

650 W

Fixed

Efficiency, η

0.6
3 mm s-1

Welding speed
Half heat source width, a

2 mm

Variable

Heat sink temperature, Tsink

-78 °C

Heat sink heat transfer coefficient, hsink
Heat sink radius, rsink

0 – 20 kW m-2 K-2
0 - 30 mm

Distance from heat source to heat sink, L

15 – 50 mm

The basic input parameters for the 3-D thermal model are listed in Table 4.1. The heat sink
parameters are varied separately within the given ranges, using rsink = 10 mm,
hsink = 10 kW m-2 K-1, and L = 25 mm as the default values.
The results of the thermal parameter analysis are used as input for a mechanical
parameter analysis using a 1-D n-bar model. Similar to the five-bar model, the n-bar model
describes the longitudinal stress development along a line perpendicular to the welding
direction. Due to symmetry, only half of the plate, with total width b, has to be represented.
The model consists of n one-dimensional beam elements with label i (i = 1..n), as shown in
Figure 4.9. Bar i = 1 represents a point at the weld centreline (at position y = 0), while
element i = n represents a point at the plate edge (at position y = ½b). Temperature
dependent mechanical material properties similar to those of the five-bar model (see
Chapter 5) are assigned to the beams.
The bars have a thickness h, representing the plate thickness (h = 1.5 mm). The width of
the bars is given by di, which depends on the position (yi) of the bars:
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di =

1

2

( y − y( ) ) + ( y(
i

i −1

1

2

i +1)

− yi

)

(4.4)

The length of the beams is arbitrary but equal (L = 50 mm). No displacements are allowed
in the transverse direction. The nodes at the bottom are fixed. The nodes at the top are
linked, similar to the linking in the five-bar model. The links between bar i and bar (i+1)
have a stiffness Ki(i+1), the magnitude of which is given by:
Ki (i +1) =

E (T ) A

(4.5)

(di + d( i +1) ) / 2

in which E(T) is the temperature dependent Young’s modulus, and A = hL is the cross
section of the links, that represent surrounding constraining material (A = 50×1.5 mm2).
Nodal temperature histories that are taken from 3-D thermal FE calculations are applied to
each of the bars. The number of bars (n) is therefore equal to the number of nodes taken
from the 3-D model. The resulting thermal expansion and contraction of the bars is
comparable to that of the material in the 3-D model, resulting in a similar longitudinal
residual stress distribution.
Temperature histories from the 3-D thermal models were collected for 22 nodes
distributed along a line perpendicular to the welding direction. Procedure files were written
to transport the nodal temperature histories from the 3-D thermal model to the 1-D n-bar
model, for which n = 22.†

Weld centre line
y=0
K12
K23

Plate edge
y = ½b
K(n-2)(n-1) K(n-1)n

Ki(i+1) = link stiffness
di = beam width
i = beam number

d2

d3

dn-2

dn-1

dn
x-direction

d1

1

2

3

n-2

n-1

n

y-direction

Figure 4.9 Schematic representation of the 1-D n-bar model.

†

The five bar model is symmetrical, while the n-bar model as presented here represents only half the
plate. For the symmetrical case, n should be replaced by ½(n-1), i.e. n = 43.
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Longitudinal residual stress [MPa]

Longitudinal residual stress [MPa]

With this 1-D 22-bar model, similar results to a 3-D transient model can be obtained in only
a fraction of the time, i.e. in less than 40 seconds, compared to around eight hours for the
3-D models. Figure 4.10 shows the comparison between the longitudinal residual stress
distributions perpendicular to the weld as calculated by a 3-D model and by the 22-bar
model. It can be seen that there is a good similarity between the two models, especially for
the compressive zone at the plate edges, which is responsible for the buckling distortion.
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of the longitudinal residual stress distributions calculated by a 3D FE model, and by a 1-D 22-bar model, for (a) conventional welding, and (b) DC-LSND
welding (rsink = 7 mm, hsink = 10 kW m-2 K-1, L = 25 mm).
The results of the parameter analysis using the 22-bar model are presented in Figure 4.11.
On the left, the longitudinal residual stress distributions are plotted as a function of the plate
width. On the right, the minimum and average longitudinal stress at the plate edges
(calculated for 30 ≤ y ≤ 50 mm) are presented as a function of one of the cooling source
parameters (rsink, L, or hsink), while keeping the other two parameters constant.
Varying the heat source radius mainly affects the width of the compressive zone at the
weld centre line, Figure 4.11(a). The wider the compressive zone around the weld line, the
lower is the balancing compressive stress near the plate edges. However, Figure 4.11(a)
shows that there is an optimum at around rsink = 15 mm (for the given values of L and hsink).
At increasing radius, the cooling source becomes so large that the characteristic saddle
shaped temperature profile disappears.
The variation of the heat source to cooling source distance mainly affects the width of
the tensile zone, as can be seen from Figure 4.11(c). The narrower the tensile zone, the
lower is the balancing compressive stresses at the plate edges. This indicates that
preferably, the cooling source should be positioned as close as possible to the weld, without
affecting the welding process.
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Figure 4.11 Compressive longitudinal residual stress at the plate edges as calculated by the
1-D 22-bar model, for varying values of (a,b) the cooling source diameter rsink, (c,d) the
heat sink distance L, and (e,f) the heat sink strength hsink, showing (a,c,f) the longitudinal
residual stress distribution as function of the plate width, and (b,d,e) the minimum and
average compressive longitudinal residual stress at the plate edges (for 30 ≤ y ≤ 50 mm).
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The variation of the cooling source strength mainly affects the magnitude of the
compressive stress near the weld centre line, as can be seen from Figure 4.11(e). The lower
the residual stress at the weld centre line, the lower is the balancing compressive stress near
the plate edges. This indicates that the heat sink should be as strong as possible. This effect
is significant for a cooling source heat transfer coefficient of hsink ≤ 10 kW m-2 K-1. For the
material properties employed, a further increase of the heat transfer coefficient does not
have a large effect on the residual stress distribution.
The five-bar model presented in section 4.1 gave insight into which cooling source
parameters are relevant for the reduction of the compressive stresses at the plate edges. This
schematic parameter study, using an n-bar model, has demonstrated the quantitative and
qualitative effect of varying the individual cooling source parameters. Although the bar
model does not predict the exact residual stress distributions, it does give valuable
information for further development of the DC-LSND process.

4.3

Concluding remarks

The mechanisms of the DC-LSND welding process were explained using a onedimensional, conceptual bar model. It was shown that the observed decrease of tensile
stresses around the weld zone, which is heated and then rapidly cooled, is the direct result
of the increase in stresses in the adjacent zones, which are heated and cooled slowly.
Interestingly, this explanation of the mechanisms differs from those given in the existing
literature,[4-6, 10, 18] as will be further discussed in Chapter 11.
The main limitations of the bar model relate to the difficulties in assigning suitable bar
widths and linking stiffness to the bars, while these have a significant influence on the
quantitative results. The problem of defining the bar widths could be overcome by using
more then five bars, as was demonstrated in section 4.2. The bar linking stiffness that is
used now works well, but the physical meaning is not yet completely clear, and should be
further investigated.
The five bar model is based on two main simplifications, namely the simplification of
the temperature field into three characteristic zones, and the assumption that only the
longitudinal stress development within these zones has to be considered. It reduces the
complex three dimensional time and temperature dependent situation during welding with a
trailing heat sink to a one dimensional time dependent problem. The beauty of this
approach is that although it is simple, it captures the key mechanisms of stress and strain
development during DC-LSND welding. This enhances our insight into the process, and
aids further development of the cooling source.
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5

Finite Element Modelling

The stress and strain development during welding is complex to visualise, since it is a
three-dimensional, time and temperature dependent problem. The addition of a trailing heat
sink complicates the situation even further. Although the experimental investigations, as
presented in the following chapters provide valuable insight into the process of welding
with a trailing heat sink, many experimental techniques are complex and expensive.
Moreover, some quantities, such as the transient stress development during welding, cannot
be measured at all.
Finite element (FE) models provide a very suitable tool for investigating the thermal
and mechanical behaviour of the (DC-LSND) welding process. Such models provide a clear
(graphical) insight into the results, and once the models have been developed and validated,
they give easy access to a variety of data, such as the transient temperature and stress
development, or the critical buckling stress levels. In contrast to experiments, finite element
models allow an extensive variation of the welding and cooling source parameters, without
having to deal with practical limitations. The FE models can be used for a detailed study of
the temperatures, stresses and strains during welding, thereby improving the understanding
of the process. However, the output of the models will never be more reliable than the
input, and validation of the FE models remains necessary.
A synergistic approach involving both finite element modelling and experimental work
has proven invaluable. For example, FE modelling studies have identified the relevant
cooling source parameters (see Chapter 4). In their turn, the FE models are validated by
experiments, such as temperature measurements and residual stress measurements based on
X-ray diffraction (see Chapters 7 and 8).
It must be noted that the objective of the finite element modelling in this research is not
to reproduce the experimental results exactly. Due to the large number of variables used in
the models, it is not difficult to fit the simulations to the experiments. The FE modelling is
primarily used as a tool to obtain the necessary insight.
In this chapter, the background of the finite element models that are used throughout
this thesis is discussed. First, the modelling approach will be presented. Then, the thermal
model will be discussed, including the boundary conditions and thermal material properties.
Subsequently, the mechanical model will be discussed, with a focus on the mechanical
boundary conditions and the material model. Where necessary, experimental results are
presented, which serve as a motivation for some of the choices that were made regarding
several modelling issues or parameters. This chapter will end with a discussion of the
model, and concluding remarks. Comparison between modelling and experimental results
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and further discussion will be given in Chapter 7 for the thermal distributions, in Chapter 8
for the residual stresses, and in Chapter 9 for the deformations.

5.1

Modelling approach and mesh

Structural modelling was performed to calculate the macroscopic thermal-mechanical
behaviour of the samples during welding. The computational domain of the models is
limited to the sample, which means that the clamping system and welding heat source are
not modelled explicitly. Fluid flow phenomena are also explicitly not taken into account,
which means that the model does not predict weld pool geometries. As a matter of fact,
weld pool geometries are used as input parameters. Consequently, the model is most
reliable outside the weld pool.
During welding of the samples, three closely related fields play a role, namely the
thermal field, the mechanical field, and the material behaviour. The relation between these
fields is shown in Figure 5.1 and in Table 5.1. During welding, the thermal field is the
driving force for the changes in the mechanical and material field. At the same time, the
development of both the thermal and the mechanical field, strongly depend on the material
behaviour. A complete model of welding stresses and deformations contains all factors
mentioned in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Relations between the thermal field, the mechanical field, and the material
behaviour in welding simulations.
Table 5.1 Relations depicted in Figure 5.1
Relations from Figure 5.1
1.

Material properties are temperature dependent.
Thermal history determines the microstructure.

2.

Temperature distribution depends on the material properties.
Phase changes provide latent heat.

3.

Stress state and deformations depend on the material properties.

4.

Hardening behaviour and transformation kinetics depend on the stress/strain
field.

5.

Thermal expansion and shrinkage occur.

6.

Plastic strains create heat.
The temperature distribution depends on the contact status.
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Since the influence of the mechanical simulation on the thermal calculations is very small,
it was found that there is no need to run fully coupled models, in which the thermal and
mechanical calculations are coupled at every time increment. De-coupled models are
sufficient to describe the process when contact analyses with surrounding bodies such as
the clamping system are not included. A de-coupled model consists of a thermal run,
followed by a mechanical run that uses the output of the thermal calculation as input. In this
approach, only relation 6 from Figure 5.1 is ignored.
The models described in this chapter are all based on 1.5×100×200 mm AISI 316L
stainless steel samples. In Chapter 7, 8, and 9 these models were adjusted to be applicable
for other dimensions and materials, such as aluminium AA2024 and DP600 steel.
The simulations were run on a HP Proliant ML 570 workstation. This workstation has 4
Intel Xeon 64EMT processors and uses Linux Fedora core 5 as an operating system.
Models were made using the commercial finite element code Msc.Marc,[1] in combination
with Msc.Mentat for pre- and post-processing. The subroutines are written in Fortran 77.
5.1.1 Finite element mesh
In commercial finite element codes such as Msc.Marc, several element types are available,
ranging from general three-dimensional brick elements, to simple linear elastic beam
elements. When deciding on which elements to use for a finite element calculation, several
factors should be taken into consideration. Most importantly, the element should capture all
relevant aspects of the phenomena that are modelled. In this case, these are the threedimensional heat flow, the elastic-plastic temperature dependent material behaviour, and
the three-dimensional stresses and deformations. Using three dimensional brick models
seems the most obvious choice. However, these elements are computationally expensive.
Welding models using 3-D elements are generally very slow, which makes them less
suitable for extensive research.
The problems concerning welding induced buckling distortion relate to the welding of
thin sheet material. When welding thin sheet in full penetration, the variation of the
temperature in the thickness direction is small. Consequently, the temperature field during
welding of thin sheet material is approximately two-dimensional. This results in a residual
stress state without, or with only small through thickness stresses, that approaches a 2-D
stress distribution.
The problems related to welding induced buckling distortion can be modelled well
using shell elements. Shell elements are generally used to model three-dimensional
structures for which the plate thickness is small compared to the other dimensions, and
where the direct through thickness stresses may be assumed to be negligible.[2] Shell
elements are widely used for modelling distortions caused by in plane stresses, such as
buckling. Shell elements allow small temperature variations in the through thickness
direction of the shell by bilinear interpolation, assuming either a linear or a quadratic
temperature distribution in the shell thickness direction.
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Dye et al.[3] report that for GTA welding of thin sheet IN718 Super alloy, the distortions
and longitudinal strains and stresses calculated with shell elements are very similar to those
calculated with three-dimensional brick elements. Only the transverse stresses and strains
turned out to be somewhat lower for the shell elements than for the 3-D brick elements. For
two-dimensional plane stress elements, Dye et al. report a significant difference in the
stress distribution.
In his thesis, Preston[2] compares results for welding residual stress and deformation
obtained with different types of shell elements, e.g. four node linear elements with full or
reduced integration, and eight node quadratic elements. He concludes that four node linear
elements (Abaqus type S4) are best suited for welding stress and deformation analyses.
The mesh used in this research consists of 2561 nodes, and 2440 elements. Four-node
bilinear shell elements are used for heat transfer problems (Marc type 85),[4] in which the
temperature distribution in the shell element is assumed to vary linearly over the whole
thickness of the shells. Four node thin shell elements are used for the mechanical problem
(Marc type 139),[4] in which bilinear interpolation is used for the coordinates, displacements
and the rotations. Note that these element types allow three dimensional deformations,
small temperature differences in the thickness direction, but no stress gradient in the
thickness direction.
The mesh that is used for both the thermal and mechanical calculations is shown in
Figure 5.2. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only half the plate is modelled, thereby
saving a considerable amount of calculation time. For asymmetric problems, the full plate is
modelled, resulting in a double amount of elements and nodes. The elements around the
weld line are smaller than those at the plate edges, to account for the high temperature and
strain gradients near the weld. A constant thickness of 1.5 mm is applied to the shell
elements.

Figure 5.2 Finite element mesh for thermal and mechanical calculations, consisting of
2661 nodes, and 2240 Marc types 85 and 139 thin shell elements.

5.2

Thermal model

During welding, the energy input from the welding heat source is used to heat and melt the
material. Heat is conducted away from the welding heat source into the material, and heat is
lost by convection and radiation to the surroundings and by conduction to contacting
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bodies. The thermal model does not explicitly include the weld pool. The material is
assumed to be melted when the melting temperature is exceeded. Latent heat effects are
incorporated, but fluid flow in the weld pool is ignored.
5.2.1 Heat input model
Over the years, many models have been proposed to simulate the welding heat source.
Rosenthal[5, 6] and Rykalin[7] proposed simple heat sources like a point source, a line source,
or a disk shaped source, which are particularly convenient for classical analytical
calculations. However, the calculated temperatures near these simple heat sources become
unrealistically high.[8] Pavelic et al.[9] suggested that the heat source should be distributed.
He proposed a Gaussian distribution of the heat flux that is deposited at the surface of the
work piece:
q ( r ) = q ( 0 ) e− Cr

2

(5.1)

where q(0) is the heat flux at the centre of the heat source, q(r) is the heat flux at radial
distance r, and C is a concentration coefficient. Friedman[10] extended this model to a
moving heat source model. The Gaussian heat flux, in combination with FEM analysis,
resulted in significantly better temperature distributions in the fusion and heat-affected
zones, than those computed with the Rosenthal model.[11, 12] The main limitation of
Pavelic´s heat source model is that it uses a surface flux. For almost all fusion welding
situations the heat is transported well below the work piece surface, due pool depression or
convection in the weld pool. A model that incorporates this volume heating was proposed
by Goldak et al.[12, 13] In Goldak´s models, arbitrary functions are used to define the
distribution of heat flux on the surface of the weld, as well as the power density throughout
the volume of the weld. He proposed a non-axisymmetric three-dimensional heat source
model (the double ellipsoid heat source model) that is based on the Gaussian distribution
shown in Figure 5.3. Following the derivation of Goldak,[12] the volume heat flux is
described by two half ellipsoids, describing the heat input at the leading half, and at the
trailing half of the heat source:
q ( x, y , z , t ) =
q ( x, y , z , t ) =

6 3 f1η Q
abc1π π
6 3 f 2η Q
abc2π π

e
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⎣a⎦

e

2
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2
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2
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−3 ⎢ ⎥
⎣b ⎦

e

⎡ x + vt ⎤
−3 ⎢ 0
⎥
⎣ c1 ⎦

2

e

2

⎡ x + vt ⎤
−3 ⎢ 0
⎥
⎣ c2 ⎦

if y > y0

(5.2)

2

if y ≤ y0

In eqn. 5.2, Q represents the process energy of the heat source, η is the total thermal
efficiency of the heat source, and f1 and f2 represent the fractions of heat deposited at the
leading and trailing half of the heat source, respectively. The parameters x0, y0, and z0
define the centre of the heat source, that moves with a speed v along the x-direction. The
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parameters a, b and ci define the half width, the depth and the lengths of the leading (ci =
c1) and trailing (ci = c2) half of the ellipsoid, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Goldak´s double ellipsoid heat source model for welding heat sources.[12]
The shape of the volume in which the power is distributed can be chosen by varying the
parameters a, b and ci. In this way, an experimental fusion zone geometry can be
approached. Data for weld pool geometries can be obtained from experiments. If such data
are not available, the methods for estimating the weld pool dimensions (for arc welding)
suggested by Christensen et al.[14] can be used. Goldak et al.[13] report good agreement
between actual and modelled weld pool sizes, if the modelled heat source size is selected
approximately 10% smaller than the experimental weld pool size.
The parameters for the Goldak model were derived from the experiments (see Chapter
7), leading to the values listed in Table 7.2, which can be found in section 7.3.
The parameters from Goldak’s model can be used as fudge-factors, which is a
disadvantage of the model. It lacks a good physical background, which may lead to
problems when welding conditions become slightly different. For every set of welding
parameters and material composition, a new fit has to be made. Therefore the model cannot
predict any fusion zone geometries, it can only back-calculate them. Nevertheless, good
results were obtained with estimations for the weld pool geometry from experiments. Small
changes in the heat source geometry mainly affect the temperatures very close to the weld
pool. Consequently, the calculated temperature history near and in the weld pool are less
accurate. This is not only due to uncertainties in the heat source geometry, but also due to
uncertainties in the high temperature thermal material properties, and the convective and
radiative boundary conditions.
5.2.2 Modelling of heat losses
During welding, a significant amount of heat is lost through the plate’s surfaces by means
of (natural) convection and radiation. The convective heat flux (qc) is generally modelled
as:
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qc = hc (T − T∞ )

(5.3)

in which hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, T the surface temperature of the
plate, and T∞ the temperature of the surroundings. The radiative heat flux (qr) can be
modelled as:
qr = εσ B (T 4 − T∞4 ) = εσ B (T 3 + T 2T∞ + TT∞2 + T∞3 ) (T − T∞ ) = hr (T − T∞ )

(5.4)

in which ε is the emissivity of the plate surface, and σB the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
(5.6703⋅108 W m-2 K-4). The total cooling flux, qcooling, can therefore be written as:
qcooling = ( hc + hr )(T − T∞ ) = ⎡⎣ hc + εσ B (T 3 + T 2T∞ + TT∞2 + T∞3 ) ⎤⎦ (T − T∞ )

(5.5)

In addition to convective and radiative heat losses, contact heat losses also play a role.
These can be modelled in a similar way as the convective heat flux (eqn. 5.3), but then by
using a contact heat transfer coefficient (hcontact) to quantify the heat flow from the plate to
the contacting body. At places where the sample is in contact with the backing plate,
radiation and convection do not play a role anymore, and cooling is purely due to the
thermal contact.
There are, in the expressions above, three unknown parameters: the convection heat
transfer coefficient (hc), the emissivity (ε), and the contact heat transfer coefficient (hcontact).
The heat losses due to radiation play a large role in the high temperature areas, but a minor
role in the low temperature areas, where the contribution of convection is dominant. Most
handbooks have listed tables for the (temperature dependent) emissivity for several
materials. The emissivity is, however, strongly dependent on the surface conditions of the
metal, ranging from ε < 0.1 for un-oxidized surfaces, to ε = 0.8 for oxidized surfaces.[15]
Since the temperatures and surface conditions of a metal surface are constantly changing
during welding, an estimate of the emissivity should be made.
From the experimental observations during the welding of 316L stainless steel, the
oxidation of the metal surface at the top side of the sample is severe within approximately
6 to 8 mm from the weld centre line, where temperatures have reached a maximum of
±900 K. Multiple internet sources[16] report a temperature dependent emissivity for polished
316 stainless steel (including the effect of oxidation) as given in Figure 5.4. Also plotted in
this figure is a function that was fitted to this data, which is used in the model to incorporate
the temperature dependency of the emissivity. This function was determined as:

ε = 0.7 − 0.02e( 900 T ) , ε > 0.2

(5.6)

At the underside of the sample, where the sample is protected by the argon purging gas (see
Chapter 6), there is no oxidation, and the emissivity will be lower at elevated temperatures
than the values plotted in Figure 5.4, since the temperature dependency for the emissivity
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on the un-oxidized metal surface is small. Therefore, for the un-oxidized underside of the
plate, a constant emissivity of 0.2 was assumed.

Emissivity

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Fit ε = 0.7 - 0.02 e (900/T)
Literature

0.0
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Temperature [K]

Figure 5.4 Emissivity as function of temperature for 316 stainless steel, including the effect
of oxidation, showing both data from literature[16] and the fitted function.
The convection heat transfer coefficient is also temperature dependent, and a wide range of
data can be found in literature for this parameter. Often, a temperature dependent value is
used, which is then applied in eqn. 5.3. However, the temperature dependency of the
convection heat transfer coefficient is generally much lower than that of the radiation heat
transfer coefficient. In addition, at higher temperatures, the radiative heat transfer
dominates the convection heat transfer. Therefore, it was found that there is no real benefit
to using a temperature dependent convective heat transfer coefficient. From experimentally
measured temperature histories (see Chapter 7), a convective heat transfer coefficient of
hc = 5-15 W m-2 K-1 seems realistic.
The experimental clamp has a 20 mm wide gap below the weld (see section 6.1), where
cooling is only due to convection and radiation. Beyond the gap, the sample is clamped to
the steel backing plate, leading to contact heat transfer between the sample and the clamp. It
can be expected that during welding, the contact status between sample and clamp will
change because of deformation of the sample. In addition, the contact heat transfer will
depend largely on the degree of clamping; the more pressure is used to clamp the sample to
the backing plate, the better the heat transfer between the two bodies will be. It is therefore
assumed that the contact heat transfer plays a bigger role at the positions where the copper
clamps push the sample onto the backing plate (approximately 35 mm from the weld centre
line) than over the rest of the surface in contact with the steel backing plate. Again, an
estimation is made based on experimental temperature measurements, leading to
hcontact = 25-100 W m-2 K-1. Because of the large mass of the steel backing plate, the heating
of the clamping system during welding, which would affect T∞ in eqn. 5.3, is neglected in
the model.
The exact values for the convective and contact heat transfer coefficients are determined
in Chapter 7. A trail-and-error method is used to fit the models to the experimental results,
by varying the parameters within the given ranges.
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5.2.3 Cooling source model
Most researchers who have applied the DC-LSND welding technique in practice have also
performed finite element modelling work of the process. Dye et al.[17] used a rather
unrealistic approach for modelling the cooling source, by applying a negative heat flux of
opposite strength and of similar dimensions to the welding heat source. Applying a constant
negative heat flux can lead to unrealistically low temperatures below 0 K. A better
approach is to define the heat flux by a heat transfer coefficient and a heat sink temperature:
qsink = hsink (T − Tsink )

(5.7)

in which qsink is the heat flux from the plate to the cooling medium, hsink is the heat transfer
coefficient, and Tsink the temperature of the cooling medium. The simplest option is to apply
a constant heat transfer coefficient over an area with fixed dimensions at a set distance
behind the welding heat source. Several researchers follow this approach, and this approach
is also used in the preliminary parameter studies in this thesis (see Chapter 4).
Li et al.[18-20] and Soul et al.[21] have constructed models for DC-LSND welding using an
atomised water spray. They calculate the heat transfer coefficient of the cooling source
from the Nusselt number of the water spray jet, resulting in a heat transfer coefficient of
hsink = 600 W m-2 K-1 that is applied on a circular spot with a radius of 5 mm, at varying
distances from the heat source. Bagshaw et al.[22] have modelled the cooling source for DCLSND welding with a CO2-snow jet by applying a constant heat transfer coefficient of
hsink = 1000 W m-2 K-1 on a rectangular area of 25×50 mm2, using a cooling source
temperature of Tsink = 10 °C, which is rather high for CO2-snow cooling.
The cooling medium that is used within this research is solid CO2-snow, which has a
well-defined temperature of Tsink = –78.5°C (195 K). However, since the experimental
cooling source produces a mixture of CO2-gas and CO2-snow, the temperature Tsink will not
be constant. Temperature measurements (see Chapter 7) have shown that the cooling heat
flux is also variable across the area over which the cooling source is applied. For a more
realistic model, a distributed cooling source temperature and a distributed heat transfer
coefficient was used, for which the parameters were taken from the experimental
temperature measurements (see section 7.4).
The best fit with the experimental data was found when the cooling source heat transfer
coefficient was modelled as an asymmetric Gaussian distribution applied over an
elliptically shaped surface (Asink) that moves at the welding speed (v) over the plate surface.
Here, Asink is the area inside the ellipse defined by:
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(5.8)

in which xc and yc represent the centre of the ellipse, and w, g1, and g2 the half width, the
leading half length, and the rear half length of the ellipse, respectively. The cooling source
temperature was determined as:
Tsink = 38log ( ( xc + vt ) + g1 − x ) + TCO2 , where TCO2 ≤ Tsink ≤ Troom

(5.9)

where TCO2 is the temperature of the CO2-snow (195 K) and Troom is room temperature. The
cooling source heat transfer coefficient can be written as:
hsink = h
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(5.10)

max
= 2000 W m-2 K-1,
From the experimental results (see Chapter 7) it was estimated that hsink
min
hsink
= 25 W m-2 K-1, w = 25 mm, and g1 = 100 mm, g2 = 20 mm.

Unfortunately, the distributed heat source presented here is not an exact representation
of reality. This is mainly caused by the fact that the cooling source properties of the
experimental source were not constant and not well defined. The amount of snow, the flow
rate, and even the positioning could not be accurately controlled. This makes it difficult to
predict the cooling source strength and dimensions without experimental observations.
However, the results presented in Chapter 7 will show that this model gives reasonable
results for varying sets of welding parameters, in spite of the inherent limitations described.
5.2.4 Thermal material properties
The distribution of the heat in the model depends significantly on the thermal properties of
the material. Properties that were taken into account were the heat conductivity (k), the
specific heat (Cp), the density (ρ), and the latent heat of melting and solidification. The
temperature dependencies of these properties are included in the models. The thermal
conductivity is artificially enhanced above the melting temperature, to account for the
increased distribution of heat due to fluid flow in the melt pool. Msc.MARC does not allow
implementation of a temperature dependent density. Correcting the specific heat for the
temperature dependency of the density solved this limitation. This is justified, since in all
thermal equations, only the product of density and specific heat capacity is considered. The
specific heat then becomes:
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C pcorrected (T ) = C p (T )

ρ (T )
ρ 20°C

(5.11)
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Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Temperature dependent conductivity and specific heat for AISI 316L.[8, 23]
The latent heat of melting and solidification is assumed to be released linearly between the
solidus and liquidus temperature. For 316L stainless steel, the latent heat is 3.3⋅105 J kg-1;
the solidus and liquidus temperatures are 1400 °C and 1459 °C, respectively.[23]

5.3

Mechanical model

As discussed in section 5.1.1, the mechanical model uses the same mesh as the thermal
model, with four node thin shell elements (Marc Type 139). An isotropic elastic-plastic
Von Mises material model was applied, using piecewise linear stress strain curves (see
section 5.3.3).
The thermal model as described in the previous section is used as an input for the
mechanical model, in which the temperatures are applied as state variables. In the
mechanical model, the time step needs to be smaller than in the thermal model, in order to
let the model converge properly. For that reason, an adaptive time stepping is used, in
which each time step from the thermal model is divided into several smaller time steps in
the mechanical model, in such a way that the maximum temperature change stays within 50
°C. The process time span that is calculated by the mechanical model covers 250 s, plus an
additional 2 s to simulate the unclamping after welding.
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5.3.1 Clamping conditions
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The boundary conditions related to the clamping of the specimens during welding need
special attention which is often overlooked. It is well known that the more rigidly a sample
is restrained during welding, the higher the residual welding stresses will be (see section
2.2).[24] If a plate is fully allowed to shrink, bend and buckle during a welding analysis, the
residual stresses near the weld will be lower than when the plate is fully restrained. This is
illustrated by the calculated longitudinal residual stresses shown in Figure 5.6(a), where one
calculation was made in which the edges of the plate were rigidly fixed in the y- and zdirection, while the other calculation was made with minimum constraint conditions on the
plate edges, allowing the plate to deform during welding. Figure 5.6(b) plots the calculated
results for three different edge constraint conditions: a plate for which the edges are rigidly
fixed in the y- and z-direction, one for which the edges are restrained in the y-direction
only, and one for which the edges are restrained in the z-direction only. It can be seen that
as long as the edges are fully restrained in the y-direction (transverse restraint) the influence
of the restraint in the z-direction (out-of-plane restraint) is small.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of calculated longitudinal residual stresses for (a) a plate that is
welded with full restraint at the edges and one that is welded with minimum restraint, and
(b) a plate that is welded while it is fully restrained in y and z- direction, and while it is
restrained in only in the y, or only in the z-direction.
In practice, the plates are welded in a clamped condition, so that the degree of out-of-plane
deformation during welding is small. After welding, the clamps are released, which results
in buckling deformation when the in-plane residual stresses exceed the critical buckling
stress level. This means that neither one of the stresses plotted in Figure 5.6 represents
reality. A more realistic model for welding induced buckling should include clamping
during welding and the release of clamping after welding.
The buckling deformation of a plate during unclamping is difficult to model (see also
Chapter 3), since buckling is an unstable mode of deformation. Clamping forces have to be
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removed carefully within the simulation in order to retain numerical stability. Although it is
possible to model the clamps as separate bodies, this requires modelling of contact and
friction, which involves considerable calculation time. Therefore, an alternative option was
used.
The clamping is modelled by applying spring links, with a certain spring stiffness (K),
between nodes on the plate edges, and a series of fixed nodes outside the plate, as shown in
Figure 5.7. The transverse clamping (in the y-direction) is modelled by a series of spring
links connected to the outer edge of the plate. The out-of-plane clamping (in the z-direction)
is modelled by a series of spring links connected to the plate surface, distributed over the
area that is clamped by the copper clamps in the experimental set-up (see Chapter 6).

Spring links in
y-direction

Symmetry plane
Plate
z
y

Spring links in
z-direction

Figure 5.7 Modelling approach for clamping, showing the cross section of the plate and the
spring links in the z- and y-direction.
The plate is restrained during welding by defining a high spring stiffness for the spring
links. The Msc.MARC user subroutine USPRNG is used to gently lower the spring
stiffness after welding, to allow buckling of the welded plate under the influence of the inplane residual stresses that build up during welding.
To define the spring stiffness, a series of mechanical calculations was performed that
used the same thermal input, i.e. the calculated temperatures for conventional welding at 3
mm s-1. The only difference between the calculations was the stiffness of the springs shown
in Figure 5.7, which are given a magnitude of K = 106, 107 or 108 N m-1. In addition, a
calculation was carried out in which the nodes at the plate edges were rigidly fixed in the ydirection, but not in the z-direction. The results are plotted in Figure 5.8, which shows the
longitudinal residual stresses as a function of the distance from the weld centre line (y), in
the middle of the plate (x = 100 mm). Also plotted in this figure are the experimentally
measured residual stresses (measured by synchrotron X-ray diffraction; see Chapter 8).
Figure 5.8(a) plots the stresses after welding, but before unclamping, thus when the plate is
still flat. Figure 5.8(b) shows the stresses after unclamping, thus when the plate has
buckled.
First of all, it can clearly be seen from the comparison between Figure 5.8(a) and (b)
that the stresses relax when the clamping forces are removed, and the plate is allowed to
buckle. An increase of the spring stiffness in the transverse direction, results in a narrowing
of the width of the tensile zone, both in the clamped and in the unclamped condition. It was
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also found that the clamping in the out-of-plane direction has far less influence on the
longitudinal residual stress distribution than the clamping in the transverse direction; this
relative insensitivity of the longitudinal residual stress to the degree of out-of-plane
clamping was also observed by Preston.[2, 25] As can be seen from the experimental results,
the best fit between the experimental and modelled data is obtained when the spring
stiffness during welding is high.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of longitudinal residual stress distribution after welding for a
model with different constraint conditions; (a) in clamped condition, when the plate is still
flat, and (b) after unclamping, when the plate has buckled.
By trying several link stiffness’s in the mechanical model, and by comparing the calculated
results with the measurements, it was found that a link stiffness of K = 2⋅107 N m-1 for the
spring links in the transverse direction gave the most realistic results. Given that the results
are relatively insensitive to varying link stiffness’s in the out-of-plane direction, a similar
stiffness for all links was used in the model. For releasing the links gently, the link stiffness
was decreased from Kmax = 2⋅107 N m-1 to Kmin = 0 N m-1 in t = 1 second,
by K = K max (1 − t 7 ) . The factor t7 was chosen to obtain a gradual decrease of the link

stiffness in the region where the restraint is low enough to allow buckling of the sample,
which takes place in the range of 0.5⋅107 < K < 1.7⋅107 N m-1.
5.3.2 Mechanical material properties
The temperature dependency of the mechanical material properties is highly important in
welding stress and strain problems. Welding residual stresses are formed because of
incompatible plastic strains in the weld region (see section 2.2.1). The reason that these
plastic strains are formed, is not only due to the restrained thermal expansion and
contraction of the material during heating and cooling, but is also due to the fact that the
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yield stress drastically drops at high temperatures, resulting in high plastic strains at low
stress levels.
The elastic behaviour of the material is determined by the Young’s modulus. The plastic
behaviour of the material is described by the temperature dependent yield stress and the
strain hardening behaviour. An isotropic hardening model was applied in the calculations,
using temperature dependent stress-strain curves to describe the strain hardening behaviour.
One of the difficulties in defining the temperature dependent material properties for a
welding analysis is that the data that is available in the literature is often obtained from
experiments with extended holding times at elevated temperatures, while during welding
the temperature usually rises and drops very quickly. This may lead to an underestimation
of the materials strength at elevated temperatures.
In previous research, temperature dependent tensile tests were performed in a Gleeble®
thermal-mechanical simulator.[8] Measurement times were short, i.e. a maximum of 60 s for
the complete tensile test. These measurements resulted in values for the temperature
dependent stress-strain curves and the yield stress, as plotted in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Measurement results of the Gleeble® tensile tests, with (a) the temperature
dependent stress-strain curves, and (b) the temperature dependent Yield stress.[8]
Compared to the literature values for annealed AISI316L stainless steel sheet material, the
experimentally obtained stress-strain curves and yield stress were lower than expected. The
measured room temperature stress-strain curve is plotted in Figure 5.10, together with the
stress strain curves given by the ASM Handbooks for three different grain sizes.[26] Also
plotted in this graph are the literature values for the room temperature yield stress for
AISI316L sheet and bar material.[27] It can be seen that the measured stress-strain curve lies
below the stress-strain curves from the literature, which could be explained by the fact that
the Gleeble® measurement were performed with bar material in an annealed state, while the
literature values assume sheet material. Fortunately, the shape of the curves is similar.
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Figure 5.10 (a) Room temperature stress- strain curve according to the ASM Handbook
(for three different grain sizes), and as measured by the Gleeble experiments. Also plotted
are the yield stress data for 316L steel sheet (290 MPa) and 316L steel bar material (205
MPa), as given in literature; (b) Temperature dependent yield stress as measured by the
Gleeble® experiments, the corrected Gleeble® data, and the ITER[23] literature data.
The measured stress-strain curve can be fitted to the literature data, when the measured
room temperature stress-strain curve is multiplied by a factor 1.4, which is exactly the ratio
between the yield stress for sheet material and the yield stress for bar material. Figure
5.10(b) shows the temperature dependent stress-strain curves as measured by the Gleeble®
experiments, and as given in the literature.[23] For the low temperature range (T < 900 °C),
the measured data can again be fitted to the literature data by a multiplication factor of 1.4,
as also plotted in the figure. However, it can be seen that in the high temperature range,
there is a difference between the measured data and the literature data. The measurements
show that for short measurement times, the literature underestimates the material strength at
high temperatures. In the FE models, the corrected Gleeble® data, i.e. the data plotted in
Figure 5.9 multiplied by 1.4, is used for the temperature dependent stress-strain curves and
yield stress.
The temperature dependent Young’s modulus, thermal expansion coefficient, Poisson
ratio, corrected yield stress, and corrected stress-strain curves that are used in the FE model
are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Temperature dependent mechanical material properties for AISI316L stainless
steel as implemented in the FE model, with (a) the Young’s modulus, (b) the thermal
expansion coefficient and the Poisson ratio, (c) the corrected yield stress, and (d) the
corrected stress-strain curves.[23]
5.3.3 Work hardening behaviour and the strain reset principle
An important aspect of the mechanical model is the handling of melting and stress free
annealing of the material at elevated temperatures. Both the constrained expansion of the
heated weld zone and the drop in yield stress at elevated temperatures drive the formation
of plastic strains. The plastic strains accumulate upon heating, which, according to the
isotropic hardening law that is used in the FE models, results in an increased strain
hardening of the material. The stress formation upon cooling depends on the strain caused
by shrinkage, the increase in yield stress upon cooling, and the amount of strain hardening.
In reality, annealing will take place at higher temperatures, and when the material is
melted, it can no longer hold any plastic strains at all. When these effects are not accounted
for in the FE model, the accumulation of plastic strain will be over-estimated, which will
affect the residual stress level and thus the amount of distortion. Therefore, it is necessary
to modify the numerical model to include the relaxation of the accumulated plastic strain at
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elevated temperatures, as suggested by Hong et al..[28] They introduced a plastic strain reset
principle, as schematically shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Strain reset principle after Hong et al.,[28] with (a) the 1-D bar and it’s
temperature dependent yield strength (σy) and stress-strain behaviour, and (b, top) the
thermal load (T) together with the resulting thermal strain (εT) and the negative elastic
strain (-εe), and (b, bottom) the resulting plastic strain (εp), with and without strain reset.
A 1-D bar that is made from a material with a temperature dependent yield stress (σy) and
an elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain behaviour is fixed at both ends, as shown in Figure
5.12(a). The yield stress decreases with temperature when the temperature exceeds T1, and
becomes zero when the temperature reaches T2. The material melts at TM. When the bar is
subjected to a temperature cycle of heating and cooling, thermal strains (εT) will develop, as
plotted in the top graph in Figure 5.12(b). Since the bar has both ends fixed, the total strain
(εtotal), which is a function of the thermal strain (εT), the elastic strain (εe) and the plastic
strain (εp), is zero:

ε total = ε T + ε e + ε p = 0

(5.12)

hence:

ε T = − (ε e + ε p )

(5.13)

The negative elastic strain is also plotted in the upper graph of Figure 5.12(b), and is equal
to the thermal strain up to -ε = -εy. The plastic strain, plotted in the bottom graph in Figure
5.12(b), can be found by: εp = εT - εe. Hong et al. propose that the strains are reset to zero
when the temperature exceeds a certain value, referred to as the plastic strain reset
temperature, TPSR. In Figure 5.12, this temperature is defined as the melting temperature,
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TPSR = TM. It can be seen that when the strains are reset to zero when T ≥ TM, the plastic
strain history during cooling is completely different than without the strain reset. The
residual plastic strains are positive, rather than negative.
To illustrate the effect of the strain reset principle on the residual stresses in an elasticplastic material that shows isotropic strain hardening, the temperature dependent stressstrain data for AISI 316L steel are plotted as a 3-D graph in Figure 5.13(b). The material is
subjected to a thermal load that results in a thermal strain as plotted in Figure 5.13(a). The
resulting stress-strain-temperature path is shown in Figure 5.13(b), for a case where the
strains are reset at T = Tmax (line 1), and a case where the strains are not reset (line 2). Since
in case 2 the accumulated plastic strain is not reset, the strain hardening keeps increasing
during cooling, and the resulting stress after cooling is relatively large (590 MPa). When
the strains are reset, the strain hardening build up during heating is undone, and the
resulting residual stress (420 MPa) is much lower.
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Figure 5.13 Strain reset principle, with (a) a temperature load in time, with the resulting
strain in time, and (b) the resulting stress-strain path with (line 1) and without (line 2)
strain reset.
The effect of the strain reset principle on the welding residual stress distribution is plotted
in Figure 5.14, where one calculation was made without strain reset, and one with a strain
reset when the temperature exceeded the melting temperature (T = 1400°C). It can be seen
that without the strain reset, the maximum stresses in the weld zone are significantly
overestimated.
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Figure 5.14 Influence of the strain reset principle on the longitudinal welding residual
stress distribution, using a reset temperature of TPSR = 1400°C.
A major drawback of the strain reset principle described above, is that it is only an
approximation to describe the annealing effect at high temperatures. It is not physically
correct, since material is created by resetting the strains. A more physically correct
approach is to introduce an annealing strain, which has an opposite sign to the plastic strain;
such an approach was followed by Brust et al. [29, 30] The advantage of this approach is that
the stress free annealing does not have to be instantaneous, but can take place gradually
over a temperature range between the annealing and the melting temperature. Nevertheless,
it was found that the strain reset principle gave satisfactory results, and was therefore used.
The Msc.MARC user subroutine UACTIVE is used in which the strains are reset to zero
when the temperature exceeds the strain reset temperature.
The reset temperature has a maximum value of 1400°C, which is equal to the melting
temperature. However, if the effect of stress free annealing is included, the strain reset
temperature should be lower than the melting temperature. For AISI316L stainless steel, the
literature[31] suggests an annealing temperature of 1100°C, at a holding time of
approximately 2 hours. During welding, the material is exposed to higher temperatures for
much shorter timescales. Therefore, an estimation is made for the annealing temperature,
based on experimental results.
Figure 5.15 plots the longitudinal residual stresses (a) before and (b) after unclamping,
for three calculations in which different strain reset temperatures are used, as well as for the
experimentally measured stresses. Differences between the calculated results can mainly be
found in the zone near the weld, where the temperatures during welding were high. The dip
in the stress distribution near the weld, which is observed in both the calculated and the
experimental residual stress profiles, can be ascribed to annealing effects. An estimation of
the temperature at which this annealing has taken place can be found from the width of the
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area in which the stresses are reduced. The experimental profile has a reduced stress zone
of approximately 8 mm wide (4 mm at either side of the weld centre line). The
experimental and modelling results (see Chapter 7) show that at 4 mm, the maximum
temperature is around 1200°C (see Figure 7.5). Therefore, a strain reset temperature of
TPSR = 1200°C was chosen for the FE models. This strain reset temperature leads to a
reasonably good comparison between model output and experimental resutls, as shown in
Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 The influence of the plastic strain reset temperature (TPSR) on the calculated
longitudinal residual stress distribution (a) in the clamped position, and (b) after
unclamping.

5.4

Concluding remarks

This chapter presents the background of the finite element models that were used to
investigate the thermal and mechanical behaviour during the (DC-LSND) welding process.
Several assumptions were used for the thermal and mechanical boundary conditions (e.g.
heat transfer coefficients, the cooling source model, clamping conditions, and the strain
reset principle), which were partly based on the results of the experimental work that will
be discussed in the next chapters. One of the most important parts of the FE models is the
implementation of the material behaviour, for which the incorporation of the temperature
dependency of the material properties is indispensable. In spite of the assumptions and
simplifications that were used in the FE models, it was shown that for the conventional
welds, there is good agreement between the measured and the modelled temperatures,
stresses, and deformations.
The instable nature of the experimental cooling source (see Chapter 6) made it difficult
to define a precise model of the cooling source that matches all the experiments. At the
same time, the outcome of mechanical model depends significantly on the thermal input.
Consequently, the match between modelled and experimental residual stresses for the
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actively cooled welds is not as good as for the conventional welds. Improvement of the
experimental cooling source is required to obtain a better characterisation of the cooling
properties, and to obtain more consistent data for validation.
The model as presented here gave the best overall results for a wide span of welding and
cooling conditions. For the objective of the modelling work, which was to investigate the
effects of welding related to buckling deformation, the current model is satisfactory.
The results of the mechanical finite element model presented in the previous sections
are mainly focussed on the longitudinal residual stress distribution. The reasons for this are
that (i) the longitudinal stresses are of most interest when studying the buckling
deformation of the samples, and (ii) for the sample sizes generally used (1.5 and
2×100×200 mm), the transverse stresses are very low. Nevertheless, the results will show
that the model also gives good predictions for the transverse stress distributions. The
comparison between modelled and experimentally measured residual stresses is given in
Chapter 8 and further discussion can be found in section 8.4.
Since buckling is an unstable mode of deformation, for which small changes in stress
can result in large changes in deformation, it was chosen to use the residual stress rather
than the deformation as the main parameter for model validation. Nevertheless, the results
presented in Chapter 9 will show that the model predicts the buckling deformation
surprisingly well. Despite this, shell elements are less suitable to model the other types out
of plane deformations that generally take place during welding. It was assumed that the
welding thermal field is approximately two-dimensional, but in practice there will be some
differences in the thermal field between the top and the bottom surfaces of the samples.
Especially near the weld, thermal gradients exist, which can be seen by small variations in
weld width between the top side and bottom side of the samples. If the thermal gradients
are large, they can result in angular deformation of the sample. These effects are not
captured by the current model.
One of the advantages of the finite element model is that it can provide data that can not
easily be obtained by experimental techniques. An example of such data is the transient
stress development during welding, which is essential for an improved insight into the DCLSND welding process. The transient stress development was used extensively in Chapter
4, where the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding were discussed. Another advantage of the
FE models is that the model allows parameter variations that cannot be obtained
experimentally, such as idealised cooling source properties. For understanding of the
mechanisms of DC-LSND welding, an exact match between experimental and modelling
results is not necessary. However, the key mechanisms need to be captured in the model.
Interestingly, even when the transient stresses and strains are modelled correctly, the
mechanisms of DC-LSND welding cannot be deduced from the results straightforward.
Published literature on the modelling of DC-LSND welding by Li et al.[18, 20], Guan et
al.,[32] and Soul et al.[21, 33] has presented similar transient stress results, but their
explanations of the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding differ from that presented in this
thesis, as presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 11.
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6

DC-LSND welding: Experimental and
material considerations

In the previous chapters, the theoretical background and finite element modelling of the
thermal and mechanical behaviour during welding with and without a trailing heat sink
were discussed. In order to test the theories and validate the FE models, DC-LSND welding
experiments were carried out. This chapter describes the materials used for the welding
experiments, the experimental welding set-up and the development of the cooling source.
The experimental results will be discussed in the following chapters.

6.1

Materials

All experiments were performed on thin plate material (1.5 - 2 mm thickness), since thin
plates are most sensitive for the welding induced buckling distortion. The samples were
typically 100 mm wide and 200 mm long, although other dimensions were also
occasionally used.
Most of the experiments are performed on AISI 316L stainless steel. This is an
austenitic stainless steel, which typically contains around 4 to 6% δ-ferrite. The advantage
of this material from a modelling point of view is that it does not undergo any significant
solid state phase changes during welding. In addition, the thermal and mechanical material
properties are well known,[1] which is a prerequisite for a sound thermal-mechanical model
of the welding stresses and deformations. The standard chemical composition range of
AISI 316L is given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Typical chemical compositions of AISI 316L stainless steel,[2] DP600 steel,[3] and
Aluminium 2024.[2]
AISI 316L

C

Mn

Ph

S

Si

Cr

Ni

Mo

N

max. wt.%

0.030

2.00

0.045

0.03

0.75

16 -18

10 -14

2 -3

0.10

C

Mn

Si

P

V

Ti

max. wt.%

0.09

1.72

0.263

0.014

0.008

0.002

AA2024

Mn

Si

Cr

Fe

Zn

Mg

Cu

0.30-0.9

0.50

0.10

0.50

0.25

1.2-1.8

3.8-4.9

DP600

max. wt.%
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To study the influence of active cooling on a more complex material, some of the
experiments were conducted on a dual phase steel, DP600, the chemical composition of
which is given in Table 6.1. This type of steel consists of around 10-15% (volume fraction)
martensite embedded in a much softer ferrite matrix. The ferrite gives the alloy good
ductility and therefore good formability, while the martensite provides strength.
For the investigation of the effect of active cooling on the microstructure of aluminium,
a heat treatable aluminium alloys (AA2024) was used, the standard chemical composition
of which is given in Table 6.1.

6.2

Welding set-up

The experimental welding equipment consists of four major units: (1) a clamping unit that
supports and clamps the samples, (2) the traverse system that allows a precise and
controlled movement of the clamping unit and the welding torch, (3) the welding power
source, and (4) a control unit that controls the welding power source and the traverse
system, and measures the welding parameters.
The clamping unit consists of a 20 mm thick steel backing plate (220×330 mm) that can
be mounted to the x-axis of the traverse system. A 20 mm wide and 15 mm deep groove
was milled at the centre of the backing plate, with an inlet and outlet for purging gas
(Argon). In addition, a 20 mm wide and 15 mm deep groove was milled at 125 mm from
the starting point of welding, perpendicular to the welding direction, to allow thermocouple
measurements at the bottom side of the plate. Four toggle clamps on each side clamp the
work piece to the backing plate. Two copper strips (4×25×280 mm) are used to evenly
distribute the clamping pressure to the work piece. Alignment pins allow reproducible
positioning of the sample on the clamp. A picture of the clamping unit is shown in
Figure 6.1(a).

a.

b.

Figure 6.1 Overview of (a) the clamp and (b) the traverse system.
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The traverse system consists of three linear slides. The x-axis slide is used to translate the
clamped work piece in the welding direction (longitudinal direction). The y and z axis slides
are mechanically connected, and are used for transverse and vertical movement of the
welding torch. Figure 6.1(b) shows the traverse system with the clamping unit. The x-axis
slide has a brushless servomotor, while the y and z axis slides have stepper motors.
Information about stroke length and speed of the slides can be found in Table 6.2. The
motions of all slides are controlled by a three-axis digital motion controller (Econo series,
DMC-2133). Galil software is used to communicate with the controller.
Table 6.2 Slide characteristics for the traverse system.
motor type
stroke [mm]
-1

travel speed (min-max) [mms ]
-2

maximum acceleration [mms ]

x axis

y axis

z axis

brushless servo

stepper

stepper

550

305

127

0.1 - 35

n.a.

n.a.

175

n.a.

n.a.

The welding power source is a Migatronic inverter type Commander TIG 400 AC/DC, with
a Dynamic Oxide Control (DOC) system. It has a machine torch with a ∅1.2 mm tungsten
2%-ThO2 electrode and a ∅10 mm shielding cup. Argon was used as the shielding gas,
with a typical flow rate of 12 l min-1. The power source is equipped with a robot interface
(Migamon), which allows external control of the welding parameters by a PC.
The central control unit consist of a PC, the motion controller (DMC), a shunt and
monitor for measurement of the welding current, a monitor for measurement of the welding
voltage, and several analog and digital input and output channels. The PC is equipped with
a LabPC+ card (National Instruments) that is connected to the digital and analog channels.
These channels are used to trigger events, synchronize the power source and the traverse
system, and for measurement of the welding parameters.
A Labview program was written to control the welding experiments. It has a userfriendly interface that allows setting of all welding parameters such as the weld length, the
welding speed, the welding current, and the automatic voltage control (AVC) target
voltage. The program also measures the welding current and voltage during welding. A
sampling rate of 10 kHz is used, and from this data the absolute mean voltage, current and
power for every 1000 samples is determined, resulting in a total measurement frequency of
10 Hz. When welding is finished, a data file is generated that contains all welding
parameters, as well as the measured data of current, voltage, and power in time.
For the DC-LSND welding process, the welding set-up was extended with a trailing
cooling source. This is not an of-the-shelf device, and development was needed to design
an appropriate source.
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6.3

Cooling source considerations

According to the theory (see Chapters 3 and 4), the cooling source for DC-LSND welding
has to meet several requirements. First of all, it has to have sufficient capacity to rapidly
cool the hot metal surface close behind the weld. Secondly, the cooling source needs to be
applied at a precise and relatively small spot, in order to produce the typical DC-LSND
temperature distribution that was plotted in Figure 4.1. Preferably, it should be possible to
characterize and control the size, the strength, and the shape of the heat sink as precisely as
possible. Furthermore, it is essential that the cooling source does not interfere with the
welding heat source or the liquid weld metal. In case of improper shielding, the welding
process will become unstable, and defective welds will be created. Preferably, the cooling
source should be easy to handle and implement in an industrial setting (e.g. non-toxic, and
not too expensive). A good starting point in search of an effective cooling source is a
review of what other researchers have used.
6.3.1 Review of literature on DC-LSND cooling sources
Several research groups that are investigating the DC-LSND welding process have
developed their own experimental cooling sources. In some publications, the description of
the device or cooling medium is not very detailed, and the authors[4] simply speak of ‘a
cooling torch with a negative heat flux of -3 kJ cm-1, or ‘a cooling nozzle using a liquid
medium’[5-7]. For better descriptions of the cooling sources, the authors often refer to
internal and usually confidential reports. Furthermore, a substantial amount of literature is
written in Chinese.
Others are more precise on what cooling source they use. Li et al.[8-10] use solid CO2,
compressed air, or water. For liquid coolants, they use an atomised spray (i.e. a spray of a
very fine droplets), which significantly increases the heat transfer from the hot plate surface
to the coolant compared to conventional jets. This effect was investigated experimentally
by Puschman et. al[11], who saw an increase in heat transfer coefficient from 600 W m-2 K-1
for a conventional water spray, to a maximum of 3000 W m-2 K-1 for atomised water sprays
on larger metal surfaces (50×50 mm2). By using an inert gas (e.g. argon gas) for the
atomisation, the oxidation of the metal surface is minimized. For an impinging atomised
water jet, Li et al.[8-10] estimate a heat transfer coefficient of 650 kW m-2. To reduce the
problems of residues, Guan[12, 13] designed and patented a coaxial tube to draw the
vaporized coolant from the plate surface.
Gabzdyl et al.[14, 15], Dye et al.[16], and Bertaso et al.[17, 18] use CO2-snow jets. To avoid
shielding problems, Bertaso et al. decided to cool from the bottom side of the work piece,
which is effective for thin plate applications, but limits the practical applicability of the
process, since the heat source and cooling source cannot be integrated in this way. Authors
are not specific on how they tackle the shielding issues. Often, the process is applied for
laser welding, or friction stir welding, where shielding is less critical compared to arc
welding processes.
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Much effort on the cryogenic DC-LSND cooling sources was carried out by BAE
systems in collaboration with BOC,[14, 15] but unfortunately, not much is published on this
work. Several cooling source options were tried, and apparently, the CO2-snow jet cooling
gave the best results. According to Gabzdyl[14], the relative cooling potential of the CO2
(100%) is much higher than that of liquid nitrogen (56%), liquid argon (48%), or
compressed air (1%). It is the extraction of the heat by the sublimation of the CO2-snow
that makes CO2 such an effective coolant, particularly when compared to other cryogenic
coolants. The latent heat of sublimation of CO2 (at -78.5 °C) is 573 kJ kg-1. For comparison,
the latent heat of evaporation for liquid argon (at -186 °C), and liquid nitrogen (at -196 °C)
are 162 kJ kg-1, and 199 kJ kg-1, respectively. The added advantage of the solid CO2-snow
jets is that there are no problems with residual liquids that need to be removed.
The use of a solid block of coolant (such as solid CO2) pressed onto the hot surface was
proposed and patented by Williams.[19] This approach would solve most of the problems
with shielding. However, obtaining a good contact between a moving solid block of coolant
and the welded surface is likely to become a problem due to the development of an
insulating vapour layer. The idea was therefore never developed further.
6.3.2 Cooling source strength
The strength of the cooling source can be quantified by the cooling heat flux it can
generate. The heat flux (q) between a hot substrate at temperature T and the heat sink can
be described by (see section 5.2.3):
q = hsink (T − Tsink )

(6.1)

This relation contains two variables that relate to the cooling source, which are the heat
transfer coefficient (hsink) and the cooling source temperature (Tsink). The most effective
coolant for DC-LSND welding, in terms of cooling source strength, should have a large
heat transfer coefficient, while having a low temperature. The quantification of the heat
transfer coefficient for a specific cooling source is difficult. It depends on numerous factors,
such as the physical properties of the cooling medium, the temperature difference between
cooling medium and substrate surface, the method of how the coolant is applied, and the
surface properties of the substrate.
For water jet cooling, Li et al.[9] use the Nusselt number (Nu) to determine the heat
transfer coefficient (h):
Nu =

hL
k

(6.2)

in which, k is the thermal conductivity of the coolant and L is a characteristic length, in this
case the diameter of the cooling nozzle. The Nusselt number is defined as the ratio between
the convection heat transfer, and the conduction heat transfer of the fluid under the same
conditions (qconvection / qconduction). Several expressions for the Nusselt number for impinging
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(water) jets can be found in the literature. In the case of a laminar flow of a gas or a fluid
over a flat plate (including impinging jets), the following general relation to determine the
heat transfer between coolant and plate is frequently used:[20-22]
Nu = Nu ( Re, Pr ) = c1 Re m Pr p

(6.3)

Cη
ρ vL
and Pr = p . These dimensionless numbers are called the Reynolds
η
k
number (Re) and the Prandtl number (Pr), in which, L is a characteristic length, ρ is the
density of the coolant, v is the velocity of the coolant, η is the viscosity of the coolant, k is

where Re =

the thermal conductivity of the coolant, and Cp is the heat capacity of the coolant. The
Prandtl number controls the similarity between the velocity profiles and the temperature
profiles. In other words, the Prandtl number characterizes the regime of convection. The
Reynolds number describes the type of flow (for example, turbulent or laminar). In eqn.
6.3, c1, p, and m are empirical constants. Equations of this form are reported in several
literature sources[20-23], in which c1 ≈ 0.5 – 1.5, m ≈ 0.5, and p ≈ 0.35 – 0.45.
For impinging water jets, the heat flux at the stagnation line is reported to be as high as
20 kW m-2 K-1.[22, 24] However, these values are valid for relatively low substrate surface
temperatures, for which the difference between the temperatures of the coolant and the
surface are in the order of 0 to 100 °C.[25] For higher substrate surface temperatures, the
boiling mechanism of the coolant changes from a transition boiling regime, to a film boiling
regime, resulting in a drastic drop in the heat transfer coefficient from 10 kW m-2 K-1 to
values between 2500 and 500 W m-2 K-1, depending on the surface temperature.[25]
Eqn. 6.1 showed that the cooling source temperature is important. A coolant with a low
temperature is, according to eqn. 6.1, likely to generate a large heat flux. However, a large
temperature difference between plate and (liquid) coolant does not always result in the best
heat transfer, due to changing boiling mechanisms. In general, the formation of an
insulating vapour layer between a liquid coolant and a hot plate surface, caused by the
boiling of the coolant, often significantly decreases the heat transfer coefficient.
The above overview of data for impinging jets shows a wide range of the magnitude of
the heat transfer coefficient. The cooling strength of a trailing heat sink is affected by the
type of coolant and its physical properties, the coolant flow rate, the coolant temperature,
the boiling temperature of the coolant, the nozzle design, the jet position and size, and the
substrate temperature and properties. In addition, the literature is limited to gas and fluid
jets. Information about the cooling strength of solid CO2 jets was not found.

6.4

DC-LSND cooling source development

Within this research, there has been a modest amount of practical development on the
cooling source for the DC-LSND welding process. However, development of an ideal
cooling source was not considered as one of the main goals of the research. Once an
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acceptable cooling source was found, no further improvements were made. Only
operational aspects of the integrated welding/cooling process that were critical for the
process to work were considered.
6.4.1 Preliminary approaches
Before the finally used cooling source was developed (see section 6.4.2), several alternative
cooling devices were tested. Although these devices did not provide the desired effect, i.e.
undistorted welds, these solutions should not necessarily be rejected. Improvement of these
approaches could offer solutions for future cooling source development; therefore, it is
worthwhile mentioning them here.
One of the options for the heat sink is heat extraction by contact cooling. When a cold
body is pressed onto a hot surface, heat transfer from the hot to the cold body will occur.
The heat transfer coefficient depends largely on the surface properties of the two bodies,
but can be high when the contact is good. The advantage of this approach is that there are
no problems with the arc interference. A difficulty in the case of welding is that the cooling
source has to move along the plate, which causes friction between the contact body and the
sample surface. A solution for this problem was found by applying rolling contact. In this
way, friction in the welding direction is minimized, while good contact is maintained.
The roll-cooling set-up was built and is shown in Figure 6.2. A steel roll that is
internally cooled with CO2 snow was placed in a holder that allowed rolling. The holder
was pressed onto the surface with a spring. A copper shielding box was included to protect
the roll from the heat radiation of the arc.
A big advantage of the roll cooling concept is that the width of the contact surface can
be very well defined. In addition, there is no problem with residues. A disadvantage in this
approach is that the total contact surface is very small, due to the round shape of the roll.

a.

b.

Figure 6.2 Roll cooling concept, showing (a) a schematic drawing of the cooling roll, and
(b) the experimental implementation of the roll in the copper shielding box behind the
welding torch.
Temperature measurements at the bottom side of a plate along the weld line during
welding (1.5×100×200 mm DP600 steel, welded with 65 A and 3 mm/s, resulting in partial
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penetration) show that the roll cooling has only a very small effect. This can be seen from
Figure 6.3, which plots the results of the temperature measurements, as well as the
heating/cooling rates during welding. Changes in cooling rate can be observed at points A
and B, where point A reflects the latent heat and point B the influence of the roll cooling.
Due to the small thermal effect of the roll cooling, no reduction in buckling deformation
was observed with this arrangement.
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Figure 6.3 (a) Measured temperature history on the bottom side of a partially penetrated
weld (DP600 steel) during welding with roll cooling, and (b) the time derivative of the
temperature curve (cooling rate = - heating rate). Changes in cooling rate can be observed
at points A and B, which reflect the latent heat and the influence of the roll cooling,
respectively.
A larger effect of the contact cooling source could be obtained by using for example a
caterpillar approach. Such an approach would allow a larger contact surface, while still
avoiding sliding of the contact body over the surface. It could be a promising method,
however the roughness of the welded surface could cause a reduction in the contact heat
transfer. Contact could be improved by applying more pressure.
The most obvious cooling source is a jet of fluid following the welding heat source.
Several cooling media were tested, such as compressed air, water, argon gas, helium gas,
and liquid nitrogen. Air and water have the large advantage that they are cheap and easily
available. Argon and helium are inert gasses, which could prevent negative interference
with the work piece. In addition, helium has good thermal properties when it comes to heat
conduction. Figure 6.4 shows pictures of two preliminary jet cooling source designs. The
one in Figure 6.4(a) shows the test set-up for a jet made of an injection needle. This jet
could be connected to either compressed air, argon or helium, or to a water feeding system,
in this case a simple spout.
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a.

b.

Figure 6.4 Preliminary jet cooling source designs, with (a) small gas- or water-jet, and (b)
the water-jet in a shielding box.
Several tests with the jet cooling from Figure 6.4(a) were carried out to investigate the
influence of several cooling media. Figure 6.5(a) shows the buckling deformation of
welded plates (250×100×2mm St37 steel) for an un-cooled plate and for plates welded with
various types of cooling. The buckling is expressed in terms of the plate deflection that is
measured when one side of the plate is pressed onto a flat surface, as shown in Figure 6.5
(b). It can be seen that the various cooling sources have some influence, but that all plates
are still severely buckled.
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Figure 6.5 (a) Measured buckling deformation in terms of the absolute plate deflection for
various types of cooling sources, and (b) the definition of the plate deflection.
The gas-jet cooling sources are not strong enough to produce flat plates. Water does have a
very large cooling potential, also due to its very high heat of evaporation (2260 kJ kg-1), but
the formation of water vapour prevents good contact between coolant and hot plate surface.
Consequently, the cooling power was too low. The addition of a surface tension lowering
agent did not resolve this problem. Increasing the flow rate of the water gave severe
problems due to interference with the electric arc. As a solution, a shielding box was built,
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as shown in Figure 6.4(b). In this set-up, shielding was still not good enough, and the plates
remained buckled.
6.4.2 CO2-snow cooling jet
After examining several approaches the first cooling source that was able to produce flat
plates was a CO2-snow jet. Liquid CO2, which only exists at high pressure, is led from a
pressurised cylinder through a small copper tube to a nozzle close to the surface. At the
nozzle exit, the pressure of the CO2 quickly drops from ~ 20 bar to ~ 1 bar. At ambient
pressure, the most favourable state for the CO2 is the gaseous state. The phase
transformation and the pressure drop lead to a sudden expansion of the CO2, which is,
according to the laws of thermodynamics, accompanied by a decrease in temperature.
When the temperature drops below -78.5 °C, the CO2 will turn into the solid state. In this
way, a solid CO2-snow jet is produced. The amount of snow that is produced depends
largely on the nozzle design. However, in this research, no development on the nozzle was
undertaken, and a simple tube with a 0.8 mm diameter hole was considered sufficient. An
example of one of the preliminary unshielded CO2 nozzles producing CO2-snow is shown
in Figure 6.6(a).

a.

b.

d.

c.

e.

Figure 6.6 CO2-snow jet cooling source, with (a) a preliminary nozzle without shielding,
(b) the final design with copper shielding box, (c) the nozzle inside the copper shielding
box, (d) the copper shielding box stuffed with glass wool shielding, and (e) the cooling
source in action during DC-LSND welding.
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The CO2-snow jet is accompanied by a large CO2-gas flow. This is partly advantageous,
because the cold snow is blown to the hot surface with high pressure, which is beneficial
for the heat transfer. However, the high flow rates have a negative effect on the stability of
the welding arc, which can be easily disturbed. Without proper shielding (as in Figure
6.6(a)) it is impossible to maintain the electric arc. Even if the nozzle is tilted away from
the welding heat source, the disturbance is too severe.
Shielding turns out to be the bottleneck in this arrangement. The slightest leakage in the
shielding between cooling source and welding arc causes a disturbance of the welding arc.
As a basis, the same shielding set-up that was used in the roll cooling concept was used (see
Figure 6.2(b)). It consists of a copper box that is open at the rear, to let the CO2 escape. The
box has double walls between which a glass wool is inserted that fills the gaps between the
bottom side of the edges of the copper box and the plate. Ceramic wool is chosen because it
is heat resistant yet flexible, and can easily slide over the hot plate surface. The box with
the nozzle is pressed onto the plate surface with the help of a spring.
As already mentioned, the CO2-snow jet cooling source was the first source that was
able to produce flat plates upon welding, as shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7 Minimization of buckling distortion due to welding with a trailing heat sink
(DC-LSND welding). Both plates are 1.5 mm thick AISI 316L stainless steel, and were
welded with identical parameters.
The success of this technique may be attributed to the large influence it has on the weld
thermal history. Figure 6.8(a) shows the results for temperature measurements at the bottom
side of a partially penetrated weld during conventional welding (dashed line) and during
welding with the CO2-snow jet cooling (solid line). The small difference in peak
temperature can be attributed to a misalignment of the thermocouple for the conventional
weld, which was slightly off the weld line. The effect of the CO2-cooling is significant.
This can also be seen by looking at the cooling rates during welding, as plotted in Figure
6.8(b). At approximately 60 s, there is a drastic increase in cooling rate due to the CO2snow jet. Note that the effect is much larger than for the roll cooling approach (see Figure
6.3), for which similar welding conditions were used.
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Figure 6.8 (a) Measured temperature history on the bottom side of a weld (DP600 steel)
during conventional welding (dashed line) and welding with CO2-snow jet cooling (solid
line), and (b) the time derivative of the temperature curves (cooling rate = - heating rate).
The cooling source passes at approximately 60 s.
Characterisation of this cooling source, based on more temperature measurement results,
will be discussed in chapter 7.
6.4.3 Practical limitations of CO2-snow cooling during welding
The cooling source as described above is still in an experimental stage. It currently does not
have many controllable parameters that can be set: it can be either on or off, and the
position can be varied within limits. It was observed from the experiments that the cooling
source was not of constant quality throughout all the experiments, which has an effect on
the measurement results that are presented in the following chapters.
Another practical difficulty is the alignment of the cooling source. Figure 6.9 shows that
the cooling source is not always properly aligned with the welding heat source, as is
revealed by the misalignment of the weld line and the frost that is caused by the cooling
source. This misalignment results in an asymmetric temperature profile, and hence an
asymmetric residual stress distribution (see chapters 7 and 8). Nevertheless, an imperfectly
aligned cooling source is still able to produce flat welded plates, which indicates that the
cooling source also works under non-ideal conditions.
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Cooling source
centre line
Weld centre line

Figure 6.9 Misalignment of the cooling source as revealed by the frost area.

6.5

Concluding remarks

A welding set-up has been designed with which welds can be made under well controlled
conditions. Several cooling source set-ups have been tried, of which the CO2-snow jet gave
the best results. The CO2-snow cooling during welding resulted in a drastic drop in
temperature, localised at the cooling source position. A drawback of this set-up is that the
cooling source is not very stable, and its properties may vary from weld to weld. In
addition, the cooling source size and heat transfer coefficient cannot be controlled.
Nevertheless, the current set-up is very effective in producing buckling free welded plates.
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7

Temperature measurements and thermal FE
model validation

During welding, the work piece is subjected to a highly non-uniform and rapidly changing
temperature field. Beneath the welding heat source, the material heats up rapidly to
temperatures above the melting point. The heat is conducted away from the weld, and lost
to the surroundings by convection and radiation. The distribution of the thermal field during
welding depends on numerous factors, such as the welding heat input, the amount of
convective flow in the weld pool, the latent heat of melting and solidification, the thermal
material properties, cooling to the surroundings, and contact with the surrounding materials
(see Figure 7.1).
Heat input by the arc

Contact heat
Radiation
transfer

Convection

Conduction
Latent heat

Convection in weld pool

Figure 7.1 Schematic overview of the factors that influence the heat distribution during
welding.
Welding related issues, such as the formation of residual stresses and deformations, or
microstructural changes in the material, originate from the thermal changes during welding.
A detailed description of these issues will inherently be flawed if the description of the
thermal field is not accurate. Therefore, a study of the welding temperature field is of great
importance for this investigation.
In Chapter 5, finite element models for the temperature and stress developments of
conventional and DC-LSND welded thin plates were introduced and discussed. For the
thermal part of these models, a number of assumptions were made related to the heat input
and the thermal boundary conditions. Also, several assumptions were made for the model
and parameters of the active cooling source. This chapter presents the experimental work
that was carried out to define the parameters for the thermal boundary conditions, to
validate the FE models, and to increase the general understanding of the process.
Temperature measurements were carried out to quantify the transient thermal field during
(DC-LSND) welding, and to characterize the active cooling source. By comparing the
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experimental and FE modelling results, the assumptions made in the FE models could be
verified and if necessary adjusted.

7.1

Experimental approach

A description of the experimental welding set-up and the cooling source can be found in
Chapter 6. The temperature measurement set-up consists of an Agilent data logger (type
34970A) with a 20-channel multiplexer plug-in module (type HP 34901A). The data logger
is connected to a PC, where BenchLink Data Logger Software is used for communication.
This software permits setting of the measurement parameters, such as the number of
channels and their scanning rates. Graphs and displays can be inserted to monitor the
transient temperature development on the PC screen during welding. Glass insulated k-type
thermocouples (Chromel-Alumel, ∅0.25 mm) were used to measure the temperature. These
thermocouples can be applied within a temperature range of -270 to 1372°C, and have a
measurement accuracy of ±2.2°C.[1].
Temperature measurements were carried out on 1.5 mm thick AISI 316L stainless steel
plates (100×200 mm). An array consisting of 20 thermocouples was discharge welded at
the bottom side of the samples, along a line perpendicular to the welding direction at 125
mm from the starting edge (See Figure 7.2). Small pieces of ceramic tube were used to
isolate the individual thermocouple wires. Near the centre line, the thermocouples are
positioned closely together, approximately every 2.5 mm, and towards the plate edges, their
separation distance increases to 5 mm. Their exact position is measured after welding.
Since the plates are thin and the welds are fully penetrated, the temperature gradient in the
thickness direction (z-direction) may be assumed to be small. When all 20 channels were
used, the maximum measurement frequency was approximately 1 Hz per channel. The
maximum measurement frequency when only one channel was used was approximately 20
Hz.

Figure 7.2 Array of 20 k-type thermocouples, discharge welded to the sample bottom
surface at different distances from the plate’s centre line.
Three types of measurements were conducted, where (i) only the welding heat source
passes the sample (conventional welding), (ii) only the cooling source passes the sample, or
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(iii) the heating source is followed by the cooling source (DC-LSND welding). Welding
speeds of 3 and 8 mm s-1 were used, to investigate the effect of the welding speed. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the cooling source properties could not be varied. Moreover, the
cooling source is not of constant quality, which results in cooling variations between
different samples.

7.2

Modelling approach

The thermal model as described in Chapter 5 distinguishes several zones in which different
boundary conditions are applied, as schematically shown in Figure 7.3 for the top side and
bottom side of a typical plate.
Welding direction
D
A

B

y

50

Top side
C

xc

G
E

-35
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F

E

0

D
0

Bottom side

35
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xh

200

x

0

200

Figure 7.3 Schematic picture of the applied thermal boundary conditions at the top side
(left) and bottom side (right) of the plates.
Table 7.1 Thermal boundary conditions within the areas shown in Figure 7.3.
Area

Boundary condition

Equation

Parameters

(5.2)

a, b, Q, η, ci, fi

(5.7) to (5.9)

Tsink, hsink, Asink

(5.3), (5.4)

hcC , ε C

A

Goldak´s double ellipsoid heat input

B

Cooling source

C

Free convection and radiation

D

Conduction to the copper clamps

(5.3)

hcD

E

Weak conduction to the steel backing plate

(5.3)

E
hcontact

F

Strong conduction to the steel backing plate

(5.3)

F
hcontact

G

Convection and radiation in the backing groove

(5.3), (5.4)

hcG , ε G

At the heat source position (zone A), the energy of the heat source is put into the plate, and
at that location there is no cooling. The cooling by the cooling source is defined within zone
B. At the area where the plate is freely exposed to the surroundings (zone C), there is
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cooling by radiation and convection. At the location where the plate is clamped by copper
clamps, there is cooling by conduction to the clamping system (zone D). At the bottom side
of the sample, both the areas represented by zones E and F are in contact with the steel
backing plate. However, since the clamping force is applied in zone F, the contact heat
transfer to the steel clamp may be higher there than in zone E. The clamp has a 20 mm wide
groove for backing gas, and in that zone (G), cooling is due to convection and radiation.
Table 7.1 shows an overview of the boundary conditions with the reference to the equations
presented in Chapter 5 and the unknown parameters that will be defined in this chapter.
In the models, it is assumed that the thermal material properties (see section 5.2.4) are
known with reasonable accuracy. In that way, the modelling results can be fitted to the
experimental results by variation of the parameters listed in Table 7.1. This fitting is done
by a trial and error method, in which the parameters are varied within physically realistic
ranges.
The match between model and experiment could be optimised by tuning the parameters
for the boundary conditions for each set of experimental conditions. However, the objective
of this fitting exercise is to come up with one set of boundary conditions that can be used
for all circumstances, thus for conventional welding, for active cooling without welding,
and for DC-LSND welding, as well as for varying welding speeds.

7.3

Temperature field during conventional welding

The first set of measurements was made during conventional welding. The heat source
properties are very stable and little variation was found between duplicate measurements.
At the time of the measurement, the room temperature was 21°C.
Measurement results for the temperature as a function of time are shown in Figure
7.4(a) as a temperature contour plot, and in (b) as a time temperature plot for varying
distances from the weld centre line.
In order to match the FE models with the experiments, the parameters listed in Table 7.1
are varied, where the convective heat transfer coefficients (hc) are constrained to lie
between 5 and 25 W m-2 K-1, and the contact heat transfer coefficients (hcontact) between 10
and 100 W m-2 K-1.
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The heat input model as proposed by Goldak[2, 3] (see eqn. 5.2) is a relatively simple
model that does not explicitly take into account fluid flow. Therefore, the thermal model is
not expected to predict the temperatures close to the weld pool very accurately. As
suggested by Goldak[3] (see section 5.2.1) the dimensions for the heat source model can be
estimated as 90% of the dimensions of the welds, which were 4.5 mm wide and 1.5 mm
deep (full penetration). The power input from the heat source (Q) is defined as the product
of the welding current and the voltage. For the efficiency of the process a typical value for
TIG welding of η = 60% was used.[4] Table 7.2 lists the parameters for the Goldak-model
(zone A) that were used for the FE model for conventional welding.
Close to the weld, the heat input model and the heat losses by radiation play a major
role. The emissivity was obtained from literature data (see section 5.2.2). Far away from the
weld, convective and contact heat transfers are dominant. The heat transfer coefficient for
cooling by contact with the clamping bodies (areas D and F in Figure 7.3) was estimated as
hcontact = 50 W m-2 K-1. Due to the thermal expansion, the plate loses contact with the steel
backing plate (area E in Figure 7.3), and as a result the contact heat transfer coefficient is
reduced here (10 W m-2 K-1). The parameter settings with which good agreement with the
experiments were obtained are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Parameter values for the boundary condition defined in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1.
Area

Parameters

A

a = 2 mm, b = 1.5 mm, Q = 650 W, η = 0.6
c1 = a, c2 = 2a, f1 = 1.2, f2 = 0.8

C

hcC = 10 W m-2 K-1, ε C = 0.7 − 0.02e(

D

D
hcontact
= 50 W m-2 K-1

E

E
hcontact
= 10 W m-2 K-1

F

F
hcontact
= 50 W m-2 K-1

G

hcG = 10 W m-2 K-1, ε G = 0.1

900 T )

, ε C ≥ 0.1

Figure 7.5(a) plots results for the temperature distribution as a function of time, where the
solid black lines represent the experimental results and the dashed red lines the FE
modelling results. It can be seen that the agreement is very good. Figure 7.5(b) plots the
maximum temperature (Tmax) as a function of the distance from the weld centre line (y), for
both the measurements and the FE model. It shows a good agreement between model and
measurement, both near the weld and at the plate edges.
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Figure 7.4 Measurement results for a conventional weld made at 65 A and 3 mm s-1,
showing (a) a temperature contour plot (T = 0 - 800°C), and (b) a time temperature plot for
varying distances (mm) from the weld centre line.
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Figure 7.5 Comparison between experiment (black, solid lines) and FE model (red, dashed
lines) for the temperatures during conventional welding, with (a) the temperature
distribution in time, and (b) the maximum temperatures as a function of distance from the
weld centre line.

7.4

Cooling source characterisation

7.4.1 Temperature measurements
To characterize the cooling source, measurements were taken while the cooling source was
passing over the plate at a speeds of 3 and 8 mm s-1; thus without welding. The cooling
source set-up is described in detail in Chapter 6. Two measurements were made at
translation speeds of 3 and 8 mm s-1, labelled set A and set B, respectively. The cooling
source was re-installed between the first and the second set of measurements, to replace the
glass-wool shielding, which is generally damaged after several runs. An important
measurement detail is that the measurements were made on a hot summer day in July, when
the room temperature was as high as 30°C.
The results are plotted in Figure 7.6. Note that these figures show contour plots of the
temperatures in time, not of the temperatures in space. Several observations can be made
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from these results. First, it can be seen that the CO2-snow jet results in rapid cooling to
temperatures below -60°C. In addition, cooling at lower speed (3 mm s-1) is more effective
than at higher speeds (8 mm s-1). It can also be seen that the cooling source properties are
not constant, since measurements at equal speeds, give different results for set A and B.
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Figure 7.6 Time-temperature contour plots for active cooling at 3 and 8 mm s-1;
measurements were duplicated (set A and set B), where the cooling source was reinstalled
between measurement set A and B.
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Figure 7.7 Temperature derivatives, for the measurements plotted in Figure 7.6.
7.4.2 Cooling source heat transfer coefficient
The cooling of the plate by the CO2-snow jet is caused by two factors, namely (i) the heat
transfer from the plate to the cold snow, and (ii) the extraction of heat due to the latent heat
of sublimation of the CO2-snow. At the position of the cooling source nozzle, the CO2snow (-78°C) is sprayed onto the hot plate surface, and a high heat transfer coefficient may
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be assumed, due to the added effect of the cold snow and the latent heat of sublimation of
the snow. Further away from the cooling nozzle, the plate surface is in contact with CO2
gas that flows over the plate surface at high speed. The temperature of this gas varies from
-78°C close to the CO2-snow outlet, to room temperature far away from the nozzle.
For an estimation of the heat transfer coefficient of the cooling source, the derivatives of
the temperatures plotted in Figure 7.6 (∂T/∂t) were determined, which are plotted in
Figure 7.7. It can be seen that the cooling source causes a rapid drop in temperature in a
localised area, with an average half width of approximately 12 mm. The length of these
zones (L) can be approximated by: L = vΔt, in which v is the speed of the cooling source,
and Δt the time interval for which the cooling rates are high, as indicated in white in Figure
7.7. This leads to a length of approximately 15 mm.
An estimation of the maximum heat transfer coefficient of the cooling source is made by
applying the laws for Newtonian cooling.[5] The heat transfer coefficient (hsink) can then be
estimated by:

hsink =

d ρCp

∂T

∂t
T − Tsink

(7.1)

in which d is the plate thickness (1.5 mm), ρ the density (8000 kg m-3), Cp the specific heat
(450 J kg-1 K-1), T the plate temperature, and Tsink the cooling source temperature (-78 °C).
The maximum obtained cooling rates are approximately 25 to 30 K s-1. This leads to
maximum heat transfer coefficients of 1750 to 2100 W m-2 K-1. Note that eqn. 7.1 does not
account for conduction in the plate, and can therefore only be used to estimate the
maximum heat transfer coefficient directly below the cooling source nozzle exit.
Only in the area directly below the cooling source nozzle, is the heat transfer coefficient
very high; away from this position, it rapidly decreases. Further away from the nozzle, the
plate is in contact with CO2-gas that flows over the plate surface. To estimate the average
heat transfer coefficient over a length L, the following relation can be used:[5]
NuL = 0.664 Pr 0.343 ReL

0.5

⎛ vCO L ⎞
hk
= 0.664 Pr 0.343 ⎜ 2 ⎟
L
⎝ ν ⎠

0.5

(7.2)

In which Nu is the Nusselt number, Pr the Prandtl number, Re the Reynolds number, L the
length at which the gas flows, vCO2 the flow velocity of the gas, and ν the kinematic
viscosity of the gas. For CO2-gas at room temperature, Pr = 0.766, k = 16.5⋅10-3 W m-1 K-1,
and ν = 8.4⋅10-6 m2 s-1.[5] Assuming a flow velocity of vCO2 = 5 to 25 m s-1, and a contact
length of 200 mm (the plate length), the heat transfer coefficient will be 17 to 34 W m-2 K-1.
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The heat transfer coefficient of the cooling source is estimated as 2000 W m-2 K-1 at a
localised spot of approximately 12 mm wide and 15 mm long, after which it rapidly
decreases to a value of approximately 25 W m-2 K-1.
7.4.3 Cooling source temperature
To determine the distribution of the cooling source temperature (Tsink), thermocouple
measurements were carried out, in which thermocouples were located just above the surface
of a plate made from a non-conducting medium (cardboard) at several distances from the
cooling source centre, as schematically depicted in Figure 7.8.

x' = 0 mm

y = 0 mm

x'

Cooling source

0 mm

a.

x'

b.

Figure 7.8 Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up for the measurement of the
cooling source temperature (Tsink), with (a) top view of the sample with the thermocouple
positions, and (b) side view of the sample with the definition of the x’-axis.
The cooling source was positioned in the centre of the plate, for which the cooling source
nozzle is located at (x’,y) = (0,0). The cooling source is not moving during the
measurement, and is switched on at t ≈ 5 s, and off at t ≈ 28 s. The results for the
measurements at y = 0 and varying x’ are plotted in Figure 7.9(a).
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Figure 7.9(a) Measurement results for the cooling source temperature (Tsink) at varying
distance from the cooling source nozzle, and (b) Tsink as a function of distance x, where
TCO2 represents the temperature of solid CO2-snow.
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b.

It can be seen that Tsink varies from -70°C directly below the cooling source, to 0°C at x’ =
120 mm. Measurements that were performed at different positions from the weld centre line
showed that there is no significant variation in the cooling source temperature in the
y-direction. Based on these measurements, an estimation could be made for Tsink as a
function of x’, as plotted in Figure 7.9(b). The cooling source temperature can be
approximated by:
Tsink [ K ] = 38log ( x ') + TCO2 , where TCO2 ≤ Tsink ≤ Troom

(7.3)

in which TCO2 is the temperature of the solid CO2-snow (195 K), and Troom the room
temperature.
7.4.4 Cooling source model
In the initial FE models, the cooling source was modelled using a cooling flux (qsink) that is
defined by a constant high heat transfer coefficient (hsink) and a constant cooling source
temperature (Tsink):
qsink = hsink (T − Tsink )

(7.4)

in which T is the temperature of the plate surface. Although the experimental cooling
source should aim for such characteristics, the above experiments showed that the reality is
different.
Although in practice the cooling source is not of constant quality, only one model was
made to describe its properties. Due to the irregular properties of the cooling source, a
reasonable fit between measurement and model is assumed to be sufficient.
Using eqn. 7.4, the cooling source flux qsink can be defined by two parameters, i.e. the
cooling source temperature (Tsink) and the cooling source heat transfer coefficient (hsink),
neither of which are constants. An approximation for the cooling source temperature and
the cooling source heat transfer coefficient was derived from the measurements presented
above.
The area within which the cooling source is effective (zone B in Figure 7.3) is described
by an elliptically shaped surface, for which the boundary is given by Asink:
⎛ y − yc ⎞
⎛ x − ( xc + vt ) ⎞
Asink = ⎜
⎟ +⎜
⎟
w
gi
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
1.5

2

(7.5)

Within this ellipse, the Tsink temperature is defined as:
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Tsink = 38log ( ( xc + vt ) + g1 − x ) + TCO2 , where TCO2 ≤ Tsink ≤ Troom

(7.6)

The heat transfer coefficient is modelled as a Gaussian distribution, which, in its general
form, can be written as:
hsink = h

max
sink

pe

⎛ y − yc ⎞
− n⎜
⎟
⎝ w ⎠

2

e

⎛ x − ( xc + vt ) − g1 ⎞
− m ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
g1
⎝
⎠

2

min
max
, where hsink
≤ hsink ≤ hsink

(7.7)

where p, n, and m are constants that can be used to fit the model to the experiment.
The cooling source model is graphically shown in Figure 7.10, for a cooling source
position for which xc = 0 mm. Figure 7.10(a) shows a contour plot of the heat transfer
coefficient, together with the parameters for the ellipse within which the cooling source is
applied (eqn. 7.5). Figure 7.10(b) shows the heat transfer coefficient (hsink) and cooling
source temperature (Tsink) as a function of x, along y = 0 mm, and for xc = 0. It can be seen
that the heat transfer coefficient is very high over a distance of approximately 15 mm in
which the plate is assumed to be in contact with solid CO2-snow, and where the latent heat
of sublimation plays a role in the heat extraction. Then, the heat transfer coefficient rapidly
drops to 25 W m-2 K-1 to represent cooling by convective flow of the CO2-gas.
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Figure 7.10 Cooling source model, with (a) a contour plot of the heat transfer coefficient
together with the parameters for the ellipse in which the cooling source is applied
(eqn.7.5), and (b) the heat transfer coefficient (hsink) and cooling source temperature (Tsink)
as a function of x, at y = 0 mm (xc = 0).
The values for the parameters in the cooling source model that gave the best results are
listed in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Parameters for the cooling source model as defined in eqn. 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7.
Parameter

Value

Parameter
min
sink

Value

25 W m-2 K-1

w

25 mm

g1

100 mm

max
hsink

2000 W m-2 K-1

g2

20 mm

p

1.2

Troom

293-303 K

n

1

TCO2

195 K

m

8

h

7.4.5 Comparison of experiment and FE model
The boundary conditions at areas C to G (Figure 7.3) should be similar to those defined for
conventional welding (see Table 7.2). However, since in this case the plate is not heated
and does not expand, the contact between the plate and the steel backing plate is better than
it is during conventional welding. Hence, the heat transfer coefficient in area E is set to
E
hcontact
= 50 W m-2 K-1.
The comparisons between measurement and FE model are plotted in Figure 7.11 for the
measurements at 3 mm s-1, and in Figure 7.12 for the measurements at 8 mm s-1. The
measurements at both speeds were performed twice (set A and set B) , and it was seen from
Figure 7.6 that there was a difference between the results of set A and set B, due to the nonconstant quality of the cooling source. It can be seen that at 3 mm s-1, the results for the FE
model fit better to measurement A than measurement B, while at 8 mm s-1, the fit between
measurement result and FE model is best for set B. The match between model and
experiment is not optimised to the experimental results, but in general the proposed cooling
source model gives acceptable results.

7.5

Temperature field during DC-LSND welding

Temperature measurements were carried out during DC-LSND welding of a 1.5 mm thick
AISI 316L stainless steel plate (100×200 mm), at welding speeds of 3 and 8 mm s-1. The
measurement strategy was similar to that of the conventional weld (section 7.3). The
measurement at 3 mm s-1 was conducted twice (A and B); the measurement at 8 mm s-1 was
conducted only once (C). The cooling source was reinstalled between all measurements to
replace the glass wool shielding that is usually damaged during welding. At the time of the
measurement, the room temperature was 27°C. Experimental results for the temperature as
a function of time are shown in Figure 7.13.
From the measurement results it can again be seen that the cooling source properties are not
constant, in line with the observations in the previous section. Often, the cooling source is
slightly misaligned with respect to the welding heat source, which results in an asymmetric
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temperature distribution. At low speed (3 mm s-1) the measured temperature distributions
resemble the characteristic DC-LSND temperature distribution, with a low temperature
zone at some distance behind the weld pool, which is surrounded by a high temperature
zone (see section 4.1.1). However, at a welding speed of 8 mm s-1 the measurement
temperature distribution no longer resembles the characteristic DC-LSND welding
temperature field.
In order to model the DC-LSND process, it should be possible to simply combine the
models for conventional welding and for the cooling source, provided that these models
represent reality. Figure 7.14 shows that this is indeed possible. Plotted here are the
comparison between experiment and FE model, for DC-LSND welding at (a) 3 mm s-1 and
(b) 8 mm s-1. The cooling source is positioned at L = 33 mm behind the welding heat
source. The cooling source for the weld at 8 mm s-1 has a 3 mm offset with respect to the
weld line, both in the model and in the experiment. The FE model uses the parameters for
conventional welding as listed in Table 7.2, combined with the cooling source model as
presented in eqn. 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7, with the parameters listed in Table 7.3.

7.6

Concluding remarks

In the derivation of the thermal models for conventional welding, active cooling and DCLSND welding, a large number of assumptions were made. The measurements presented in
this chapter provide a more scientifically sound basis for these assumptions. However, the
parameter values defined in this chapter are still estimates. The fact that the models and
parameters can be applied for different welding conditions give some confidence that the
proposed models and parameters are reasonable estimates.
For conventional welding, a very close match between model and experiment is
obtained. Obviously, this is partly because the values for the input parameters were based
on the experimental results. Most deviations appear very close to the weld pool, which is
due to (i) the weld pool not being modelled explicitly, and (ii) the thermal material data and
boundary conditions becoming more uncertain at higher temperatures. The match between
model and experiment close to the weld could be improved by using more accurate high
temperature thermal properties, and a more realistic implementation of the latent heat.
However, these small improvements are not expected to have a large effect on the
mechanical results.
The fit between experiment and model for the DC-LSND welds is reasonable, but not as
good as for the conventional welds, because the cooling source model as presented in this
chapter is a simplification of what happens in reality. In practice, the cooling is very
complex due to the number of different cooling mechanisms that play a role, such as the
sublimation of CO2-snow, convective cooling by cold CO2-gas, laminar and turbulent gas
flows, etcetera. In addition, the experimental cooling source is not of constant quality.
Therefore, the modelling results were not fitted to one single measurement. Instead, the best
overall fit to a series of measurements was used.
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Figure 7.11 Comparison between experiments (black solid lines) and FE model (red dashed
lines) for the temperature field during cooling at 3 mm s-1, for measurement A and B. The
FE model results for are equal for set A and set B.
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Figure 7.12 Comparison between experiments (black solid lines) and FE model (red dashed
lines) for the temperature field during cooling at 8 mm s-1, for measurement A and B. The
FE model results for are equal for set A and set B.
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Figure 7.13 Time-temperature contour plots for DC-LSND welding at 3 and 8 mm s-1; the
measurement at 3 mm s-1 were made twice (measurement A and B); the cooling source was
reinstalled between all measurements.
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Figure 7.14 Comparison between experiment (solid black lines) and FE model (dashed red
lines) for (a, b) DC-LSND welding at 3 mm s-1, and (c, d) DC-LSND welding at 8 mm s-1.
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As was already discussed in Chapter 4, the essential feature of the DC-LSND welding
process is a temperature distribution in which the cold zone created by the trailing heat sink
shortly behind the weld, is surrounded by a hot zone of material that is heated by the
welding arc, but not cooled by the heat sink. This means that in a time-temperature plot the
curves taken at positions close to the weld and the cooling source must be crossed by the
curves taken far away from the weld. This typical temperature profile was indeed observed
for the DC-LSND welds that are made at low welding speed (3 mm s-1). However at high
welding speed, the typical DC-LSND welding temperature profile starts to look more like
the temperature profile of a conventional weld, only with higher cooling rates. This is
caused by the fact that the higher welding speed results in a narrower heating distribution,
due to which it is more difficult for the heat sink to penetrate into the heated zone. The
cooling strategy should therefore be adjusted to the welding speed.
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8

Residual stress measurement and mechanical
FE model validation

As discussed in the previous chapters, the control of welding induced buckling deformation
is directly related to the management of welding stresses. It is therefore of considerable
importance to investigate the influence of the trailing heat sink on the welding residual
stress distribution. This chapter will present the results of an experimental study of the
residual welding stresses. The objective of this experimental investigation is twofold.
Firstly, the results provide a better understanding of the influence of an active cooling
source on the residual welding stress distribution. These results can be linked to the
buckling deformation behaviour, as discussed in Chapter 9. Secondly, the results serve as
validation for the finite element models that were presented in Chapter 5.
Residual stress measurements were performed by means of laboratory X-ray diffraction
and synchrotron X-ray diffraction techniques. The laboratory experiments were carried out
at Delft University of Technology, whilst the synchrotron measurements were made at two
facilities; firstly at the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) in Daresbury (UK), and a year
later at the European Synchrotron Research Facilities (ESRF) in Grenoble (France). This
chapter will start with a brief introduction to X-ray diffraction residual stress
measurements, followed by a section on the description and discussion of the laboratory Xray diffraction experiments, and a section on the description and discussion of the
synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments. The experimental results are then compared
with the FE modelling results; implications of these are discussed and finally some
concluding remarks are given.

8.1

Introduction on X-ray diffraction residual stress measurement

The atoms in a crystalline sample are arranged periodically in a lattice. Incident X-rays with
a specific wavelength (λ) will be scattered by the lattice. The interference between the
reflected rays will be destructive for most directions, but it will be constructive when
Bragg’s law[1, 2] is fulfilled:
nλ = 2d hkl sin θ

(8.1)

Here, dhkl is the distance between the {hkl} lattice-planes, and θ is the angle between the
X-rays and the surface, also known as the diffraction angle, or Bragg angle (see
Figure 8.1(a)). At this angle, the constructive interference of the waves will cause a peak in
the diffraction pattern, an example of which is shown in Figure 8.1(b). This figure shows
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the diffraction peaks of an AISI 316L sample, recorded with synchrotron X-ray radiation
(60 keV), together with their {hkl} lattice planes. When the wavelength is known, the peak
position can be related to the d-spacing by eqn. 8.1.
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Figure 8.1(a) Diffraction of X-rays on a set of lattice planes with interplanar spacing dhkl,
and (b) example of a diffraction pattern of a 316L stainless steel sample, recorded with
synchrotron X-ray radiation. The peaks are given with their {hkl} plane.
In X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements, the lattice planes of the individual grains
act as strain gauges.[2, 3] A crystalline sample that is free of elastic strains will have an
average lattice spacing d0, which is defined as the stress free lattice spacing. Consider a
piece of material that is uni-axially stressed in the direction φ (σφ), as schematically shown
in Figure 8.2(a), where Ns is the normal to the surface, and Nd the normal to the diffraction
planes. The strain in the direction normal to the surface (ε⊥) can then be written as:[2]

ε⊥ =

dn − d0
d0

(8.2)

in which dn is the lattice spacing of the grains that have their lattice planes oriented parallel
to the direction φ. Assuming that the material is isotropic, Hooke’s law can be used to find
the stress σφ:

σφ = −

E ⎛ d n − d0 ⎞
⎜
⎟
ν ⎝ d0 ⎠

(8.3)

In which E is Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio. Note that only the grains with
their lattice planes oriented perpendicular to Nd will contribute to the diffraction.
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Figure 8.2 Principles of strain measurement, with (a) diffraction on grains, and (b) a
vector diagram of the lattice spacing in varying directions. Ns is the normal to the surface,
Nd is the normal to the diffraction planes, σφ is the applied uni-axial stress, ψ is the angle
between Ns and Nd, and d is the lattice spacing (after: Cullity)[2].
For an applied stress σφ, the lattice spacing will depend on the orientation of the diffracting
lattice planes. For the case depicted in Figure 8.2, the lattice spacing of the grains with their
lattice planes oriented parallel to φ will become smaller than d0, while those with their
lattice planes oriented perpendicular to φ will become larger. In other words, the lattice
spacing is a function of the measurement direction ψ, as schematically shown in Figure
8.2(b). This relation is very useful for the determination of multi-axial stresses, and forms
the basis of the sin2ψ-method, which is well described by Cullity.[2] For a bi-axial stress
situation, as schematically shown in Figure 8.3(a), the stress in an arbitrary direction φ that
lies in the xy-plane can be found by eqn. 8.4:
dφψ − d 0
d0

⎡ (1 + ν ) ⎤
⎡ −ν ⎤
2
=⎢
⎥ σ φ sin ψ + ⎢ ⎥ (σ 1 + σ 2 )
E
E⎦
⎣
⎣
⎦

(8.4)

The stress in the direction φ (σφ), can be determined by measuring the lattice spacing in that
direction (dφψ) at several measurement angles (ψ). If the elastic constants, i.e. the Poisson
ratio (ν) and the Young’s modulus (E), are known, the stress σφ can be determined from the
slope of a dφψ versus sin2ψ-plot. In the experiments discussed in this chapter, the direction φ
is chosen as either the longitudinal (L) or the transverse (T) direction (see Figure 8.3(b)).
For the determination of the longitudinal stress, eqn. 8.4 can then be written as:
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d Lψ − d 0
d0

⎡ (1 + ν ) ⎤
⎡ −ν ⎤
2
=⎢
⎥ σ L sin ψ + ⎢ ⎥ (σ T + σ L )
⎣E⎦
⎣ E ⎦

(8.5)
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Figure 8.3 Definitions of measurement directions for the sin2ψ-method.
In order to measure the macro stresses, the volume of material that is exposed to the X-ray
beam must be large enough to represent the macroscopic material.
8.1.1 Diffraction peak properties
The recorded diffraction peaks have a number of properties, such as the position of a peak,
its width, its intensity, and its integrated area, which can all be related to the properties of
the measurement set-up and the diffraction sample. The measured peaks are generally
represented by a mathematical function, such as Gaussian or Lorentzian peak profiles.
These functions are expressed in terms of various parameters, such as the peak location,
intensity, and width, all of which give information about the sample properties, such as the
presence of texture, stress gradients, plasticity, stress.[4]
For the residual stress measurement, it is important to identify the exact position of the
measured diffraction peak, which represents the average lattice spacing of the grains within
the measurement volume. Elastic strains in the sample will result in changes in the lattice
spacing, and thus a shift of the diffraction peak.
The peak intensity depends, among other factors, on the number of grains that
contribute to the diffraction. Consequently, the diffraction sample needs a minimum
number of grains to be oriented correctly, in order to form a diffraction peak. When the
measurement volume contains too few grains, the peaks will become low and irregular.
Under ideal conditions, Bragg´s law would suggest that the variation of the beam
intensity with the diffraction angle (θ) could be described by a step function.[4] However, in
practice the peaks are broadened, which is caused by factors such as small wavelength
variations, beam divergence, discontinuities in the crystal lattice of the diffracting sample,
etc. The factors that determine the peak width can be subdivided into instrumental factors
and crystallographic factors. The contribution of the crystal to the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of a peak depends on the distribution of the randomly oriented lattice
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plane distances.[3] The larger the spread of the inter-planar lattice spacing, the larger the
FWHM. An increased FWHM can be caused for example by interstitials, or micro stresses,
which can originate from plastic deformation.
8.1.2 Measurement set-up
The general measurement set-up for X-ray diffraction residual stress experiments consist of
an X-ray source, a manipulation system for sample displacements and rotations, and a
detector. All experiments described in this chapter use a monochromatic X-ray beam and a
point detector to scan the 2θ range.
Laboratory X-ray diffraction experiments are usually carried out in reflection mode.
Due to the relatively low energy of the laboratory X-rays, they can only penetrate several
µm into the material, before the beam is attenuated. Synchrotron X-rays have a much
higher energy than laboratory X-rays, which allows them to penetrate much further into
materials. For steel, the typical penetration depth of the laboratory X-rays is approximately
10 μm. Therefore, the stresses measured with these X-rays are surface stresses only. The
synchrotron X-rays, have such high energy, that they can fully penetrate samples of up to 5
mm thickness. This allows diffraction measurements in penetration mode, and stresses over
the full thickness of the sample can be measured. A schematic drawing of the measurement
geometries in reflection and transmission modes is given in Figure 8.4, together with the
diffraction angels. The much shorter wavelength of the synchrotron X-rays as compared to
the laboratory X-rays results in smaller diffraction angles.
X-ray source

θ

Detector

X-ray source

θ 2θ

θ

Sample

a.

Sample

Detector
2θ

θ
b.

Figure 8.4 Measurement geometries for diffraction measurement in (a) reflection mode,
and (b) transmission mode.
For measurements in reflection mode, the measurement volume is defined by the beam size
and the penetration depth. For the measurements in transmission mode, the measurement
volume, or gauge volume, is defined by the dimensions of the incoming and diffracted
beams. These dimensions are set by the beam slits in the set-up, which can be adjusted in
both the horizontal and vertical directions. The width of the gauge volume is directly
related to the horizontal slit widths. The length of the gauge volume (lg) is defined by the
diffraction angle (θ), and by the widths of the slits of the incident beam (wi) and the
diffracted beam (wd), as schematically drawn in Figure 8.5 for a measurement in
transmission mode. The gauge volume length can be mathematically expressed as:
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lg = (

wi
wd
+
)
2sin θ 2sin θ

(8.6)

For through thickness measurements, the gauge length should be larger than the sample.

Figure 8.5 The gauge volume length (lg) is defined by the width of the incoming beam slit
(wi), the width of the diffraction beam slit (wd) and the diffraction angle (2θ).

8.2

Laboratory X-ray diffraction experiments

8.2.1 Experimental set-up laboratory X-ray diffraction measurements
Laboratory X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements were conducted at Delft
University of Technology (DUT), using the sin2ψ method. The measurements were
performed on 2×100×120 mm AISI 316L samples, which were welded in full penetration
with a welding current of 65 A, and at a welding speed of 2 mm s-1. Two samples were
welded: one without and one with a trailing heat sink, which are labelled CONV and DCLSND, respectively. The CO2-snow cooling followed at approximately 25-30 mm distance
from the welding heat source. The sample geometry is shown in Figure 8.6(a). The weld
was made along the short side of the plate, starting and stopping 10 mm from the plate
edges. The samples are relatively small and thick. In this way, they could be easily mounted
into the diffractometer. Moreover, their geometry prevents large welding deformations,
even after conventional welding. The small deformation of both samples allows a fair
comparison between the stresses due to conventional welding and DC-LSND welding.

Measurement
line

100 mm

Weld
80 mm

Longitudinal

2 mm thick

Transverse
120 mm

a.

b.

Figure 8.6 (a) Sample geometry of the laboratory X-ray diffraction samples, and (b) a
sample in the specimen holder.
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Stress measurements were performed on a Brucker AXS D5005 diffractometer that was
equipped with a Huber Eulerian cradle. The plate was fixed in the diffractometer in a
special clamp, which could be mounted on the table of the diffractometer in both the
transverse and longitudinal positions. Rubber stoppers were used to gently push the plate to
the upper clamps, so that the clamping did not induce any significant stresses in the sample.
The clamp was mounted in the diffractometer as shown in Figure 8.7. This figure shows
the diffraction plane that is constructed between the X-ray source (X), the detector (D), and
the clamped specimen (S). The X-ray source remains at a fixed position in the
diffractometer. The detector can rotate within the diffraction plane, to scan the 2θ range.
The specimen can rotate both within and perpendicular to the diffraction plane to change
the measurement angles (ψ). The specimen can be translated in x-, and y-direction to scan
the surface.

D
X

S

Figure 8.7 (left) Close-up of the specimen in the diffractometer, showing the diffraction
plane between the X-ray source (X), the detector (D), and the clamped specimen (S);
(middle) schematic reconstruction of the diffraction plane; and (right) plate rotations and
translations for the sin2ψ measurements.
The beam size could be varied by the beam slits, and a size of 0.5×2 mm2 was used, for
which the long direction was oriented parallel to the welding direction. Reflections from the
Fe {311} planes were used to measure the stresses; with a wavelength of λ = 1.7889
(CoKα-radiation), this results in diffraction angles of around 2θ = 111.2°. The 2θ scans
settings for the measurements in the transverse and longitudinal direction are listed in
Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Scan settings for the 2θ-scans in transverse and longitudinal direction.
Transverse measurement

Longitudinal measurement

scan range, 2θ

110.0° - 112.5°

110.0° - 113.0°

step size, Δ2θ

0.01°

0.01°

counting time

9s

beam size

0.5×2 mm

ψ-inclinations

7

18 s
2

0.5×2 mm
5
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2

Before performing the stress measurements, a zinc-oxide (ZnO) reference powder was
applied on the top surface of the samples, to identify the exact location of the sample
surface. The diffraction intensity of the ZnO powder was measured as a function of the
displacement in the z-direction (out-of-plane direction). In this way, a correction for out-ofplane displacements of the sample surface was found.
8.2.2 Data analysis laboratory X-ray diffraction measurements
An example of a recorded diffraction peak is shown in Figure 8.8(a). All data was analysed
in the commercial program X´pert Stress.[5] A number of standard corrections were applied
to the raw data, including a background correction, Kα2-stripping, and a correction for
Lorentz Polarisation.[2, 5] In addition, a correction for small out-of-plane misalignments was
applied. The resulting diffraction peak after all corrections is shown in Figure 8.8(b). A
Gaussian peak was fitted to the data, to determine the peak position.
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Figure 8.8 (a) Raw diffraction data, and (b) the same diffraction data after corrections,
together with fitted Gaussian peak and peak centre.
Stresses in the longitudinal and transverse directions were determined by eqn. 8.4, in which
the isotropic constants were taken as E = 195 GPa (see section 8.3.4), and ν = 0.294.[6]
Measurements close to the weld were very inaccurate, as illustrated in Figure 8.9. The
figure shows the measured diffraction peaks and the sin2ψ-plots at 8 mm and 2 mm from
the weld centre line. At 8 mm from the weld centre line, the diffraction peaks at the
different ψ-inclinations are of good and constant quality. The result is that the points on the
sin2ψ-plot lie on a relatively straight line. Close to the weld, the diffraction peaks become
irregular. At some ψ-inclinations the quality of the peaks is good, at others the peak quality
is bad, or the peak is even absent, which indicates the presence of large grains and/or strong
texture. The result is a large scatter in the sin2ψ-plot (Figure 8.9(b)), and therefore a large
uncertainty in the stress result, which depends on the accuracy of fit of the straight line.
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Stress: 176.8 ± 16.1 MPa
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Figure 8.9 Results of two transverse sin2ψ-measurements at the conventionally welded
sample at (a) 8 mm from the weld centre line, and at (b) 2 mm from the weld centre line.
For the sin2ψ-measurements, the assumption was made that the stresses in the plate are biaxial, and that the stress free lattice spacing has a known and constant value (d0). If this
assumption is valid, eqn. 8.4 can be used to calculate the stresses in two directions (σT and
σL), from a measurement in one direction only. To justify the use of this method, the
longitudinal stress on the conventionally welded sample was determined both by a direct
measurement in the longitudinal direction, and by calculation of the longitudinal stresses
from a measurement in the transverse direction (indirect measurement). The results are
plotted in Figure 8.10(a). Two things can be noted from these results. Firstly, there is a
difference in the size of the error bars. The directly measured longitudinal stresses have a
larger error than the indirectly measured stresses. This can be ascribed to several small
instrumental errors, such as variation of the focal point with rotations around the ψ-axis.
Secondly, it can be seen that the results for both methods do not differ significantly, which
supports the assumptions of bi-axiality and constant d0. Owing to the higher accuracy of the
transverse measurements, longitudinal stresses were determined from the transverse
measurements for the rest of the study.
Figure 8.10(b) shows the comparison of longitudinal stresses measured on the topside
(two duplicate series) and at the bottom side of the conventionally welded sample. It can be
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seen that the difference between the results is small, further supporting the bi-axial stress
state assumption.
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Figure 8.10 Laboratory X-ray diffraction measurement results, with (a) a comparison
between longitudinal measurement results that were measured direct, and those calculated
from a transverse measurement, and (b) comparison of longitudinal measurements
measured at the top and bottom side of the sample.
8.2.3 Results laboratory X-ray diffraction measurements
Figure 8.11 shows the results of the stress measurements on the conventionally welded and
DC-LSND welded samples. The influence of the active cooling source on the longitudinal
stresses (Figure 8.11(a)) is small. At 20 mm from the weld centre line, the longitudinal
residual stress of the DC-LSND welded sample has a minimum which lies slightly lower
than that of the conventionally welded sample. Towards the plate edge, the stress in the
conventionally welded sample is lower. From the longitudinal stress measurement results, it
seems that the cooling source has only a small effect on the residual stresses. However, as
shown in Figure 8.11(b) the difference in the transverse direction is considerably larger.
The active cooling has significantly reduced the transverse stress level, by almost 50%.
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Figure 8.11 (a) Longitudinal, and (b) transverse stress results for the laboratory X-ray
diffraction measurements on the conventionally and DC-LSND welded sample.

8.3

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments

8.3.1 Experiments at beam line 16.3 at the SRS
The first series of synchrotron X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements were
conducted at beam line 16.3 of the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) in Daresbury
(UK).[7] Although the results of these experiments were valuable, they contained a number
of errors, which were caused by several factors. First, the positioning of the samples was
relatively inaccurate. Together with the fact that no analyser crystal was available in the setup, the misalignments of the sample resulted in peak shifts, which could easily be mistaken
for strains. These so called pseudo strains[8, 9] were indeed observed. In addition, it was
suspected that the wave length of the synchrotron beam was not constant in time, which
could be caused by the fact that the monochromator crystal was not kept at constant
temperature.
One year after the SRS experiments, a new series of synchrotron measurements was
performed at beam line ID31 of the European Facility for Synchrotron Radiation (ESRF) in
Grenoble, France.[10, 11] The experimental set-up and approach for this experiment were
similar to that of the SRS. However, the set up at the ESRF had two main advantages; an
analyser crystal, which eliminated the effects of out-of-plane displacements of the sample
on the measurement result, and thereby the chance of measuring of pseudo-strains,[12] and a
constant temperature monochromator crystal, which assured a constant wavelength of the
X-ray beam. Because of the improved accuracy, only the ESRF result are presented in this
thesis. The SRS results can be found in a detailed measurement report,[13] in which the
results and the sources of error of the experiment are extensively discussed.
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8.3.2 Measurement set-up
A schematic overview of the diffraction set-up at ESRF beam line ID31 is given in Figure
8.12, while Figure 8.13 shows a picture of the set-up. It consists of the synchrotron source
that passes a monochromator to produce a 60 keV X-ray beam. The size of the incoming
beam is defined by the horizontal and vertical incoming beam slits. The beam is pointed
towards the sample, which is mounted on a translation and rotation system. The diffracted
beam passes an analyser crystal, which eliminates the effects of out-of-plane displacements
of the sample on the measurement result. An outgoing beam slit is, together with the
ingoing beam slits, used to define the gauge volume. The detector is mounted on a rotation
disk, in order to scan the 2θ range.
Direction of strain measurement
(perpendicular to the diffraction planes)
Monochromator
crystal
X-ray
Beam
source

Gauge volume

Outgoing beam slit

Detector

Incoming beam slits
Sample

Analyser crystal

Figure 8.12 Schematic set-up for the synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements at beam
line ID31 at the ESRF (after Preston et al.).[14]
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Figure 8.13 Overview of the diffraction set-up at beam line ID31 at the ESRF in Grenoble.
Diffraction measurements were performed on the Fe {311} planes since these are known to
be the least sensitive to intergranular stress effects and to be representative of the average
engineering strain over the sampling volume.[15] For a wavelength of 0.20678 Å, the stress
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free diffraction angles are around 10.946° (2θ). The receiving (vertical) slit size was set to
2 mm. The incoming beam slits were set to (horizontal × vertical) = (1×2) mm for the
longitudinal measurements, and to (horizontal × vertical) = (2×1) mm for the transverse
measurements. This resulted in a gauge length of 8 mm for the transverse measurements,
and 10.5 mm for the longitudinal measurements, which is larger than the plate thickness, so
that measurements over the whole plate thickness were obtained.
The plates were clamped with help of the clamping system provided by the FaMe38 lab
(see Figure 8.14).[16] This system allows an accurate and repeatable positioning of the
samples. The clamping was applied such that a good fixture of the plates was obtained,
while the clamping forces were minimal, so that the stress state of the plates was not
affected.

a.

b.

Figure 8.14 Clamping system of the FaMe38 lab, with (a) a specimen in the clamp, and (b)
the clamped specimen in the diffractometer.
8.3.3 Measurement approach and stress free lattice spacing
The sin2ψ-method as discussed in the introduction of this chapter has the disadvantage that
it is a very time consuming method. In order to save valuable measurement time, the
stresses in the synchrotron measurements were determined by another approach, strain
scanning.[17] The strain in a certain direction i (longitudinal or transverse) can be
determined by:

εi =

di − d0
d0

(8.7)

Using the reasonable assumption that the measurement directions (i) are aligned with the
principle stress directions, and assuming a bi-axial stress state, Hooke’s law can be used to
determine the stresses by:
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⎡ E ⎤

σ i = ⎡⎣ε i + νε j ⎤⎦ ⎢
2
⎣ 1 − ν ⎥⎦

(8.8)

This approach requires that the stress free lattice spacing (d0) is known. Note that this value
is not necessarily constant over the whole sample. For example, variations in composition
or microstructure can affect the d0 value. An estimation of the stress free lattice spacing was
obtained by measurement on two stress free samples that were obtained by electronical
discharge machining (EDM). To determine the lattice parameters, accurate values for the
beam energy and wave length are required. These were obtained by calibration of the set-up
before the start of the experiments, using a standard Si reference powder. The beam energy
and wavelength are listed in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 X-ray beam and stress free lattice properties.
Parameter

Value

X-ray beam energy (E)

59.958 keV
0.20678 Å

X-ray beam wavelength (λ)
Instrumental peak width (FWHM)

[18, 19]

0.0025° 2θ

Stress free lattice spacing (d0)

1.08405 ± 0.0001 Å

Stress free peak position

10.946 ± 0.001° 2θ

Base metal peak width (FWHM)

0.012° 2θ

1.0843
1.0842

40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30

EDM_2
EDM_1

Mean EDM_2

1.0841
1.0840
1.0839
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Sample EDM_1 consisted of a 10×10 mm2 piece that was taken from the base material of
an unwelded sample, and 19 measurements were taken on different positions on the sample.
Sample EDM_2 consisted of a 1.5×100×2 mm cross section of a welded sample,
incorporating the whole width of the plate. Measurements were taken at various distances
from the weld centre line (y) The results for both samples are plotted in Figure 8.15.

Distance from the weld, y [mm]

Figure 8.15 Results from the diffraction measurement on samples EDM_1 (base material)
and EDM_2 (weld cross section).
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The measurements on sample EDM_1 showed mean stress free lattice spacing (d0, mean ± 2
standard deviation) and peak width of:
d0 = 1.08402 ± 0.0001 Å, and FWHM = 0.0125° 2θ
Figure 8.15 shows that the lattice spacing for sample EDM_2 varies as a function of the
distance form the weld centre line (y), and shows an increase between 15 < y < 15 mm. This
increase could be caused by compositional or microstructural changes in the material.
However, at 15 mm from the weld, where the increase in lattice spacing begins, it is
unlikely that there has been a large change in the microstructure or composition in the
material due to welding. Since the distribution of the lattice spacing is very similar to that
of a welding residual stress distribution, it is assumed that the change in lattice spacing in
sample EDM_2 is the consequence of residual stresses, and not of a change in d0. This is
supported by the fact that, based on a constant d0, the measurements on sample EDM_2
taken over the whole width of the sample, shows an average stress of σmean < 1 MPa, with
minimum and maximum stresses of ±20 MPa. The measurement resulted in an average
estimated stress free lattice spacing and peak width of:
d0 = 1.08407 ± 0.0001 Å, and FWHM = 0.0131° 2θ
Based on the above measurements, a mean value of d0 = 1.08405 is used to calculate the
stresses. Table 8.2 shows an overview of the stress free lattice parameters. The results of
the laboratory X-ray experiments, performed on the same material, indicated a stress free
lattice spacing of d0 = 1.0840 (see Figure 8.10). Note that an uncertainty in d0 of ±0.0001
Å, is, according to eqn. 8.7 and 8.8, equal to an uncertainty in stress of ±16 MPa.
8.3.4 Sample description
The residual stresses were measured on AISI 316L stainless steel samples that were welded
under different conditions. The geometry of the plates is chosen such that they are small
enough to fit inside the diffractometer, large enough to obtain stationary welding
conditions, and slender enough to be sensitive to buckling deformation. These constraints
led to the geometry as sketched in Figure 8.16(a). The plates were 100 mm wide, 200 mm
long, and either 1.5 mm or 2 mm thick. The weld was made in the length direction along
the full length of the plate and in full penetration mode. Due to the thin plate thickness and
the full penetration welds, the residual stress state in the plates is assumed to be bi-axial (or
plane stress), i.e. the stresses in the thickness direction are assumed to be zero. Figure
8.16(a) also shows the measurement directions. The longitudinal, or x-direction is defined
as the direction parallel to the welding direction, whereas the direction perpendicular to the
weld is defined as the transverse, or y-direction. The origin (x,y) = (0,0) lies at the plate
centre. Stress measurements in the x- and y-directions are conducted along a line
perpendicular to the weld, as depicted in Figure 8.16(a). The rolling direction of the
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material is along the y-direction. In addition, two samples with the same geometry as that
used for the laboratory X-ray experiments (see Figure 8.6) were also investigated.
1.5 mm thick

Longitudinal

Measurement line

(x,y) = (0,0)

Weld

100 mm

Transverse

y

x
200 mm

a.

b.

Figure 8.16 (a) Synchrotron X-ray diffraction sample geometry, and (b) picture of the
samples SRS_CONV and SRS_LSND showing the difference in buckling deformation.
The samples were GTA welded with different welding parameters. Welding current and
welding speed were varied in such way that the weld geometry (i.e. weld width and
penetration depth) remained constant. In that way, the effect of welding speed could be
investigated. For every set of welding parameters, one weld was made without cooling
(CONV), and one with active cooling (DC-LSND). The welding set-up was described in
Chapter 6. An overview of the welding parameters and sample names is given in Table 8.3.
Sample names are given in the format h-Ixx-vyy, in which h represents the sample thickness
(mm), xx the welding current (A), yy the welding speed (mm s-1). A mark (*) is added for
the samples that were welded with active cooling. It must be noted that the cooling source
properties remained as constant as possible for all the DC-LSND welds. Due to
improvements of the active cooling source set-up, the cooling source quality was improved
after the laboratory X-ray measurements. Therefore, the cooling source properties of the
DUT samples and the ESRF samples should, in contrast to the conventional welding
properties, not be assumed to be equal.
Figure 8.16(b) shows that the conventionally welded plates are subject to severe
buckling deformation, while the DC-LSND welded plate remains nearly flat. This already
gives a strong indication that the compressive residual welding stresses produced during
welding with a trailing heat sink are lower than those produced during conventional
welding.
In addition to the AISI316L steel samples, two dual phase steel DP600 samples were
welded, one with and one without trailing heat sink, labelled DP-I90-v5* and DP-I90-v5
respectively; their geometry is similar to that in Figure 8.16(a), and the welding parameters
are listed in Table 8.3.
Tensile tests were performed in order to measure the Young’s modulus of the AISI316L
base material, both in the longitudinal and transverse directions. Results are plotted in
Figure 8.17. It can be seen that there is no significant difference in the stress-strain curves
between the two measurement directions. A Young’s modulus of E = 195 GPa and a
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Poisson ratio of ν = 0.294, taken from literature,[6] were used for the calculations of the
stresses.
Stress [MPa]

400
300
200
Longitudinal
Transverse

100
0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

strain [%]

Figure 8.17 Tensile test results of samples taken from the longitudinal and transverse
direction of a 1.5 mm thick 316L stainless steel plate.
Table 8.3 Overview of the synchrotron X-ray diffraction samples with their dimensions and
welding parameters, the directions in which the residual stresses are measured
(L = longitudinal, and T = transverse), and the amount of buckling observed (++ = severe
buckling, -- is no buckling).
Sample name

Dimensions
[mm]

Welding
current [A]

Welding speed
[mm s-1]

Cooling
[Y/N]

Direction
[L/T]

Buckled
[severity]

1.5-I65-v3

1.5×100×200

65

3

N

L,T

++

1.5-I65-v3*

1.5×100×200

65

3

Y

L,T

--

1.5-I90-v5a

1.5×100×200

90

5

N

L

++

1.5-I90-v5b

1.5×100×200

90

5

N

L

++

1.5-I90-v5*

1.5×100×200

90

5

Y

L

--

1.5-I125-v8

1.5×100×200

125

8

N

L,T

++

1.5-I125-v8*

1.5×100×200

125

8

Y

L,T

+/-

2-I80-v2.5

2×100×200

80

2.5

N

L,T

+

2-I80-v2.5*

2×100×200

80

2.5

Y

L,T

-

2-I125-v5

2×100×200

125

5

N

L

+

2-I125-v5*

2×100×200

125

5

Y

L

+/-

2S-I80-v2.5

2×120×100

80

2.5

N

L,T

--

2S-I80-v2.5*

2×120×100

80

2.5

Y

L,T

--

DP-I90-v5

1.5×100×200

90

3

N

L

++

DP-I90-v5*

1.5×100×200

90

3

Y

L

--
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8.3.5 Data analysis
The diffraction data were analysed using the LAMP software (Large Array Manipulator
Program) that was developed at the Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) and the ESRF. The
software package reads the diffraction data, allows 3-D plotting of the diffraction peaks as a
function of position on the sample, and contains a peak fitting procedure. A pseudo-Voigts
peak was fitted to the measured diffraction peaks, to find the peak centre, and thus the
lattice spacing.
Transverse and longitudinal stresses are related, as shown in eqn. 8.8. However, for the
1.5×100×200 mm and the 2×100×200 mm samples, the transverse stresses turned out to be
very low. Consequently, the longitudinal stresses as calculated by eqn. 8.8 hardly differ
from the uni-axial longitudinal stresses, as calculated by:
⎛ d − d0 ⎞
⎟
⎝ d0 ⎠

σ i = Eε i = E ⎜

(8.9)

Figure 8.18 shows an example of the longitudinal and transverse stresses as measured by
eqn. 8.8 (bi-axial stresses) and as calculated by eqn. 8.9 (uni-axial stresses). It can be seen
that the difference between the two methods is very small for the longitudinal stresses. For
the transverse stresses, the difference is larger. In order to save measurement time, the
transverse stress was not measured for all samples, and eqn. 8.9 was used to determine the
longitudinal stress from a longitudinal measurement only. In the cases where this approach
was followed, the graphs will plot the uni-axial longitudinal stress. The transverse stresses
are always calculated by eqn. 8.8.
bi-axial (eqn. 8.8)
uni-axial (eqn. 8.9)

400

Transverse stress [MPa]

Longitudinal stress [MPa]
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300
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100
0
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200
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-20
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0

20
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Figure 8.18 Comparison between stresses as calculated by eqn. 8.8 (bi-axial stresses) and
by eqn. 8.9 (uni-axial stresses), for (a) the longitudinal, and (b) the transverse stresses.
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8.3.6 Diffraction peak properties
The measurements near and in the weld zone showed low diffraction peaks, or no peaks
could be measured at all. Figure 8.19(a) shows a two-dimensional contour plot of the
measured diffraction peak intensity for the diffraction angle as a function of the position on
the sample, for a conventionally welded sample (sample 1.5-I65-v3). Figure 8.19(b) shows
five diffraction peaks that were recorded at 45, 10, 3, 1 and 0 mm from the weld centre line.
Both plots clearly shows the drastic decease in peak intensity around the weld, which is
located at -2 < y < 2 mm. The strongly reduced peak intensities are caused by the severe
grain growth that is observed in the weld area. For this reason, measurements in the weld
are considered unreliable, and were omitted from the results.
5000
40

y [mm]

30

Intensity [counts]

1000
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Weld

0
-10
-20
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3000

y [mm]
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3
1
0
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0

10.88

10.92

10.96

Diffraction angle [°2θ]

10.90 10.92 10.94 10.96 10.98

11.00

a.

Diffraction angle [°2θ]

b.

Figure 8.19 (a) Two-dimensional contour plot of the diffraction peak intensity and (b)
diffraction peaks at varying distance from the weld centre line (y) for sample 1.5-I65-v3.
Another effect that can be seen from Figure 8.19 is that the peak width is not constant. The
contour plot in Figure 8.19(a) shows an increase in peak width for increasing distance from
the weld zone, and the peak at y = 45 mm (Figure 8.19(b)) is clearly wider and somewhat
more irregular than the peaks at y = 10 and 3 mm.
For an unwelded sample (sample EDM_1), the base metal peak width was determined
as FWHM = 0.012 ± 0.001° 2θ. It was observed from the measurement data of the welded
samples that the peak width varies strongly. A comparison of the measured peak widths of
a conventionally welded sample and a DC-LSND welded sample is shown in Figure 8.20
for two sample sizes (1.5×100×200 mm and 2×100×200 mm). Outside the weld and HAZ,
the DC-LSND welded samples have a peak width that is comparable to the stress free base
metal peak width. In contrast, the conventionally welded samples have a significantly
higher peak width. Near the weld, all samples show a high peak width, which could be
ascribed to the presence of plastic strains in this region, or the presence of stress gradients
near the weld, which is slightly wider at the top than at the bottom of the sample.
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Figure 8.20 Comparison of the peak widths (FWHM) for a conventionally welded sample
and a DC-LSND welded sample, for (a) two 1.5×100×200 mm samples welded with 65 A
and 3 mm s-1, and (b) two 2×100×200 mm samples welded with 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1.
Figure 8.21 plots diffraction peaks of the samples from Figure 8.20(a), which are recorded
at 12 mm from the plate edge in Figure 8.21(a) and at 40 mm from the plate edge in Figure
8.21(b). At 12 mm from the plate edge, there is a clear difference in peak width for the
conventionally welded and DC-LSND welded sample. In addition, the peak of the
conventionally welded sample is rather irregular. This irregular peak shape was observed in
other samples as well; however, only in those that showed buckling deformation.
CONV
DC-LSND
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Figure 8.21 Comparison of the diffraction peaks for a conventionally and DC-LSND
welded sample (1.5×100×200 mm, 65 A, 3 mm s-1), at (a) 12 mm from the plate edge, and
(b) 40 mm from the plate edge.
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Peak broadening can be caused by several factors, as discussed in section 8.1.1. The peak
broadening in the buckled samples is observed at considerable distances from the weld and
HAZ. Factors such as grain growth or plastic deformation are not likely to occur here. It is
therefore likely that the peak broadening is caused by stress gradients in the through
thickness direction of the material.
It was assumed that the stresses caused by the welding process are nearly twodimensional. The laboratory X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements supported this
assumption (see Figure 8.10(b)). However, the samples measured at the ESRF showed
severe buckling deformation. Although the stresses directly after welding may be assumed
to be 2-D, the stresses after buckling are certainly not. Two experiments were performed to
investigate the stress differences between top and bottom surfaces.
The residual stresses in a conventionally welded, and thus buckled sample were
measured by laboratory X-ray diffraction, using the sin2ψ-method. This sample was welded
with similar welding conditions as sample 1.5-I65-v3. Figure 8.22 shows the transverse and
longitudinal stresses at the top and the bottom side of the sample, as measured by the
laboratory X-ray diffraction measurements. It can be seen that the stress differences
between the top and bottom side of the sample are considerable, both in transverse and
longitudinal directions. For example, at 40 mm from the weld centre line, the difference
between the longitudinal stress at the bottom and at the top is almost 300 MPa, which
causes a considerable peak broadening.
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Figure 8.22 Results of laboratory X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements at the top
and bottom sides of a 1.5×100×200 mm sample that was conventionally welded with 65 A
and 3 mm s-1, with (a) the transverse, and (b) the longitudinal stresses.
To demonstrate that the peak broadening is due to the buckling of the sample, the
conventionally welded sample (1.5-I65-v3) from Figure 8.20 was pressed flat again. The
results for the FWHM of the conventionally welded sample in buckled and flat state, and
for the (flat) DC-LSND welded sample are plotted in Figure 8.23. It can be seen that when
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the conventionally welded sample is pressed flat, the peaks become considerable narrower,
down to the same level as measured for the (flat) DC-LSND welded sample.

DC-LSND
CONV
CONV flat

FWHM [°2θ]

0.025

1.5-I65-v3

0.020
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-20

0

20
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Figure 8.23 Comparison of the peak widths (FWHM) for sample 1.5-I65-v3* (DC-LSND),
for sample 1.5-I65-v3 in buckled state (CONV), and for sample 1.5-I65-v3 while it was
pressed flat (CONV flat).
8.3.7 Results for the AISI316L steel samples
The longitudinal residual stress distributions for the conventionally welded AISI316L
plates are shown in Figure 8.24(a), for the 1.5×100×200 mm plates, and in Figure 8.24(b)
for the 2×100×200 mm plates. The varying welding parameters do not have a significant
influence on the residual stress distribution in the range of welding speeds tested (i.e. 2.5 to
8 mm s-1). The 1.5 mm thick plates showed somewhat more buckling deformation than the
2 mm thick plates, due to the lower stiffness of the thinner plates (see also Figure 3.12).
Due to the higher restraint of the thicker plates, the maximum tensile and compressive
stress levels are higher than for the thinner plates.
Figure 8.25(a) shows the comparison of the longitudinal stress distributions of a
conventional weld and a DC-LSND weld on the 1.5×100×200 mm AISI316L samples,
welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1. It can be seen that there is a drastic drop in both the tensile
and compressive stress level when cooling is applied. The difference in the compressive
stress level towards the plate edges directly explains the difference in buckling behaviour
for the conventional plate (which is buckled) and the DC-LSND plate (which remained
flat).
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Figure 8.24 Comparison of the uni-axial longitudinal stress distributions in the
conventionally welded AISI316L plates that were welded with varying welding parameters,
for (a) the 1.5×100×200 mm plates, and (b) the 2×100×200 mm plates.
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Figure 8.25(a) Longitudinal and (b) transverse stress in the 1.5×100×200 mm AISI316L
sample, welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1. The grey triangles symbols represent
measurements at the conventionally welded plate, while it is pressed flat.
As already discussed in section 8.3.6, it can be expected that the buckling of the
conventionally welded plate after release from the clamp following welding, results in a
redistribution of stresses. The stress state shown in Figure 8.25(a) for the buckled plates
(CONV), represent the stress distribution after buckling. It is important to note that this is
therefore not the stress that caused the buckling. To gain a better insight into the stress state
that was responsible for buckling, the conventionally welded plate from Figure 8.25(a) was
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pressed flat again, and stresses were measured in this state. The result is plotted in Figure
8.25(a). It can be seen that before buckling, the maximum tensile stresses and the minimum
compressive stresses were considerably higher. The DC-LSND samples remained flat after
unclamping, so that the stress level plotted is expected to be similar to the stresses before
unclamping the sample. The transverse stresses for the conventionally welded and the DCLSND welded sample are plotted in Figure 8.25(b). In the transverse direction, the stresses
are small, both for the conventional and the DC-LSND welded sample.
Figure 8.26 shows the stress distributions for the AISI316L DC-LSND welded samples
at various welding speeds for (a) the 1.5×100×200 mm samples and (b) the 2×100×200 mm
samples. For comparison, the residual stress levels after conventional welding (from Figure
8.25(a)) is also plotted (black dashed lines). It was shown in Figure 8.24 that the varying
welding speed hardly affected the stress level after conventional welding. However, for the
DC-LSND welded plates, increasing the welding speed has a large effect on the residual
stress level. At higher speeds, the effect of the cooling source (parameters of which
remained constant) decreases. As a result, the maximum tensile and compressive stress
levels increase for increasing welding speed. This is in line with the observation that the
DC-LSND samples welded at lower speeds remain more flat than those welded at higher
speeds (see section 3.X). The higher speed DC-LSND welds, show a small tendency
towards buckling deformation.
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Figure 8.26 Longitudinal stress distributions for the actively cooled AISI316L samples,
welded at different speed-current combinations, with (a) the 1.5×100×200 mm samples, and
(b) the 2×100×200 mm samples. The black dashed line in (a) represents the stresses in the
conventionally welded sample that is pressed flat; the black dashed line in (b) represents
the stress in a conventionally welded (buckled) sample.
The stress measurement results for the 2×120×100 mm samples are plotted in Figure 8.27.
Due to their relatively thick and short geometry, these samples did not show any buckling
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deformation after welding. Hence, the residual stresses are relatively high, as compared to
the other samples. Both the longitudinal and the transverse stress levels of the
conventionally welded sample compare well with the stress levels as measured by the
laboratory X-ray measurements (note that these were conducted on different samples, with
slightly different welding conditions). However, the difference between the stress levels in
the conventionally welded sample and the DC-LSND welded sample as measured in the
synchrotron X-ray samples, is much larger than those for the laboratory X-ray samples,
both in the longitudinal and the transverse direction. This can be explained by the fact that
the cooling source was improved between the two measurements, and was at the time of the
preparation for the synchrotron X-ray measurements much more effective than at the time
of the laboratory X-ray measurements.
In contrast to the 100×200 mm samples, the 120×100 mm samples show a significant
transverse residual stress level, at least for the conventionally welded sample. This high
transverse stress is caused by the relatively thick, short and wide geometry of the sample,
which results in a high transverse constraint during welding.
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Figure 8.27 Residual stresses in the conventionally and DC-LSND welded 2×120×100 mm
samples, with (a) the longitudinal, and (b) the transverse stress.
8.3.8 DP600 residual stress measurements
In addition to the stainless steel samples, the residual stress distribution in two DP600
samples was investigated. The welding parameters of these samples are given in Table 8.3.
The conventionally welded sample showed severe buckling deformation, while the DCLSND welded sample remained flat (see Figure 9.12). The longitudinal stresses in the dual
phase steel DP600 were measured using the same approach as for the 316L stainless steel.
The lattice spacing of the {211} ferrite lattice planes was measured. The measured dspacing as a function of the distance from the weld centre line is plotted in Figure 8.28.
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Figure 8.28 Measured d-spacing for (a)the conventionally welded and (b) the DC-LSND
welded DP600 samples, with the estimated stress free base metal d-spacing.
In contrast to the 316L steel, the DP600 steel undergoes severe solid state phase changes in
the weld and heat affected zone (HAZ) during welding. These phase changes have a
dramatic effect on the diffraction peaks, as can be seen from Figure 8.29(a), which shows a
three-dimensional plot of the diffraction peaks as a function of the distance from the weld
centre line (y). Outside the HAZ, the diffraction peaks are of good and consistent quality.
However, in the HAZ the diffraction peaks suddenly become very low and wide, due to the
change in microstructure. This can also be seen from Figure 8.29(b), where the FWHM of
the diffraction peaks for the conventionally and the DC-LSND welded samples are plotted.
Outside the HAZ, the FWHM is fairly constant, and comparable to that of the 316L
stainless steel samples (FWHM ≈ 0.01°2θ). That the FWHM of the conventionally welded
sample, outside the HAZ is higher than that of the DC-LSND welded sample can be
ascribed to the buckling deformation of the conventionally welded sample, and the
associated stress gradients in the thickness direction of the sample (see section 8.3.6).
Inside the heat affected zone, the FWHM of both samples suddenly increases. This increase
is much larger for the DC-LSND welded sample (FWHMmax = 0.070°2θ) than for the
conventionally welded sample (FWHMmax = 0.035°2θ). These observations are in line with
the microstructural analysis, presented in Chapter 9, which showed that the microstructure
in the HAZ of both samples is different, with a predominantly martensitic structure in the
DC-LSND welded sample, and a predominantly Widmanstätten ferritic structure in the
conventionally welded sample. Both microstructures generally contain enhanced levels of
micro strain, which leads to an increase in peak width (see section 8.1.1). Since, micro
strains in martensite are generally higher than in Widmanstätten ferrite, the peak width of
the DC-LSND weld is higher than that of the conventional weld.
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Figure 8.29 (a) Three dimensional plot of the diffraction peaks at varying distance from the
weld centre line (y) on the conventionally welded DP600 sample, and (b) the FWHM as
function of y for the conventionally and DC-LSND welded DP600 samples.
As discussed before, an accurate knowledge of the stress free lattice spacing is particularly
important for the determination of stresses using the strain scanning method. Ideally, the
stress free lattice spacing along the y-axis (transverse to the welding direction) should be
measured, which could be done by using a very thin cross sectional sample of the weld.
Unfortunately, this experiment was not performed. Therefore, an accurate estimation of the
stress free lattice spacing had to be made. Babu et al.[20] estimate the lattice spacing for
ferrite (dBCC) with the following formula:
aBCC

3 ⎤
⎡ ( aFe − 0.279 M C )2 ( aFe + 2.496 M C ) − aFe
= 2.8664 + ⎢
⎥
2
3aFe
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
− 0.03M Si + 0.06 M Mn + 0.07 M Ni + 0.31M Mo + 0.05M Cr + 0.096 M V

d{BCC
= aBCC
211}

(8.10)

(8.11)

6

in which aBCC is the BCC lattice parameter, aFe the lattice parameter for pure BCC iron
(2.8664 Å), and Mi the mole fractions of the alloying elements. The material composition is
given in Table 8.4. The given composition in combination with eqn.8.10 and 8.11 leads to
an estimated lattice spacing of d0,ferrite = 1.17085 Å.
Table 8.4 Composition of the base metal ferrite in the DP600.[21]
wt.%

C

Si

Mn

Mo

V

Fe

0.025

0.263

1.172

0.1

0.008

bal.
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Uni-axial longitudinal stress [MPa]

Alternatively, the stress free d-spacing could be estimated from the measurement results of
the d-spacing for the conventionally welded sample, as plotted in Figure 8.28(a). From the
stress measurements of the conventionally welded 1.5 mm thick 316L samples, it was
observed that the buckled samples have a stress level that approaches 0 MPa at the plate
edges, as can be seen in Figure 8.24(a). This means that the d-spacing measured at the plate
edge of the conventionally welded sample would be equal to the stress free lattice spacing,
which leads to an estimated value of d0, ferrite = 1.1709 Å.
The stress free lattice spacing of the conventionally welded sample and the DC-LSND
welded sample may be assumed equal for the material outside the HAZ. Inside the HAZ,
the lattice spacing will change significantly due to the change in microstructure. Moreover,
since the microstructures of the conventionally and DC-LSND welded sample are different,
the d-spacing in the HAZ of two samples will be different as well. Therefore, only the
measurements outside the HAZ can be translated to stresses. Based on the FWHM results,
and on microstructural analyses (see Chapter 9), the HAZ lies between y = ± 6 mm from the
weld centre line. The stress results outside the HAZ, using a stress free lattice spacing of
d0, ferrite = 1.1709 Å, are plotted in Figure 8.30.
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Figure 8.30 Uni-axial longitudinal residual stresses for the conventionally and DC-LSND
welded samples outside the HAZ.
Since the conventionally welded sample was buckled, and the stresses were measured in
this state, the residual stresses before buckling must have been higher than those plotted in
Figure 8.30. Based on the observation from the AISI316L steel samples (see Figure 8.25) it
can be estimated that before unclamping, the compressive stress level of the conventionally
welded sample for y > ±20 mm had a constant value equal to the minimum stress plotted in
Figure 8.30, i.e. -120 MPa, while the tensile stresses have shifted upwards to a maximum of
approximately 220 MPa.
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It is tempting but dangerous to give an estimation of the residual stress levels inside the
HAZ. Due to the large uncertainty of d0 in the HAZ, an estimation based on the
measurements plotted in Figure 8.28 does not make sense.

8.4

Comparison between measured and modelled residual stresses

400
300

1.5-I65-v3
clamped

Longitudinal residual stress [MPa]

Transverse residual stress [MPa]

One of the objectives of the residual stress measurement was validation of the FE models,
which were introduced in Chapter 5. The modelled and experimentally measured
longitudinal residual stresses for a conventionally welded, 1.5 mm thick AISI316L steel
sample are compared in Figure 8.32. Figure 8.32(a) shows the stresses after welding, but
before unclamping, while Figure 8.32(b) shows the stresses after unclamping, when the
plate has been allowed to buckle. It can be seen that the model captures both situations
well, including the reduction and redistribution of the stresses after buckling. Note that all
other stress results will be presented for the unclamped situations.
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Figure 8.31 Comparison between the modelled and measured residual stresses for sample
1.5-I65-v3 (a) in clamped condition (flat state), and (b) after unclamping (buckled state).
Figure 8.32 shows the comparison of the residual stresses in the 2×100×200 mm sample
that was welded at 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1. As shown in Figure 8.32(a), the transverse residual
stress is very low, both for the modelled and the experimental result. This low transverse
stress was also found for the 1.5 mm samples. Due to its thicker geometry, the 2 mm thick
sample has higher tensile and compressive residual stresses than the 1.5 mm thick sample.
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Figure 8.32 Comparison between FE model and experiment for sample 2-I80-v2.5, with (a)
the transverse, and (b) the longitudinal residual stress.
Figure 8.33 plots the transverse and longitudinal residual stresses in a 2×120×100 mm
sample that was conventionally welded at 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1. The same modelling
approach as for the other samples was applied, but a lower clamping constraint had to be
applied in order to match the model with the experiment. The stiffness of the spring links
that represent the clamping was set to K = 5⋅106 N m-1 instead of K = 2⋅107 N m-1.
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Figure 8.33 Comparison between FE model and experiment for a 2×100×200 mm sample
welded with 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1, with (a) the transverse, and (b) the longitudinal residual
stress.
For all conventionally welded samples there are several discrepancies between the
modelled and the experimental results, which are mainly found near the weld and HAZ.
Further away from the weld, the modelled stresses match the experiments relatively well.
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For buckling deformation, the discrepancies near the weld do not play a major role, since
buckling is mainly driven by the compressive stresses at the plate edges.
Since it was shown that the agreement between the thermal modelling results and the
measured temperature field is high for conventional welding (see section 7.3), the
differences in the residual stress results are mainly caused by errors in the mechanical
model. As discussed in Chapter 5, there is an uncertainty in the high temperature material
data, and the effect of stress annealing at higher temperatures. Inevitably, there will be a
history dependency of the material properties. The material strength before and after
welding will not be the same. Before welding, the material is in a cold rolled condition, and
the material strength will be higher than after welding, when part of the material is annealed
by the welding temperature cycle. These factors are believed to contribute the most to the
differences between measured and modelled longitudinal stresses.
Figure 8.34(a) to (c) shows the comparison between modelled and experimental
longitudinal stresses for three 1.5×100×200 mm DC-LSND samples that were welded with
different sets of welding current and travel speed. The transverse stresses (not shown) are
close to zero for these samples. In addition, the modelled and experimental transverse and
longitudinal stresses for a 2×120×100 mm DC-LSND welded sample welded at 80 A and
2.5 mm s-1 are plotted in Figure 8.34(d). For the DC-LSND welds, the discrepancy between
modelled and experimentally obtained residual stresses is much larger than for the
conventional welds. The differences between model and experiment are, to a great extent,
caused by uncertainties in the cooling source model, which were discussed in section 5.4.1
and in more detail in Chapter 7.
This comparison demonstrates that the model is quite sensitive to variations in the
thermal history, especially when active cooling is applied. Without a detailed thermal
history, the stress calculations can never be accurate. Note that the samples on which the
stress measurements were performed are not the same as those on which the temperature
measurements (see Chapter 7) were performed. Due to the unstable behaviour of the
cooling source, variations in thermal history were observed for DC-LSND welded samples
that were welded with the same welding parameters. Therefore, the exact thermal history of
the samples for which the residual stresses were measured is unknown and may vary to
some extent.
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Figure 8.34 Comparison of modelled and measured residual stresses for three
1.5×100×200 mm DC-LSND welded sample that were welded with (a) 65 A and 3 mm s-1,
(b) 90 A and 5 mm s-1, and (c) 125 A and 8 mm s-1, and (d) for one 2×120×100 mm sample
that was welded with 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1.

8.5

Concluding remarks

The residual stress measurements have provided very useful information about the (DCLSND) welding process, especially when the results are linked to the thermal histories of
the samples, which were discussed in Chapter 7. The temperature measurements showed
that the characteristic DC-LSND temperature profile starts to disappear at higher welding
speeds (see section 7.6). It was shown in this chapter that in this case, the residual stress
distribution starts to look more like a conventional welding stress distribution, as plotted in
Figure 8.26. In other words, the characteristic DC-LSND welding temperature field, with a
cold zone behind the weld that is surrounded by hotter zones, is a prerequisite for a
reduction in the residual stresses.
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The measurements also provided good validation results for the FE models presented in
Chapter 5. Given the number of simplifications in the FE models, the fit between
measurement and model is very good.
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9

Welding deformations and critical buckling
stress levels

The aim of the active cooling is to eliminate buckling distortion. Therefore, the buckling
distortions of several samples welded under different conditions were investigated
experimentally, and the results are presented in this chapter. The thermal history as well as
the residual stress state of these samples was presented in the previous two chapters.
In Chapter 3, analytical solutions for the critical buckling stress were determined. Given
a certain plate geometry, material, and welding residual stress distribution, the analytical
solutions could predict whether the residual stress leads to buckling. In the second section
of this Chapter, the analytical solutions for the critical buckling stress levels are compared
with the measured stress levels, and linked to the experimental deformation results.
During the welding experiments, a type of out-of-plane deformation other than
longitudinal buckling was frequently observed. The origin of this deformation is discussed
with help of finite element modeling results.

9.1

Experimentally observed welding deformation

The samples investigated in this research are all relatively thin plates that are welded in full
penetration. The welds have an almost equal width at the top and the bottom side of the
samples. For that reason, the contribution of bending and angular deformation (see
section 1.1.2) is small. Due to the sample geometry and weld configuration, the observed
deformation may be expected to be predominantly buckling deformation.
The samples that are mainly used throughout this research (1.5 and 2×100×200 mm
AISI 316L stainless steel), generally show a mode 1 buckling deformation. A mode 2
deformation was observed once or twice (out of approximately 200 welds), as shown in
Figure 9.1. This change in buckling mode could not be controlled, but is likely to be caused
by the clamping conditions during welding, and un-clamping conditions after welding.

Figure 9.1 Example of two samples that were welded under similar conditions, but show a
difference in buckling deformation; mode 1 (top) and mode 2 (bottom).
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9.1.1 Curvature measurements
The longitudinal deformation of several 1.5×100×200 mm AISI 316L stainless steel plates
that were welded under different conditions was determined by measuring the curvature of
one of the long edges of the plates (y = 50 mm). The contour of the long edge of the plate
was obtained graphically and was digitized. Results for two welding conditions (90 A /
5 mm s-1, and 125 A / 8 mm s-1) are shown in Figure 9.2. Both plots show the measured
longitudinal edge deformation for a conventionally and a DC-LSND welded sample.
As seen in Figure 9.2(a) the buckling distortion after welding at 90 A and 5 mm s-1 is
severe in the case of conventional welding, while it is almost fully eliminated in the case of
welding with a trailing heat sink. At higher speeds, as plotted in Figure 9.2(b) for welding
at 125 A and 8 mm s-1, the trailing heat sink reduces, but no longer fully eliminates the
buckling distortion.
It turns out that the shape of the longitudinal out-of-plane distortion at the edge of the
samples (wx at y=0) could be described by:
wx at y = 0 = Amax sin(

πx
a

(9.1)

)

Longitudinal edge deformation [mm]

Longitudinal edge deformation [mm]

in which Amax is the buckling amplitude along the long edge in the x-direction. It can be
seen from Figure 9.2 that this fit is very good for the conventionally welded samples, and
reasonable for the buckled DC-LSND welded samples. The DC-LSND welded samples
have their maximum shifted slightly towards the end of the plate.
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Figure 9.2 Example of measured longitudinal edge deformation and the fitted sine function
for conventionally (CONV) and DC-LSND welded samples, welded with (a) 90 A, 5 mm s-1,
and (b) 125 A, 8 mm s-1.
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Sample [Type - Current - Speed - #]

A quantitative measure for the buckling deformation of all samples is the buckling
amplitude, Amax in eqn. 9.1. The value of this buckling amplitude is plotted in Figure 9.3 for
a series of 1.5 mm thick samples welded under several conditions.
CONV-125A-8mm/s-1
CONV-90A-5mm/s-4
CONV-90A-5mm/s-3
CONV-90A-5mm/s-2
CONV-90A-5mm/s-1
CONV-65A-3mm/s-2
CONV-65A-3mm/s-1
LSND-125A-8mm/s-2
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Figure 9.3 Measured longitudinal buckling amplitude of several conventionally and DCLSND welded AISI 316L stainless steel samples with dimensions of 1.5×200×100 mm.
It can be seen from Figure 9.3 that for the conventional welds, the buckling amplitude Ax
varies between 7 and 9 mm, and seems to be virtually independent of the welding
conditions. At low speeds, the active cooling resulted in a full elimination of the buckling
deformation. At higher welding speeds (8 mm s-1), the active cooling does not eliminate the
buckling distortion, but the buckling amplitude is significantly lower (4 to 6 mm).
9.1.2 Laser scanning measurements
A series of experiments was performed to generate a three dimensional image of the weld
deformations. These experiments were carried out using a Konica Minolta VI-910 3D laser
scanner. A picture of the scanner aimed at one of the samples is shown in Figure 9.4(a).
Figure 9.4(b) shows the measurement principle.[1] A plane of laser light is swept across the
field of view by a mirror, rotated by a precise galvanometer. This laser light is reflected
from the surface of the scanned object. Each scan line is observed by a single frame,
captured by the CCD camera. The contour of the surface is derived from the shape of the
image of each reflected scan line. The entire area is captured in 2.5 seconds, and the surface
shape is converted to a lattice of over 300,000 vertices (connected points). A polygonalmesh is created with all connectivity information retained, thereby eliminating geometric
ambiguities and improving detail capture.[1] The measurement accuracy is ± 0.1 mm.
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a.

b.

Figure 9.4 Laser scanning set-up, with (a) a picture of the laser scanner and the sample,
and (b) a schematic drawing of the measurement method.
The results of the laser scanning measurements are plotted in Figure 9.5, which shows the
out-of-plane deformation (deformation in the z-direction) for eleven samples. Note that the
colour-scale for the different plots varies from -0.5 to 0.5 mm for samples LSND_07,
LSND_08, and LSND_24, from -1 to 1 mm for sample LSND_23, and from -5 to 5 mm for
the other samples.
It can be seen that there is little difference between the degrees of buckling for the
conventionally welded samples, other than that sample CONV_02 shows buckling in the
reversed direction. The DC-LSND welded samples that were welded at low speeds do not
show any buckling deformation. However at higher speeds, the DC-LSND welded samples
do show buckling. These trends are observed both for the 1.5 and the 2 mm thick samples.
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9.2

Experimental versus modelled buckling deformation

9.2.1 Buckling deflection
As was shown in the Chapter 3, the shape of the buckling deformation and the critical
buckling stress depend on the applied boundary conditions. For a non-uniform stress
distribution the easiest solution could be obtained for a plate that has all sides simply
supported (SSSS-condition), while the solution in which all sides are free is the most
complex to solve (FFFF-condition). A case in which all sided are simply supported can be
found in, for example, the shipbuilding industry, in which the deformation of the welded
plates is constrained by stiffeners. The laser scanning results presented in section 9.1.2
indicated that the experimentally observed buckling deformation for the plates used in this
research is very similar to a boundary condition case in which the long sides are free, and
the short sides are simply supported (SFSF-condition).
Figure 9.6 shows a comparison between the residual out-of-plane deformation (deformation
after welding and unclamping) as calculated by the analytical model (eqn. 3.27), a transient
3-D thermal-mechanical welding model (see Chapter 5), and as measured by the laser
scanning method (see section 3.3.2). Linear translations (rigid body rotations and
translations) were applied to match the scales of the plots. Two samples are shown, i.e. a
conventional weld, welded with 125 A and 8 mm s-1, and a DC-LSND weld welded with 65
A and 3 mm s-1. It can be seen that the buckling behaviour of the conventionally welded
sample is captured well by the analytical and FE models, both in terms of size and shape.
The DC-LSND weld does not show any significant buckling deformation. However, the
sample does show out of plane deformations, mainly close to the weld line. These
deformations are not captured very well be the finite element model. This can be ascribed
to the type of elements used for these models, namely shell elements. As explained in
Chapter 5, these elements can be used to model three dimensional deformations, but they
do not allow large variations in temperature in the thickness direction, and they can only
model two-dimensional stresses. The shell elements are very well suited to model buckling
deformation, as shown in Figure 9.6(a), but the other types of deformations, which are
mainly caused by through thickness temperature and stress variations are not predicted very
well.
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(a) 1.5×100×200 mm samples
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scale: -5.0 to +5.0 mm

CONV_03 (1.5-I90-v5a)
scale: -5.0 to +5.0 mm

CONV_07 (1.5-I125-v8a)
scale: -5.0 to +5.0 mm

CONV_08 (1.5-I125-v8b)
scale: -5.0 to +5.0 mm

LSND_07 (1.5-I65-v3*)
scale: -0.5 to +0.5 mm
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Figure 9.5 Results of the laser scanning experiments, showing the out-of-plane deflection
for (a) the 1.5×100×200 mm samples, and (b) the2×100×200 mm samples. Note that the
colour-scale for the different plots varies from -0.5 to 0.5 mm for samples LSND_07,
LSND_08, and LSND_24, from -1 to 1 mm for sample LSND_23, and from -5 to 5 mm for
the other samples.
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Figure 9.6 Comparison between the residual out-of-plane deformations as calculated by
(top) the analytical model with an SFSF type boundary condition, (middle) a transient 3-D
thermal-mechanical welding model and (bottom) as measured by the laser scanning
method, for (a) a conventional weld, welded with 125 A and 8 mm s-1, using a deformation
scale from -5 to 5 mm, and (b) a DC-LSND weld welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1, using a
deformation scale from -0.5 to 0.5 mm.
9.2.2 Critical buckling stress level
The critical buckling stress level for the schematic stress distribution plotted in Figure 9.7,
for an SFSF type boundary condition can be estimated by eqn. 3.23. Synchrotron X-ray
diffraction residual stress measurements on real samples were performed, as was discussed
extensively in Chapter 8. Figure 9.7 shows the comparison between the measured
longitudinal residual stresses, and the analytically predicted buckling stress level, for (a, b)
200×100×1.5 mm thick samples and (c, d) 200×100×2 mm thick samples.
The sample in Figure 9.7(a) was conventionally welded with 65A and at 3 mm s-1. The
measured residual stress represents the stress before the sample has buckled (clamped
condition). Comparison with the analytical results show that the compressive stresses in the
sample are larger than the predicted critical buckling stress level (-85 MPa), which is in line
with the observed buckling behaviour after unclamping.
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The residual stress results shown in Figure 9.7(b) were from DC-LSND welded samples
(65 A, 3 mm s-1, and 125 A, 8 mm s-1) after unclamping. The sample that was welded at
3 mm s-1 did not show any buckling deformation, while the sample that was welded at
8 mm s-1 showed a small buckling deformation (see Figure 9.5(a)). It can be seen that for
the samples that was welded at 3 mm s-1, the compressive residual stresses at the plate
edges are well above the predicted critical stress level, while the sample that was welded at
8 mm s-1 has a compressive stress level of (on average) just below the predicted critical
stress level. This is in line with the observed buckling behaviour.
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Figure 9.7 Measured residual longitudinal stresses and comparison with the analytically
predicted critical compressive stress level (bold dotted line); for 200×100×1.5 mm samples
that were (a) conventionally welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1, and (b) DC-LSND welded with
65A and 3 mm s-1, and at 125 A and 8 mm s-1; for 200×100×2 mm samples that were (c)
conventionally welded with 80 A and 2.5 mm s-1, and (d) DC-LSND welded with 80A and
2.5 mm s-1, and at 125 A and 5 mm s-1.
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The residual stress result shown in Figure 9.7(c) represents the stress of a 2×100×200 mm
sample welded with 80 A and at 2.5 mm s-1, after the sample has buckled (un-clamped
condition). The compressive stress level in the clamped condition is estimated at
approximately 200 MPa, which is above the predicted critical buckling stress level for this
2 mm thick sample.
The residual stress results shown in Figure 9.7(d) are those measured at two DC-LSND
welded samples (welded with 80 A, 2.5 mm s-1, and 125 A, 5 mm s-1). Again, the sample
that was welded at low speed did not show any buckling deformation, while the sample that
was welded at higher speed showed a slight tendency towards buckling deformation (see
Figure 9.5(b)). Again, the observed buckling behaviour agrees well with the predicted
critical buckling stresses.

9.3

Plate deformations during welding

As discussed above, the effect of the active cooling source is larger when the welding speed
is low. Although the longitudinal buckling deformation is best eliminated at lower speeds,
the cooling starts to have a negative influence on the deformation in the transverse
direction. This can be seen from Figure 9.8, where the plate deformations for two DCLSND welds, welded at 3 and 8 mm s-1 are compared. The welds in these samples stop
3 mm from the end of the plate. Both plates show no longitudinal buckling deformation, as
a result of the active cooling. However, the plate welded at 3 mm s-1 shows a severe
transverse out of plane deformation towards the plate end. For samples that are welded all
the way to the end of the plate, this deformation is less severe, although still present. In
addition, the amount of transverse distortion increases with an increasing degree of
clamping: stronger clamping results in more transverse out-of-plane deformation.

a.

b.

Figure 9.8(a) Comparison of plate deformations of two 1.5 mm thick DC-LSND welds
welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1 (front) and with 125 A and 8 mm s-1 (rear), and (b) the out
of plate deformation of a 1.5 mm thick DC-LSND sample welded with 3 mm s-1.
During welding, it was observed that the samples are lifted in front of the weld, due to the
constraint and thermal expansion. When active cooling is applied at lower speeds, this
lifting is much more severe than during conventional welding or during DC-LSND welding
at higher speeds. When welding is performed without automatic voltage control, the lifting
of the sample can be clearly observed from the drop in the arc voltage during welding, as
shown in Figure 9.9. For the conventional weld, a slight and continuous drop can be seen in
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the arc voltage during welding, from 11 to 10.5 V. For the actively cooled weld, the drop in
voltage is also gradual, up to 100 mm from the plate edge, where the voltage suddenly
decreases, to as low as 8.5 V. This sudden decrease is caused by a local transverse buckling
of the plate during welding. Towards the end, the out-of-plane deformation again decreases,
and after welding, the out-of-plane deformation is only slightly higher than for conventional
welding.
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Figure 9.9 Measured welding arc voltage during conventional welding and DC-LSND
welding for welding without automatic voltage control (1.5×100×200 mm thick AISI316L,
welded with 65 A and 3 mm s-1).
The differences in out-of-plane deformation during welding can be explained by looking at
the transient stress field during welding. Figure 9.10 shows plots of the thermal and
longitudinal and transverse stress fields during welding on a conventionally and a DCLSND welded plate, seen from the top side of the plate.
The results plotted in Figure 9.10(c) to (f) reveal a difference in the transient stress
distribution. When an active cooling source is applied, the compressive zone in front of the
weld is increased as compared to welding without active cooling. During welding, the
compressive zone builds up and is pushed forward in front of the welding heat source,
towards the plate edge. When the weld stops before it reaches the edge of the plate, the
compressive zone will remain present, resulting in the large transverse out of plain
deformation shown in Figure 9.8.
The enhanced formation of compressive stresses in front of the weld is interesting in
view of the published literature on the mechanisms DC-LSND welding process. Guan et
al.[2, 3] and Li et al.[4, 5] claim that this tensile zone behind the weld compensates for the high
compressive stresses in front of the weld, thereby reducing the formation of compressive
plastic strains. From the experimental and modelling results presented here, it can be seen
that the opposite happens. The high tensile zone behind the weld does not compensate for
the compressive zone in front of the weld, but is in fact responsible for increasing it.
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Figure 9.10 Top view of the samples during welding, showing the comparison of the
simulated (a, b) temperature fields, (c, d) longitudinal, and (e, f) transverse stress fields for
conventional welding (a, c, e), and DC-LSND welding (b, d, e), on 1.5×100×200 mm
AISI316L steel plates, welded with 65 A, and 3 mm s-1.

9.4

Concluding remarks

Conventional welding of the 1.5 and 2×100×200 mm samples results in severe buckling
deformation, while the buckling deformation of the DC-LSND samples welded at low
speeds was fully eliminated. At higher welding speeds, the addition of a trailing heat sink
resulted in a reduction of the buckling deformation, not a full elimination. The measured
three dimensional deformations agree well with those predicted by the analytical models
(Chapter 3) and the finite element models (Chapter 5). The observed buckling deformation
is in line with the analytically predicted critical buckling stresses and the measured residual
welding stresses.
During welding, the samples show an out-of-plane deformation which is caused by the
formation of compressive stresses in front of the weld. The addition of the trailing heat sink
increases the compressive stress zone in front of the weld. Hence, the observed out-of-plane
deformation during welding is more severe for the DC-LSND welds than for the
conventional welds.
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10

Material response to DC-LSND welding

In the previous chapters it was shown that a trailing heat sink can be very successful in
eliminating the welding induced buckling deformation. However, the technique can only be
useful if the active cooling does not have a detrimental effect on the microstructure of the
welded materials. For example, the high cooling rates could lead to the enhanced formation
of martensite in carbon steels. On the other hand, the rapid cooling could have a positive
effect on the properties of aluminium welds.
As a preliminary investigation of the influence of active cooling during welding on the
microstructure of several materials, a series of experiments was performed on an austenitic
stainless steel (AISI 316L), a precipitation hardening aluminium alloy (AA2024), and a
dual phase steel (DP600). The differences between welding with active cooling in
aluminium and steels are discussed. For the DP600 steel, a more detailed study was
performed, in which the thermal, mechanical, and microstructural behaviour was
investigated by means of a combination of modelling and experimental techniques. The
influence of active cooling on the microstructures of AISI316L stainless steel and
aluminium was investigated more briefly.

10.1 Influence of active cooling on 316L Stainless steel
For AISI 316L stainless steel, active cooling can successfully eliminate welding induced
buckling distortion. This material was extensively investigated in terms of temperature and
residual stress development by experiments and by finite element modelling (see Chapters
5, 7, and 8). This material does not undergo any significant solid state phase changes during
welding, which facilitated the stress measurements and modelling efforts.
The samples for which the microstructure analyses were carried out were
1.5×100×200 mm, welded with a welding current of 65 A, a welding voltage of 10.8 V, and
a welding speed of 3 mm s-1. One sample was conventionally welded (CONV), and another
was welded with active CO2-snow cooling that followed the welding heat source at
approximately 25 mm (DC-LSND). Cross sections of the welds were taken half way along
the plate and were mounted, polished, and etched for 10 to 15 minutes with Villella etchant,
in order to investigate the microstructure.
Figure 10.1 shows micrographs of the welded samples. The grains in the base material
are small, with an average diameter of approximately 15-20 µm (see Figure 10.1(a)). In the
weld, the grains show severe texture (Figure 10.1(b)). Overviews of the welds are shown
for the conventional weld in Figure 10.1(c) and for the DC-LSND weld in Figure 10.1(d).
No significant difference is observed between the microstructures of the conventionally
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welded plate and that of the DC-LSND welded plate. For both welds, the grain size
increases in the heat-affected zone to approximately 100 to 150 µm next to the weld (Figure
10.1(e) and (f)).

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Figure 10.1. Micrographs of the 316L stainless steel samples showing: (a) a close-up of the
base metal, (b) a close-up of the weld metal, (c) an overview of a conventionally welded
sample, (d) an overview of a DC-LSND welded sample, (e) a close-up of the HAZ of the
conventional weld, and (f) a close-up of the HAZ of the DC-LSND weld.
Figure 10.2 shows the calculated temperatures during conventional welding and DC-LSND
welding (validated in Chapter 7). Figure 10.2(a) shows the maximum temperatures obtained
as a function of the distance from the weld centre line (y). Figure 10.3 shows a close up of
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the micrograph of the bottom side of DC-LSND weld, with an indication of the distance
from the weld centre line (y) and the maximum obtained temperatures at those locations
(Tmax). It can be seen that there is severe grain growth up to approximately y = 3.2 mm,
where Tmax ≈ 1200°C. The microstructure seems unaffected for y > 4 mm where Tmax ≤
1075°C.
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Figure 10.2 Calculated temperatures during welding of AISI316L stainless steel (65 A, 3
mms), with (a) the maximum obtained temperature, and (b) the temperature histories
during conventional and DC-LSND welding.
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Figure 10.3 Micrograph of the bottom side of the DC-LSND weld with indication of the
distance from the weld centre line (y [mm]) and the maximum obtained temperatures.
From Figure 10.2(b) it can be seen that the effects of the cooling source start when the
material has cooled down to below 700 °C. At this temperature, the transformations to
δ-ferrite have been completed,[1] and no additional grain growth or recrystallisation should
be expected.[2, 3] In that sense, it is not unexpected that so little difference is observed
between the microstructures of the conventional weld and the DC-LSND weld.
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10.2 Influence of active cooling on Aluminium AA2024
To investigate the effect of active cooling on the microstructure of AA2024 aluminium, two
samples of 250×100×3 mm were welded, one with, and one without active cooling. Due to
their relative thick geometry, these samples did not show any buckling deformation, even
after conventional welding. Therefore, the cooling source did not affect the deformation
behaviour of the samples, and the experiment was purely focused on the influence of
cooling on the microstructure.
The conventional samples were welded at 155 A, 10.5 V, and at 5 mm s-1 (100 Hz AC,
with a 80% negative/positive time balance, and a 115% positive/negative current balance).
The active cooling in combination with the high thermal conductivity of the aluminium
resulted in a reduced weld penetration of the actively cooled weld compared with the
conventional weld. To produce a similar penetration in both welds, the welding current was
increased for the DC-LSND welds, to 160 A.
Micrographs of the welds are shown in Figure 10.4, for (a) the conventional weld, and
(b) the actively cooled weld. Apart from a small difference in weld bead geometry, there is
no visible difference in the grain sizes of the two samples.

a.

b.
Figure 10.4. Micrographs of (a) the conventional weld, and (b) the DC-LSND weld in
aluminium AA2024.
Hardness measurements were performed to investigate the influence of the active cooling
on the weld metal hardness. Vickers micro hardness measurements (300 g) were carried out
two days after welding, at 0.5 mm below the top and bottom surfaces of the samples and at
the centre of the sample. The results presented in Figure 10.5 show that there is no
significant difference in hardness between the cooled and the un-cooled sample in the weld
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and HAZ. Both samples show a base metal hardness of 140 HV, which is in line with the
literature.[4] Fully solutionised and quenched aluminium has a hardness of 80 HV, which is
the value immediately after welding in the fusion zone. The hardness measurements show a
weld metal hardness of 100 HV, which indicates that a considerable recovery of strength
has taken place in the weld metal, as also observed by Preston et al.[4] The width of the
molten zone (M) varies from 6 mm at the top, to 4.5 mm in the centre, to 3.6 mm at the
bottom side of the plate. The width of the partially molten zone (PM) is approximately
1 mm.
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Figure 10.5. Hardness profiles at (a) 0.5 mm below the top surface, (b) 0.5 mm above the
bottom side, and (c) at the centre of the AA2024 samples; M = molten zone, PM = partially
molten zone.
A possible effect of the cooling could appear further away from the weld. Often, a dip in
the hardness can be observed in the outer regions of the HAZ, as a consequence of overaging. The hardness profiles presented in Figure 10.5(c) indeed show the dip in hardness at
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approximately 7 to 8 mm at either side of the weld centre line, where the hardness
decreases from 140 HV to 130 HV. Again, no significant difference between the cooled and
the un-cooled samples is observed.
It seems that the active cooling applied here has little influence on the aluminium
microstructure and hardness. In order to obtain an insight into the influence of the cooling
source on the thermal behaviour of the aluminium samples during welding, finite element
simulations were performed. These models use the same approach as those for the 316L
stainless steel (see Chapter 5) but with the thermal material properties of AA2024
aluminium.[5] The results are presented in Figure 10.6.
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Figure 10.6. Finite element simulation results for AA2024, with the temperature histories
for (a) a conventional weld and (b) a DC-LSND weld.
It can be seen that the cooling source does have an influence on the temperature distribution
during welding. The effect of the cooling source starts to appear when the material has
cooled to 400°C (at t = 26 s); before that, the thermal history of the conventional weld and
the DC-LSND weld are similar.
Figure 10.7 shows the calculated contour plots of the temperature distribution during
conventional and DC-LSND welding. Although the influence of the cooling source is
clearly visible, the effect of cooling is less pronounced than for steel, while the same
cooling source properties were applied. The typical DC-LSND welding temperature profile
is present in Figure 10.7(b), but the temperature difference between the cold zone in the
centre of the plate, and the surrounding hot zones is relatively small (< 100°C). It was
observed from experiments that the reduction of buckling distortion in aluminium samples
is more difficult than for steel. The cooling source parameters that cause a complete
elimination of the buckling distortion in steel do not have the same effect in aluminium.
This indicates, as expected, that the cooling strategy is dependent on the material.
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a.

b.

Figure 10.7 Contour plots of the temperatures during (a) conventional welding and (b) DCLSND welding.
The difference between DC-LSND welding in steel and aluminium can also be seen from
the cooling rates for conventional and DC-LSND welds, which are plotted in Figure 10.8
for AA2024 aluminium and for AISI 316L stainless steel. In the aluminium, the cooling
source starts to have an effect when the material has cooled down to 400°C, while in steel,
the cooling source starts to have an effect from T < 700°C. In aluminium, the cooling rate
increases from 25°C s-1 for conventional welding to 50°C s-1 for DC-LSND welding. For
steel, the cooling rate increases from 25°C s-1 for conventional welding, to 125°C s-1 for
DC-LSND welding.
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Figure 10.8. Cooling rates as a function of temperature for (a) AA2024 aluminium, and (b)
AISI 316L stainless steel.
The smaller influence on the thermal history in aluminium than in steel can be ascribed to
both the high conductivity, and the low melting temperature of aluminium as compared to
steel, as illustrated in Table 10.1. In aluminium, the cooling source starts to affect the
thermal field at much lower temperatures. Since the cooling flux depends on the plate
temperature (see eqn. 5.7), the strength of the cooling flux is lower for lower temperatures.
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In addition, the high conductivity of the aluminium prevents the formation of a sharply
defined cold zone.
Table 10.1 Comparison of thermal conductivities and melting temperature.
Material

-1

-1

Conductivity [W m K ]

Melting temperature [°C]

Aluminium AA 2024

190

600

AISI 316L stainless steel

16

1400

DP600 steel

38

1400

For the cooling source to be as effective in aluminium as it is in steel, the cooling source
should be placed closer to the weld pool, it should be stronger, and it should be applied over
a more confined area.

10.3 Influence of active cooling on DP600 steel
Dual phase (DP) steel is known to offer an excellent combination of strength and
formability properties. It consists of a matrix of 85-90% ferrite, containing 10-15% hard
martensite islands that are dispersed in the soft ferrite matrix. Well-controlled heat
treatments lead to optimum mechanical properties by affecting the grain size, the spatial
distribution, and the carbon content of the ferrite and martensite.
The process of welding with a trailing heat sink is interesting for DP steel, since this
material is often used in thin sheet applications, where welding induced buckling is a
typical problem. Experiments have shown that the addition of a trailing heat sink
successfully eliminates the welding induced buckling distortion of thin plates. However, the
rapid cooling of the trailing heat sink is expected to have a negative influence on the
welding microstructure of the material. It is known that for conventional welding the
microstructure of the DP steel is degraded. The high heating and subsequent cooling rates
in the weld area result in an enhanced hardness level of the weld and heat affected zone
(HAZ), due to the formation of Widmanstätten ferrite and/or martensite. The addition of a
trailing heat sink increases the cooling rates further, leading to even higher martensite
levels.
A combination of modelling and experimental techniques is used to gain insight into the
influence of active cooling on the thermal, microstructural and mechanical fields. This
offers an approach towards the optimisation of welding and cooling parameters, which
leads to buckling free welds with acceptable microstructural properties.
This section presents results for the thermal, microstructure, and mechanical
development during conventional welding and welding with a trailing heat sink in DP600
steel.[6] Thermal models were employed to obtain the temperature histories for both welding
processes. These results were applied for evaluation of the microstructure evolution in the
weld and HAZ. In addition, thermal-mechanical models were employed to study the effect
of the thermal field on the residual stress distribution. Simulation results were compared
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with thermocouple measurements, optical microstructure analyses, and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction residual stress measurements.
10.3.1 Modelling approach
The non-uniform heating and cooling during welding, which is accompanied by local
expansion and contraction of the material, results in the formation of stresses. During
welding of DP600, the base material that consists of martensite in a ferrite matrix, will
transform to austenite when the temperature exceeds the Ac3-temperature. Depending on the
cooling rate, the austenite transforms back into acicular ferrite, Widmanstätten ferrite or
martensite. The volumetric changes throughout the phase transformations add to the stress
development during welding. In order to model this microstructural and mechanical
response to welding DP600 steel, both the thermal, microstructural, and mechanical fields,
and their interactions should be included.
The modelling approach comprises of three major steps. First, the temperature history
during welding is calculated using a thermal model in the commercial finite element code
Msc.MARC. The inputs for this model are the temperature dependent thermal material
properties, the welding parameters, and the boundary conditions for cooling. The results are
time-temperature histories for all elements in the model. These are used to evaluate the
microstructural behaviour during welding, using CCT diagrams. The predicted
microstructures are compared with experimentally obtained micrographs. Finally, the
temperature history is used as input for a mechanical model, which is again performed in
the FE package Msc.MARC. The mechanical model needs temperature dependent material
properties as input, and returns the residual stress and deformation of the modelled sample.
These are validated by experimental results.
In this approach, the influence of the changing microstructures on the thermal field is
not incorporated. However, the thermal model does account for latent heat and temperature
dependent material properties. The coupling between the microstructural model and the
mechanical model, which is required to model the effect of phase transformations on the
residual stress field, is still under development, and is not taken into account in this work.
10.3.2 Model definition
The thermal model is similar to that described for the AISI 316L steel plates discussed in
Chapter 5. Temperature dependent thermal material properties of DP600[7] were applied to
all elements. The thermal conductivity (k) and specific heat (Cp) are plotted in Figure 10.9.
A density of ρ = 8020 kg m-3 was used. The input parameters for the thermal model are
listed in Table 10.2.
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Figure 10.9 Temperature dependent (a) thermal conductivity and (b) specific heat of
DP600.[7]
Table 10.2 Input parameters for the thermal model. Parameter and model definitions can
be found in Chapter 5.
Heat source parameters

Cooling source parameters

Symbol

Value

Symbol

a

2 mm

hconv

b

1.5 mm

ε

c1 / c2

2 / 4 mm

hcontact

f 1 / f2

0.8 / 1.2

D

30 mm

Q

1200 W

w

30 mm

η

0.6

v

5 mm s-1

x0, y0, z0

0 mm

10 W m-2 K-1
0.2

g1 / g2
Tsink
hsink

Value

max

100 W m-2 K-1

100 / 20 mm
195 K
2000 W m-2 K-1

The mechanical model is also similar to the one for AISI316L steel described in Chapter 5.
For accurate modelling of the mechanical response of DP600 to welding, a material model
that accounts for phase transformations should be used. Unfortunately, the current
mechanical model does not yet include phase transformations, and the final stresses will
therefore differ from those experimentally measured. In particular the low temperature
phase transformations during cooling (e.g. martensite) will have an effect on the residual
stress distribution. Nevertheless, the current mechanical model is assumed to provide a
reasonable insight into the effect of the active cooling source.
The material was given a thermal expansion coefficient of α = 1.2⋅10-5. The applied
temperature dependent Young’s modulus, and temperature dependent stress strain curves
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are plotted in Figure 10.10.[7] The temperature dependent stress strain curves are based on
the temperature dependent Yield stress and a room temperature stress-strain curve.
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Figure 10.10(a) Temperature dependent Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and yield
strength,[7] and (b) temperature dependent flow curves, used for the mechanical
calculations (temperature in [°C]).
For the transformation of austenite to either Widmanstätten ferrite or martensite upon
cooling, calculated CCT diagrams were used. The CCT diagram for the composition of the
DP600 steel given in Table 6.2 was created using the TTT/CCT prediction tool from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory,[8-10] and is shown in Figure 10.11. The formation of either
Widmanstätten ferrite and/or martensite is dependent on the cooling rate.

Figure 10.11 Calculated T-T-T diagram, for the composition of the DP600 alloy under
investigation (see Table 6.1). This plot was generated using the TTT/CCT prediction tool
on the website from Oak Ridge National Laboratory.[8-10]
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10.3.3 Experimental verification
The DP600 samples under investigation are 1.5 mm thick, 200 mm long and 100 mm wide.
The samples were bead-on-plate welded in the length direction of the plate, and parallel to
the rolling direction of the material. All welds were produced using the welding set-up
described in section 5.2. A welding current of 110 A was applied at a welding speed of
5 mm s-1. An automatic voltage control algorithm was used to keep the voltage constant
during welding at 11.0 V. These welding settings resulted in full penetration welds, with a
width of 4 mm.
Two welds were made; one with and one without active cooling; the samples are
referred to as sample DC-LSND and sample CONV, respectively. The active cooling
source consists of a CO2 snow jet that follows the welding heat source at a distance of
approximately 25 mm. For the FE simulations, an estimation was made for the size,
position, and strength of the cooling source, based on temperature measurements. A
duplicate set of welds were made for the temperature measurements. Due to the somewhat
unstable nature of the cooling source, there could be small differences in temperature
distribution for the DC-LSND welds made for the residual stress measurements and those
made for the temperature measurements.
Temperatures were measured during welding, using the same temperature measurement
approach described in section 7.1. The residual stresses were measured by means of
synchrotron X-ray diffraction at beam line ID31 at the ESRF in Grenoble, for which the
approach and results were presented in section 8.3.8. In the weld and the HAZ, the
diffraction peaks are wide and have a low amplitude, due to the transformation of ferrite to
martensite. These changes in microstructure affect the stress free lattice spacing, which
forms a crucial factor in the calculation of the stresses (see eqn. 8.1). Therefore, the stress
results in the weld and HAZ were omitted.
Cross sections of the welded samples were made. After mounting, grinding and
polishing, they were etched with a 2 % Nital solution for 5 s to reveal the microstructure.
The samples that were found to contain a predominantly martensitic structure were also
etched with 5 % Picral for 90 s to delineate the prior austenite grain boundaries. In addition,
a hardness profile was taken across the weld and heat affected zone, using Vickers micro
hardness measurements with an indentation load of 300 g.
10.3.4 Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 10.12, there is a severe buckling deformation of the conventionally
welded sample. This buckling deformation was fully eliminated when the active cooling
source was used, as shown for sample DC-LSND. This difference in buckling deformation
already indicates that the compressive residual stress levels towards the plate edges are
lower for the actively cooled sample than for the conventionally welded sample.
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Figure 10.12 Comparison of the buckling deformation of samples CONV and DC-LSND.
Figure 10.13 shows the experimental temperature histories during conventional welding
and during welding with a trailing heat sink. Also shown in these figures are the
temperature histories as calculated by the thermal finite element model. It can be seen that
there is good agreement between model and experiment.
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Figure 10.13 Temperature histories during (a,b) conventional welding, and (c,d) DC-LSND
welding at several positions from the weld centre line, with (a,c) experimental, and (b,d)
modelling results.
In Figure 10.13(c) and (d), the influence of the trailing heat sink is clearly visible by the
rapid drop in temperature at the location of the active cooling source. For the conventional
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weld, the cooling rates between 800 and 500 °C (the relevant temperature range for phase
transformations) are in the order of 25 °C s-1, while for the DC-LSND welds the cooling
rates are in the order of 125 °C s-1.
Figure 10.14 plots the measured hardness profiles for the conventional and DC-LSND
welds. The base metal hardness is approximately 160 HV. The increase in hardness
indicates that the width of the HAZ is approximately 6 mm at either side of the weld centre
line, and is equal for both welds. The maximum hardness in the conventional weld is
around 260 HV. The hardness level of the DC-LSND weld metal is approximately 375 HV,
which indicates a martensitic structure.
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Figure 10.14 Measured hardness profiles for the conventional and DC-LSND weld.
Indicated with dotted lines are the width of the HAZ (± 6 mm) and weld (±2 mm), and the
hardness levels in the weld.
The experimental weld and HAZ microstructures of the conventionally welded DP600 steel
samples contain acicular (AF) and Widmanstätten (WF) ferrite with an average grain
diameter of about 50 µm in the area near the fusion line (see Figure 10.15). A small amount
of polygonal ferrite (PF) is found to be present at some triple points of the grain boundaries.
In contrast to the conventionally welded samples, the weld and HAZ microstructures of
DC-LSND welded samples show little acicular or Widmanstätten ferrite. Due to the
accelerated cooling of the fusion zone and HAZ areas during welding, martensite (M) is
predominantly found throughout the weld and HAZ, except in some triple point areas
where some polygonal or Widmanstätten ferrite is observed (see Figure 10.16).
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WF
PF
AF

Figure 10.15 Micrographs of sample CONV, taken transverse to the weld at 2 mm from the
weld centre line, which is near the fusion line. The micrographs show Widmanstätten
ferrite (WF), acicular ferrite (AF) and a small amount of polygonal ferrite (PF).

WF
M

PF
M

Figure 10.16 Micrographs of sample DC-LSND, taken transverse to the weld at 2 mm from
the weld centre line, which is near the fusion line. The micrographs show a predominantly
martensitic structure with a small amount of polygonal (PF) and Widmanstätten (WF)
ferrite at some triple points.
The grain diameter of the former austenite grains in the HAZ of the DC-LSND welds is
found to vary from 100 µm at the fusion line to 15 µm at 2 mm from the fusion line. The
large grains near the fusion line are shown in Figure 10.17.
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Figure 10.17 Grain structure near the fusion line of DC-LSND weld, which shows the
variation in grain sizes of the former austenite grains after etching with 5 % Picral for 90 s.
For the evaluation of the microstructural development, the temperature histories calculated
by the thermal model (see Figure 10.13) were used. Figure 10.18 shows the temperature
histories at several distances from the weld centre line for the conventional weld, and the
DC-LSND weld, as well as the maximum temperature obtained during welding. Also
plotted in this figure are the approximate eutectoid austenite start (Ae1) and martensite start
(Ms) temperatures. It can be seen that the temperature history for both welds are equal up to
the point where the cooling source starts to affect the temperatures of the DC-LSND weld
(at t ≈ 26 s). This means that the microstructural development during the heating and the
first part of the cooling stage is equal for both welds.
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Figure 10.18 (a) Temperature histories, (b) maximum temperatures at increasing distance
from the weld centre line (y).
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The microstructural development during heating and the first part of the cooling was
investigated by Thiessen et al. by means of phase field models.[6, 11] Depending on the
maximum temperature that is achieved during heating, the ferrite and martensite will
transform fully (for y < 3.5 mm) or partially (for 3.5 < y < 4.5 mm) to austenite. Carbon
from the martensite grains will diffuse into the austenite, and near the weld, a homogeneous
carbon level is achieved. For 4.5 < y < 6 mm from the weld centre line no austenite is
formed during heating, but the temperature is high enough to cause a significant diffusion
of carbon from the martensite. The carbon will homogenize by diffusion from the
martensite into the ferrite (tempering), resulting in the formation of carbides.
Upon cooling, part of the austenite that has formed upon heating will transform to
polygonal ferrite, in the temperature range between approximately 800 and 600 °C, which
was captured by the phase field model. Small differences were observed in the carbon
diffusion and polygonal ferrite formation between a conventional weld and a DC-LSND
weld.[6] Nevertheless, most of the differences between the conventional and DC-LSND
weld can be expected during cooling in the lower temperature regions. The material model
used in the phase field models did not include the bainitic or martensitic transformation,
and for this part, the CCT diagram is used.
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Figure 10.19 CCT diagram with the temperature histories for the conventional and DCLSND welds at several distances from the weld centre line.
When cooling below 600 °C, the remaining austenite will transform into either an acicular
product, Widmanstätten ferrite, or into martensite, depending on the cooling rate. Figure
10.19 shows the cooling curves (t = 0 for T = Tmax) as calculated by the thermal model,
together with the CCT diagram from Figure 10.11. The formation of polygonal ferrite was
captured by the phase field model that predicted slightly more polygonal ferrite in the
conventional weld, than in the DC-LSND weld. It can be seen that in the lower temperature
region, there is a significant difference in the cooling curves of the conventional and the
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DC-LSND weld. Figure 10.19 shows that the remaining austenite in the conventional weld
will transform mainly into Widmanstätten ferrite, whereas the remaining austenite of the
DC-LSND weld will transform into martensite, with a small amount of Widmanstätten
ferrite. This was indeed observed in the experimental micrographs, and is also indicated by
the hardness measurements.
Figure 10.20 shows the results of the synchrotron diffraction residual stress
measurements. The longitudinal stress results for the cooled and the un-cooled sample, as
well as the results of the hardness measurements, which indicate the width of the heat
affected zones. Stresses near the weld were not included here due to the unknown influence
of the phase transformations on the stress free lattice spacing.
The stress level for both samples is compressive towards the plate edges, and becomes
tensile towards the weld. The compressive stress level of the DC-LSND weld is lower than
that of the conventional weld. Note that the stress level of the conventional weld is affected
by the fact that this sample is buckled after releasing from the welding clamp. Before
unclamping, the compressive stress level for 0 ≤ y ≤ 30 and 70 ≤ y ≤ 100 is expected to
have a constant value of -130 MPa (equal to the minimum stress level shown in Figure
10.20; see sections 5.3.1 and Figure 8.25). The difference in the compressive stress level
between the conventional and the DC-LSND welded sample directly explains the observed
difference in buckling behaviour (see Figure 10.12). From analytical calculations (see
Chapter 3) the critical buckling stress for this material and plate geometry, and this
particular stress distribution is estimated to be around -100 MPa. Before unclamping, the
stress level in the conventionally welded sample exceeded the critical buckling stress level,
while the DC-LSND welded sample did not.
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Figure 10.20 Measured longitudinal residual stress (weld is at 50 mm from the plate edge)
together with the Vickers hardness measurement results.
For materials that do not undergo any phase transformations, the residual stress level
increases towards the weld. The residual stresses in the weld and HAZ were not measured.
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However, it may be expected that in the HAZ and weld, the stresses of both samples will
decrease, due to the transformation of austenite into either Widmanstätten ferrite or
martensite, both of which are accompanied by a volume expansion. Since the specific
volume of martensite is slightly higher than that of Widmanstätten ferrite, the stress level in
the HAZ and weld region of the DC-LSND sample is expected to lie lower than that of the
conventionally welded sample.
As already noted in section 10.3.2, the mechanical FE model did not include the effect
of phase transformations. Nevertheless, Figure 10.21 shows that there is a modest
agreement between the modelled and measured residual stresses.
The microstructural transformations within the weld zone are expected to cause a
decrease of the residual stress, which is not yet captured by the current mechanical model.
This results in an overestimation of the tensile stress in the weld zone, and hence an
overestimation of the compressive stress towards the plate edges, since stresses should be
balanced. In terms of buckling control, the formation of martensite in the weld and HAZ is
an advantage, since it indirectly results in lower stresses towards the plate edges.
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Figure 10.21 (a) Modelled and (b) measured residual stresses for the conventional and the
DC-LSND welded samples.
It can be estimated from Figure 10.19 that the cooling source starts to have an effect on the
temperature history at approximately 5 seconds after the temperature has reached a
maximum, which is in line with the fact that the cooling source was placed 25 mm from the
welding heat source and the applied welding speed was 5 mm s-1. To avoid the formation of
martensite, the cooling source must pass approximately 10 seconds later, which would, at
the current welding speed, mean a heat source to cooling source distance of approximately
75 mm. Finite element models predict that at this distance, the trailing heat sink could still
reduce the buckling distortion; however, improvement in the mechanical model is required
for more precise predictions of the stress levels, and adjustment of the experimental set-up
is necessary for validation.
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10.4 Concluding remarks
The influence of active cooling on the welding microstructures of AA2024 and AISI316L
was briefly investigated. In the AISI316L stainless steel, no influence of active cooling on
the weld microstructure was found. Expected advantages of active cooling on the welding
microstructure of aluminium AA2024 were not found. Improvement of the active cooling
source, in which the source is stronger, delivered over a narrower area, and located closer to
the weld pool, is required for further research in this area.
The influence of the addition of a trailing heat sink to the welding of DP600 steel was
investigated, by using a combination of modelling and experimental techniques. The
models have the advantage that cooling source parameters can be varied without practical
limitations, and that the transient thermal, microstructural, and mechanical fields during
welding can be studied in detail. However, the necessary input and validation should be
provided by experimental techniques.
The trailing heat sink drastically changes the temperature field. Cooling rates in the
HAZ increase from 25 K s-1 for conventional welding, to 125 K s-1 for DC-LSND welding.
It was shown that during conventional welding, Widmanstätten ferrite, and a small amount
of polygonal ferrite is formed in the weld and heat affected zone. When a trailing heat sink
is applied, the microstructure in the weld and HAZ is predominantly martensitic.
Martensitic structures in the weld are unfavourable, due to the deleterious effects the
martensite has on the weld toughness. At the same time, the formation of martensite
reduces the tensile stresses in the weld zone, which results in an additional reduction of the
compressive stresses towards the plate edges, and thereby aids the prevention of the
buckling distortion. This is partly because of the changed thermal history, and partly due to
the formation of martensite, which causes a stress reduction in the weld zone.
The effect of the active cooling on the mechanical integrity of the welded sample was
not investigated in this research. The mechanical performance of welded joints depends
both on the microstructure of the material and on the residual stress field. One of the
concerns for the mechanical integrity of welded joints is their fatigue performance. The
change in residual stress distribution for DC-LSND welded joints could be very positive for
the fatigue behaviour, since tensile stresses around the weld zone are drastically reduced.
The reduction of the tensile stresses near the weld zone could also reduce problems such as
cold cracking or stress corrosion. It is clear that the DC-LSND welding process has a
number of pitfalls and potential benefits, which should be further investigated in future
research.
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11

General discussion

The prediction and control of welding residual stress and buckling distortions was
intensively investigated both theoretically, by means of analytical, conceptual, and
numerical modelling (Chapters 3 to 5), and experimentally, by means of temperature,
residual stress, and residual deformation measurements (Chapter 6 to 10).
This chapter will combine the information already given in the previous chapters to
draw together the most important aspects of this research. It will also discuss the value of
the modelling and experimental work presented in this thesis. Finally, the difference
between the process of welding with a trailing heat sink (DC-LSND welding) and other
LSND welding techniques is addressed.

11.1 Influence of the active cooling on the temperature, residual stress
and buckling deformation field
In Chapter 3 it was established that buckling appears when the compressive residual
stresses exceed a certain critical compressive buckling stress level, σcr. The aim of the
active cooling is to reduce the compressive stress level to below the critical buckling stress
level. Since the formation of welding stresses is driven by the thermal history, the
temperature field, which is created by the combination of heating by the welding heat
source and cooling by the trailing heat sink, determines how the residual stress field is
formed.
Figure 11.1 shows a summary of the experimental results of the temperature history and
longitudinal residual stresses for a 1.5×100×200 mm AISI316L steel plate, during (a)
conventional welding at 65 A and 3 mm s-1, (b) DC-LSND welding at 65 A and 3 mm s-1,
and (c) DC-LSND welding at 125 A and 8 mm s-1. Also plotted are the critical buckling
stress levels as calculated by the analytical solutions discussed in Chapter 3.
The temperature history during conventional welding results in a typical longitudinal
welding residual stress field with high tensile stresses around the weld zone, and balancing
compressive stresses further away from the weld, towards the plate edges, as shown in
Figure 11.1(a). These residual stresses exceeded the critical buckling stress level and result
in severe buckling deformation of the sample.
At low welding speed (e.g. 3 mm s-1), the welding heat source, in combination with the
trailing heat sink, results in a characteristic temperature distribution, which is very different
from a conventional welding temperature field (Figure 11.1(b)). The trailing heat sink
creates a cold zone behind the weld that is surrounded by a hotter zone, which was heated
by the welding heat source, but not cooled by the trailing heat sink. This characteristic DC-
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LSND welding temperature history results in a strong decrease of the residual tensile
stresses around the weld zone, and therefore also a decrease in the compressive stresses
towards the plate edges, to a level far below the critical buckling stress level. It was indeed
observed that the buckling deformation of the sample was fully eliminated. When a trailing
heat sink with the same properties is applied at higher welding speed (e.g. 8 mm s-1), the
characteristic DC-LSND welding temperature history is no longer present, as shown in
Figure 11.1(c). The thermal history looks more like a conventional welding history, only
with higher cooling rates. The result is that the residual stress distribution is very similar to
that of a conventional weld. The reduction of the compressive stresses is small. The sample
still shows buckling deformation, albeit less than the conventionally welded sample.
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Figure 11.1 Temperature fields (in °C) during welding, and longitudinal residual stress
fields for a 1.5×100×200 mm thick AISI316L steel plate, welded with (a) conventional
welding with 65 A and 3 mm s-1, (b) DC-LSND welding with 65 A and 3 mm s-1, and (c)
DC-LSND welding with 125 A and 8 mm s-1.
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The above results show that in order to eliminate the buckling behaviour, the temperatures
during welding need to have a specific distribution: the typical DC-LSND welding
temperature distribution. The characteristics of this distribution were used for the
conceptual model of the DC-LSND welding process, as discussed in Chapter 4. Using the
simplified one-dimensional bar model, it was shown that the typical DC-LSND welding
temperature field can be described with a minimum of three characteristic zones: i.e. (1) a
zone around the weld line, which is heated by the welding heat source and cooled rapidly
by the trailing heat sink, (2) a zone next to the weld line, which is also heated by the
welding heat source, but not directly cooled by the cooling source, and gradually cools
down, and (3) a zone representing the cold base material at the plate edges. These
characteristics are summarised in Figure 11.2. At some distance behind the welding heat
source, the maximum temperatures must be located away from the weld line (Figure
11.2(a)). In other words, when the temperatures are plotted as a function of time (Figure
11.2(b)), the temperature histories for a point away from the weld line must cross those at
the weld line.
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Figure 11.2 Characteristics of the typical DC-LSND welding temperature distribution,
showing (a) the temperature distribution at some point behind the welding heat source, and
(b) the temperature history of a point in zone (1) and a point in zone (2).

11.2 Comments on the finite element models
The finite element models were developed for the simulation of the welding temperature,
stress, and deformation fields. The background and details of the finite element models
were presented in Chapter 5, and the modelling results were presented in Chapters 7, 8, and
9, where they are combined with experimental results. The assumptions made in the
material model, specifically regarding the high temperature material behaviour and the
plastic strain reset principle, and their influence on the temperature and residual stress
results were discussed in Chapter 5.
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The proposed model for the active cooling source was based on experimental
observations. However, due to the limitations of the experimental set-up, an unambiguous
characterisation of the cooling source could not be made. Estimations had to be made
regarding the shape and dimensions of the cooling source (eqn.5.8), the distribution of the
cooling source temperature (eqn.5.9), and the distribution of the cooling source heat
transfer coefficient (eqn.5.10). The minimum cooling source temperature (TCO2 = -78°C),
the cooling source temperature distribution (Tsink), and the maximum heat transfer
max
coefficient ( hsink
= 2000 W m-2 K-1) were directly deduced from the temperature
measurements. However, the other parameters were obtained by fitting the modelled results
to the experiments by means of trial and error. The parameters presented in Table 7.3 gave
a reasonable overall fit with the temperature measurements taken under various welding
conditions.
Figure 11.3 schematically shows the influence of the variation of several parameters on
the proposed cooling source heat transfer coefficient distribution, such as the cooling source
half width (w), the coefficients m and p, that define the shape of the cooling source heat
transfer distribution, and the cooling source position, expressed as the heat source to
cooling source distance (L). The dashed lines in the figure show the effect of a decrease in
the given parameters. A parameter study was performed in order to obtain a feel for the
sensitivity of the thermal and mechanical model to variations in the cooling source
parameters. The parameters L, w, m, and p are varied approximately 20% below and above
the values listed in Table 7.3.
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2w

2w
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Cooling
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Figure 11.3 Influence of the cooling source parameters on the cooling source definition.
The dashed line shows the influence of a decrease of the parameters w, m, and L.
The thermal and mechanical modelling results of the parameter study are presented in
Figure 11.4. The figure shows the influence of the independent parameters on the thermal
field (left), and on the longitudinal residual stress field (right). The temperature plot shows
the isotherms for 0, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000°C.
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Figure 11.4 Influence of the variation of the cooling source parameters on (left) the thermal
field and (right) the longitudinal residual stress distribution, for (a, b) varying heat source
to cooling source distance (L), (c, d) varying cooling source half width (w), (e, f) varying
cooling source shape factor m, and (g, h) varying cooling source shape factor p. The
isotherms are plotted every 200°C (thus for: T = 0, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000°C.)
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The ±20% variation of the cooling source position (L) has a significant effect on the
temperature field, especially in the higher temperature region. In the lower temperature
region, after t ≈ 75 s, the difference in the temperature distribution becomes small. The
influence on the final longitudinal residual stress distribution is small.
The ±20% variation of the cooling source half width (w) significantly affects the
temperature field, both in the high and low temperature region. Especially the zone for
which T < 0°C is much larger when the cooling source width increases. The variation in the
cooling source width has a larger influence on the longitudinal residual stress distribution
than the variation in the cooling source position. For a wider cooling source, the
compressive zone around the weld becomes wider. Consequently, the tensile stresses
become lower and therefore the compressive stresses near the plate edges are reduced as
well.
The ±20% variation of the cooling source heat transfer coefficient shape parameters m
and p show no effect in the high temperature region, but a significant effect in the low
temperature region. Increasing m has a similar effect as decreasing p. The influence on the
residual stress distribution is small. A similar trend as for the variation of w is observed.
When a high value for m is used, there is a rapid decrease in heat transfer coefficient
from its maximum to its minimum (see Figure 11.3). In that case, the cooling source
distribution starts to look more and more like a simplified cooling source, in which a
constant heat transfer coefficient is applied on an elliptical surface. The distributed cooling
source model, as presented in Chapters 5 and 7 were compared with a simplified cooling
source model, consisting of an ellipse in which a constant heat transfer coefficient of 2000
W m-2 K-1, and a constant cooling source temperature of -78°C were applied. The ellipse
has a half width of 10 mm, a forward length of 10 mm, and a rear length of 30 mm, and is
positioned at 30 mm from the welding heat source. Figure 11.5 shows that the difference
between the distributed standard model and a simplified model are not excessively large.
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Figure 11.5 Influence of the type of cooling source model on (a) the thermal field and (b)
the longitudinal residual stress distribution.
The advantage of the distributed cooling source model is its flexibility to fit to experimental
results (see Chapter 7). A simplified model will always show sharp boundaries between the
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cooled and the uncooled regions, which are not found in the experiments. In particular, the
measurements that were performed with the cooling source only (thus without welding)
showed that the cooling source heat transfer coefficient needs to be distributed (see section
7.4). On the other hand, for the investigation of the DC-LSND welding mechanisms, a
simplified model may be used, as was the case in Chapter 4 and in section 9.3.

11.3 Influence of the cooling source parameters
As discussed in the previous section, the difference in residual stress results as calculated
with the distributed cooling source model and as calculated by a simplified cooling source
model is not very large (see Figure 11.5). The simplified cooling source model consists of
an ellipse within which a constant heat transfer coefficient (hsink) and a constant cooling
source temperature (Tsink = 195 K) are applied, and that trails the heat source at some
distance (L). The ellipse has a half width w, a forward length g1 and a rear length of g2.
One of the advantages of the simplified model is that is provides a clear insight into the
influence of changing the cooling source parameters. The simplified model, in which the
ellipse is represented by a circular spot (w = g1 = g2), was used in the parameter study
presented in section 4.2.
The influence of an increasing cooling source heat transfer coefficient (hsink), as
calculated with a 3-D transient FE model is plotted in Figure 11.6(a) (w = 10 mm, g1 = 10
mm, g2 = 30 mm, L = 20 mm). The influence of the cooling source heat transfer coefficient
(hsink) was already shown by the results of the parameter variation using the n-bar model
(see section 4.2, Figure 4.11). It is found that a higher heat transfer coefficient results in
improved cooling, and hence a larger reduction in the compressive stress level near the
plate edges. This relation is particularly strong for lower values of the heat transfer
coefficient, 0 ≤ hsink ≤ 6 kW m-2 K-1. Further increase of the heat transfer coefficient is not
found to have a large effect on the residual stress distribution.
The influence of an increasing heat source to cooling source distance (L), as calculated
with a 3-D transient FE model is plotted in Figure 11.6(b) (w = 10 mm, g1 = 10 mm,
g2 = 30 mm, hsink = 2000 W m-2 K-1). As was already shown in section 4.2 (see Figure 4.11),
the compressive stress level near the plate edges decreases for decreasing L. At the same
time, it can be seen from Figure 11.6(b) that the stress around the weld line reduces for
increasing heat source to cooling source distances. Even when the cooling source follows at
200 mm from the welding heat source, a low stress around the weld is observed. However,
for increasing L, both the width and magnitude of the tensile zone increase, resulting in
higher compressive stresses at the plate edges. Consequently, for maximum reduction in
buckling deformation, the cooling source should be positioned as close to the heat source as
possible. If the aim is reduction of the tensile stress around the weld zone, the cooling
source may be positioned further from the welding heat source.
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Figure 11.6 Influence of varying heat source parameters on the longitudinal residual stress
distribution, as calculated by a 3-D transient FE model, for (a) the heat transfer coefficient
(hsink) and (b) the heat source to cooling source distance (L).
The influence of the cooling source width is critically related to the temperature distribution
as it is created by the welding heat source. For an optimum reduction in buckling
deformation, the cooling source should “penetrate” the welding temperature field, as
schematically plotted in Figure 11.7, which shows the welding temperature distributions
during (a) conventional welding, (b) during DC-LSND welding with an appropriate cooling
source, and (c) during DC-LSND welding with a cooling source that is too wide.
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DC-LSND
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Wide cooling source
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cooling
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Figure 11.7 Schematic representation of the influence of the cooling source size on the
welding temperature field, with (a) a conventional welding temperature field, (b) a typical
DC-LSND welding temperature field, and (c) a DC-LSND welding temperature field for a
too wide cooling source.
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Figure 11.8 plots the residual stresses as calculated by a 3-D transient FE model, using the
simplified heat source model (with L = 20 mm, g1 = 10 mm, g2 = 30 mm, and
hsink = 2000 W m-2 K-1). For small values of w, cooling creates the typical DC-LSND
welding temperature distribution (see Figure 11.7(b)), resulting in reduced stresses around
the weld line, and hence reduced compressive stresses near the plate edges. With increasing
cooling source size, the reduction of the tensile stresses near the weld line continues up to
the point where w becomes too wide to penetrate into the temperature field created by the
welding heat source (as in Figure 11.7(c)). At this point, the typical DC-LSND welding
temperature distribution disappears and the residual stress distribution changes character.
This can clearly be seen from Figure 11.8(b), in which the residual stress distributions from
Figure 11.8(a) are plotted as a contour plot. For conventional welding (w = 0), the
longitudinal residual stresses are tensile near the weld line, and compressive towards the
plate edges. For small values of w, the cooling source results in a decrease of stresses in the
weld zone, while the maximum tensile stresses are shifted away from the weld line. At
w ≈ 15 mm, the cooling source becomes too wide to create the typical DC-LSND welding
temperature distribution, and the shape of the residual stress distribution changes character.
For larger values of w, the tensile stresses in the weld zone increase again, and the residual
stress distribution will again resemble that of a conventional residual stress distribution.
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Figure 11.8 Influence of varying cooling source width on the longitudinal residual stress
distribution, as calculated by a 3-D transient FE model; (a) longitudinal stress distribution
for several values of w, (b) contour plot of the longitudinal residual stress distribution (in
[MPa]) for varying w.
Clearly, there is an optimum width of the cooling source, for which the tensile and
compressive stresses are minimised. For the configuration used in the calculations above,
this maximum lies at approximately w = 13 mm. However, the optimum cooling source
width depends critically on temperature distribution created by the welding heat source.
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Hence, the optimum cooling source width depends on the welding process, the thermal
material properties of the work piece, and the welding speed.

11.4 Comments on the residual stress measurements
The samples that were used for the temperature measurements were different from those on
which the residual stress measurements were carried out. Nevertheless, the combination of
temperature measurements and residual stresses measurements has provided valuable
information about the influence of the thermal field on the stress field.
Uncertainties in the residual stress results are related to several factors. These can be
divided into errors from the X-ray source (wavelength variations, sample positioning, etc.),
errors originating from the sample (grain statistics, texture, etc.), and errors from the data
processing (elastic constants, assumption of bi-axial stress state, etc.).
The uncertainty in the stress free lattice spacing is believed to be one of the main
sources of error. For the sin2ψ -method, as used in the laboratory X-ray measurements, the
stress free lattice spacing does not have to be known, which is one of the main advantages
of the method. However, to save time, the synchrotron X-ray experiments were performed
by strain scanning in the two principle directions.
In the calculation of stresses in the synchrotron X-ray experiments, the value of the
stress free lattice spacing is directly related to the stress (see eqn. 8.7 and 8.9). Of most
importance is the absolute difference between the measured lattice spacing and the stress
free lattice spacing, (d - d0). An error in the stress free lattice spacing will cause a shift of
the residual stress distribution. For the measurement on AISI316L stainless steel, an
uncertainty in d0 of 0.0001 Å is equivalent to an uncertainty in stress of approximately
16 MPa.
When the stress free lattice spacing is constant for the whole sample, as was assumed
for the 316L stainless steel, an error in the stress free lattice spacing will only affect the
values of the residual stresses, not their distribution. However, when the stress free lattice
spacing changes near the weld, both the absolute stress levels and the shape of the stress
distribution will be influenced.
Consequently, outside the weld and heat affected zone, the measured stresses are
relatively accurate. The error in the estimation of the stress free lattice spacing will only
affect the absolute level of the stresses. In this region, the error in the stresses is expected to
lie within 20 MPa. On approaching the weld, the measured stresses become less accurate.
This is caused by an uncertainty of the stress free lattice spacing, by a decrease of the
diffraction peak quality, and by the stress gradients.

11.5 Mechanisms of DC-LSND welding and comparison with literature
The process of welding with a trailing heat sink was invented by Guan et al.[1] 14 years ago.
In Chapter 2 it was shown that several research groups have investigated this method, all
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with promising results. The published literature agrees on two things, namely that (i) the
trailing heat sink creates a very high tensile stress region in the material close behind the
welding heat source, and (ii) the final residual stress levels can be significantly reduced by
the addition of the trailing heat sink. However, there seems to be no consensus about the
mechanisms of the technique.
Dye et al.[2] state that the high tensile strains that are formed behind the welding heat
source due to the active cooling are more accommodated by the surrounding HAZ than
during conventional welding, since the HAZ is still hot and expanded. Guan et al.,[3, 4] and
Li et al.,[5, 6] claim that the strong contraction of the metal created by the trailing heat sink
behind the weld, compensates for the compressive strains that are formed in front of the
welding heat source. This explanation is adopted by the other authors in the field.
This thesis presents an alternative explanation of the mechanisms of the DC-LSND
welding process, which is discussed in detail with help of the one-dimensional bar model
presented in Chapter 4. It was found that it is not the stretching effect of the cooling source
that results in the decrease of the stresses, but the fact that the weld line is not the last zone
that cools. Due to equilibrium requirements, the formation of compressive stresses at one
place in the work piece is directly related to the formation of tensile stresses in at other
place, in such a way that stresses are balanced over the whole cross section of the work
piece. During DC-LSND welding, the reduction of tensile stresses in the weld zone is
caused by the formation of tensile stresses in the adjacent zones, which are heated by the
welding heat source, but not directly cooled by the cooling source. This directly explains
that the existence of the typical DC-LSND welding temperature distribution (see Figure
11.2 and Figure 11.7(b)) is a prerequisite for the process.
11.5.1 Comparison of different LSND welding methods
In Chapter 2, an overview of existing methods for control of welding induced buckling
distortion was presented. The process of welding with a trailing heat sink (DC-LSND
welding) is part of a group of techniques referred to as Low Stress No Distortion (LSND)
welding. All processes within this group are based on residual stress reduction by the
modification of the thermal field. Either additional heating or cooling sources, or a
combination of both, are used to change the temperature field during welding. Although the
LSND welding techniques appear to be very similar, in principle they are not.
In the transient LSND welding technique (see section 2.6), additional heat sources are
applied at each side of the weld, and move along with the welding heat source (see Figure
2.14). The temperature profile that is created in this way resembles the profile that is
created during DC-LSND welding. For both processes, maximum temperatures are shifted
away from the weld centre line. However, in the transient LSND welding technique, the
additional heat sources are positioned in front of, or next to the welding heat source,
creating a stretching effect that reduces the formation of compressive plastic strains in front
of the weld. In contrast, the specific temperature distribution of the DC-LSND welding
process is created behind the welding heat source, and the effect of the active cooling on the
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temperatures in front of the welding heat source is negligible. Moreover, the analysis
discussed in section 9.3 showed that instead of reducing the compressive strains, the active
cooling is in fact increasing the compressive strains in front of the weld. Clearly, the two
LSND welding techniques rely on different mechanisms of stress reduction.
In my opinion, that the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding were never fully understood
has to do with the missing insight that there is a principle difference between transient
LSND welding and dynamically-controlled LSND welding.
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12

General conclusions

The control of welding residual stress and buckling distortion has been widely investigated
by many researchers. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to reduce or
even eliminate buckling distortion. A number of techniques, referred to as Low Stress No
Distortion (LSND) welding techniques, uses additional heating and/or cooling sources,
which are applied during welding. One specific technique, referred to as Dynamically
Controlled Low Stress No Distortion (DC-LSND) welding, was introduced by Guan et al.
and uses a single cooling source, which trails the welding heat source at a short distance.
Although the results of this technique are promising, the mechanisms of the technique are
still not fully understood.
In this work, the process of welding with a trailing heat sink (DC-LSND welding) has
been extensively investigated. The three main fields of interest, which are the thermal field,
the residual stress field, and the buckling distortion, were examined by means of
conceptual, analytical and finite element models, and by experimental techniques, including
temperature, residual stress, and residual deformation measurements. The combination of
modelling and experimental work has provided valuable insight into the process of welding
with a trailing heat sink. A discussion and concluding remarks were given at the end of
most chapters, and key conclusions from the investigation are presented below.
The addition of a localised trailing heat sink can effectively minimize or even eliminate
the welding induced buckling distortion.
The mechanisms of stress reduction were investigated with a conceptual onedimensional n-bar model, which is an extension of the three-bar model commonly used to
describe the longitudinal residual stress development in welding. The n-bar model proposed
in this thesis is based on two main simplifications, namely a simplification of the
temperature field, into a minimum of three characteristic zones (n = 5), and a simplification
of the stress field in which only the longitudinal stresses of the characteristic temperature
zones and their interactions are considered. The n-bar model has clearly shown the key
mechanisms of the longitudinal stress reduction during welding with a trailing heat sink.
The description of the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding, as explained by the barmodel, is different than that given in literature. The existing literature states that the tensile
stresses created by the heat sink cause the reduction in stress, because they would
compensate the compressive stresses that develop in front of the weld. In this thesis, it is
shown that the reduction in stress around the weld zone is not due to the reduction of
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compressive strains in front of the weld. The observed decrease of tensile stresses around
the weld zone, which is heated and then rapidly cooled, is the direct result of the increase in
stresses in the adjacent zones, which are heated and cooled slowly.
The trailing heat sink modifies the welding temperature distribution in such way, that
the welding residual stresses remain below the critical buckling stress level. The cooling
source can only effectively reduce the buckling distortion if the “typical” DC-LSND
welding temperature profile is established. This typical profile is a combination of a hot
zone, produced by the welding heat source, and a localized cold zone, produced by the
trailing heat sink. The cold zone must be surrounded by the hotter zones. Without this
typical temperature profile, the process is ineffective.
The five-bar model defined the most important cooling source properties, i.e. the
cooling source size with respect to the welding temperature field, the cooling source
position with respect to the heating source, and the cooling source heat transfer coefficient.
For an optimum reduction of the welding induced buckling deformation:
- the cooling source heat transfer coefficient should be as high as possible; however,
an increase of the heat transfer coefficient above approximately 6000 W m-2 K-1
does not significantly improve the results;
- the cooling source should be positioned as close as possible to the welding heat
source;
- the cooling source should be narrow enough to penetrate the welding temperature
field; hence, the optimum cooling source width depends on its position relative to
the welding heat source, and on the temperature distribution created by the welding
heat source, which, in turn, depends on the welding process, welding parameters,
and thermal materials properties of the work piece.
Analytical solutions for the buckling deflection and critical buckling stress level were
derived for rectangular plates that are subjected to a typical residual welding stress
distribution. Although these analytical solutions assume schematic stress distributions,
simplified boundary conditions, and perfect plates, the results compare well with finite
element modelling results. It was shown that the analytical approach also compares well
with the experimentally observed buckling deformations and residual stresses. The
analytical solutions provide a clear insight into the relationship between plate geometry,
material properties, and residual stress distribution on the one hand, and the buckling
behaviour on the other, and can be applied as a rule of thumb in engineering environments.
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The experimental cooling source as developed within this project (a CO2-snow jet) is
not optimized. Practical problems regarding the shielding, the stability and the repeatability
exist. Nevertheless, the cooling source was able to repeatedly produce buckling free welded
plates.
For an improved understanding of the process, insight into the transient stress
development is essential. At the moment, this can only be obtained by finite element
modelling techniques. These techniques have proven very useful in studying the stress and
strain development during DC-LSND welding. Experimental results will remain necessary
to obtain the required modelling parameters, and to validate the results.
Finite element models were developed for the simulation of the welding temperature,
stress, and deformation fields. The assumptions made in the material model, specifically
regarding those for the high temperature material behaviour and the plastic strain reset
principle, resulted in some discrepancies between modelled and measured temperature and
residual stress fields. Nevertheless, a good match between modelled and measured
temperatures and modelled and measured residual stresses was obtained.
It was shown experimentally that the DC-LSND welding process can be very successful
in the elimination of buckling distortion in thin plates. However, the stress state and final
deformation vary for various materials and welding parameters. Consequently, the cooling
strategy should be chosen to match the material and welding process.
The effect of active cooling on the microstructure was briefly examined for AISI316L
stainless steel and aluminium AA2024. No additional effect of the trailing heat sink on the
welding microstructure was observed. A notable effect of the active cooling was observed
on DP600 steel, which shows a predominantly Widmanstätten ferrite structure in the HAZ
of a conventional weld, and a martensitic structure in the HAZ and weld of the actively
cooled weld.
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Appendix A: Sample overview
The samples that were used for the experiments discussed in this thesis were welded using
the welding set-up described in Chapter 6. The general welding conditions are:
Welding power source:
Welding electrode:
Electrode diameter:
Electrode tip angle:
Electrode stick out:
Arc length:
Shielding cup diameter:
Shielding gas:
Shielding gas flow rate:
Backing gas:
Backing gas flow rate:

Migatronic Commander 400 AC/DC
W-2%Thorium
1.2 mm
60°
2 mm
Controlled with AVC, typically 3 - 3.5 mm
10 mm
Argon
12 l min-1
Argon
6 l min-1

Table A.1 lists the original sample names, the material they are made of, their dimensions,
and their welding parameters (current, voltage, heat input, and speed). The table also gives
an overview of which experiments were conducted on which samples (residual stress
measurements, temperature measurements, hardness measurements, deformation
measurements). The last column of the table lists the figure numbers in which the results of
the measurements on the given samples are used.
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Material

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

Original sample
name 1

Xray01

Xray06

Synchr_04

Synchr_08

ESRF_CONV10

ESRF_CONV11

ESRF_LSND07

ESRF_CONV02

ESRF_CONV03

ESRF_CONV04

ESRF_CONV12

ESRF_LSND08

ESRF_LSND12

Dimensions 1
[mm]
1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

90.9

95.3

88.8

90.2

90.2

90.6

65.2

63.6

65.9

64.8

11.2

10.9

10.8

11.0

10.9

10.9

10.9

10.7

10.8

10.4

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

201

204

198

195

194

194

234

223

233

224

230

294
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Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

9.3 / 9.5(a)

•

9.2(a) / 9.3
9.3

•
•
•

9.3 / 9.5(a)

•

•

8.26(a) / 8.34(b) / 9.3 / 9.5(a)
9.2(a) / 9.3

•
•

8.24(a) / 9.5(a)

•

8.20(a) / 8.23 / 8.25 / 8.26(a) / 8.34(a) / 9.3 /
9.5(a) / 9.6(b) / 9.7(b) / 11.1(b)

5.8 / 5.15 / 8.18 / 8.19 / 8.20(a) / 8.21 / 8.23 /
8.24(a) / 8.25 / 8.26(a) / 8.31 / 9.3 / 9.7 /
11.1(a)

•

8.16(b) / 10.1 / 10.3 / 9.3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8.16(b) / 8.22 / 10.1 / 9.3

•

•

•

8.11

Figure numbers in which results are
presented

•

SRS 16.3 5
8.9 / 8.10 / 8.11

Temperature 7

•

ESRF ID31 6

10.6

2

N

Hardness

64.8

9.0

297

Microstructure

1.5×100×200

Average welding
current 2
[A]
65.0

Average welding
voltage 2
[V]

2.0×120×100

Welding speed
[mm s-1]
2

Average welding
heat input 2
[J mm-1]

9.2

Active cooling 3
Y/N

64.5

DUT 4

2.0×120×100

Table A.1 Sample overview
Deformation 8

Material

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

DP600

DP600

AA2024

AA2024

Original sample
name 1

ESRF_CONV07

ESRF_CONV08

ESRF_LSND17

ESRF_LSND19

ESRF_CONV15

ESRF_LSND24

ESRF_CONV17

ESRF_LSND23

ESRF_CONV18

ESRF_LSND28

DP_CONV02

DP_LSND02

AA2024_CONV

AA2024_LSND

Dimensions 1
[mm]
3×100×250

3×100×250

1.5×100×200

160 DC

155 DC

111.0

10.5

10.5

11.1

11.0

10.7

10.7

10.8

10.8

10.8

10.8

11.3

11.4

5

5

5

5

2.5

2.5

5

5

2.5

2.5

8

8

8

336

325

242

239

344

341

268

265

345

325

175

170

178
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Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

9.2(b) / 9.3

•

•

9.2(b) / 9.3 / 9.5(a)

•

10.4(b) / 10.5

10.4(a) / 10.5

8.28(b) / 8.29(b) / 8.30 / 10.14 / 10.16 / 10.17 /
10.20 / 10.21(b)

8.28(a) / 8.29 / 8.30 / 10.14 / 10.15 / 10.20 /
10.21(b)

8.27 / 8.34(d)

8.27 / 8.33

8.26(b) / 9.5(b) / 9.7(d)

8.24(b)

8.20(b) / 8.26(b) / 9.5(b) / 9.7(d)

8.20(b) / 8.24(b) / 8.26(b) / 8.32 / 9.5(b) / 9.7(c)

8.26(a) / 8.34(c) / 9.2(b) / 9.3 / 9.5(a) / 9.7(b) /
11.1(c)

8.24(a) / 9.5(a) / 9.6(a)

Figure numbers in which results are
presented

•

•

Temperature 7

•

•

Hardness

110.8

81.2

81.2

125.2

124.1

81.1

76.8

125.6

120.5

11.5

171

Microstructure

1.5×100×200

2.0×120×100

2.0×120×100

2×100×200

2×100×200

2×100×200

2×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

Average welding
current 2
[A]
125.3

Average welding
voltage 2
[V]

1.5×100×200

Welding speed
[mm s-1]
8

Average welding
heat input 2
[J mm-1]

11.1

Active cooling 3
Y/N

125.3

ESRF ID31 6

1.5×100×200

Deformation 8

SRS 16.3 5

DUT 4

DP600

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

AISI316L

DP600_LSND

ESRF_sample02b

ESRF_sample02a

Thesis_LSNDv3

Tesis_LSNDv8
1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

1.5×100×200

65.5

65.3

65.6

65.7

11.0

10.9

11.0

11.0

11.1

8

3

3

3

5

240

237

238

236

234

230

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

ESRF ID31 6

SRS 16.3 5

DUT 4

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dimensions 1
[mm]
1.5×100×200

Average welding
current 2
[A]
107.5

Average welding
voltage 2
[V]

1.5×100×200

Welding speed
[mm s-1]
5

Average welding
heat input 2
[J mm-1]

11.0

Active cooling 3
Y/N

106.6

10.12 / 10.13(a,b)
10.12 / 10.13(c,d)
7.4 / 7.5 / 11.1(a)
7.13B / 7.14(a)
7.13A / 11.1(b)
7.13C / 7.14(b) / 11.1(c)

•
•
•
•
•

Figure numbers in which results are
presented

•

Temperature 7

1.5×100×200

Hardness
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Dimensions are given as (thickness × width × length) where the welding direction is always along the length of the plate.
Average welding current, voltage, and heat input as measured by the welding set-up.
The active cooling source is not of constant quality. The text will mention details about the cooling source. The default
cooling source to heat source distance is approximately 25 mm.
Laboratory X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements at Delft University of technology (DUT).
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements at beam line 16.3 of the SRS in Daresbury, UK.
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements at beam line ID31 of the ESRF in Grenoble, France.
Temperature measurements during welding.
Curvature measurements and/or three-dimensional deformation measurement of the welded plates, with experimental
facilities from Corus.

DP600

DP600_CONV

Microstructure

1.
2.
3.

Material

Original sample
name 1

Deformation 8

Summary

Local Cooling during Welding: Prediction and Control of Residual Stresses
and Buckling Distortion
One of the major problems during welding of thin plate structures is the occurrence of
buckling distortion. This type of distortion is caused by the formation of compressive
welding stresses; when these stresses exceed a certain critical stress level, the structure will
buckle. Most methods for eliminating the welding induced buckling distortion, aim at a
reduction of the tensile stresses around the weld, which leads to a reduction of the
compressive stresses to a level below the critical level.
Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to reduce or even eliminate
buckling distortion. A number of these, referred to as Low Stress No Distortion (LSND)
welding techniques, uses additional heating and/or cooling sources, which are applied
during welding. One specific technique, referred to as Dynamically Controlled Low Stress
No Distortion (DC-LSND) welding, was introduced by Guan et al. in 1993 and uses a
localised cooling source, which trails the welding heat source at a short distance. Although
the results produced are promising, the stress reduction mechanisms are still not fully
understood.
In this work, the three main fields of interest for the DC-LSND welding process,
namely the thermal field, the residual stress field, and the buckling distortion, were
investigated by means of conceptual, analytical and finite element models, and by
experimental techniques, including temperature, residual stress, and residual deformation
measurements. The combination of modelling and experimental work has provided
valuable insight into the process of welding with a trailing heat sink.
An experimental DC-LSND welding set-up was constructed, consisting of a CO2-snow
jet that follows a Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) heat source at a short distance. The
experimental cooling source was not optimized, and practical problems regarding the
shielding, the stability and the repeatability exist. Nevertheless, the cooling source was able
to repeatedly produce buckling free welded plates.
Temperature measurements were conducted during welding to study the influence of the
cooling source on the thermal field during varying welding conditions. Residual stresses
were measured using laboratory and synchrotron X-ray diffraction techniques.
Some data could not be obtained experimentally, such as transient stresses, or
temperature and stress distributions using idealised cooling source parameters. To obtain
such information, finite element models were constructed. These were validated using the
temperature and residual stress measurements. The assumptions made in the material
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model, specifically regarding those for the high temperature material behaviour and the
plastic strain reset principle, resulted in some discrepancies between modelled and
measured temperature and residual stress fields. Nevertheless, a good match between
modelled and measured temperatures and modelled and measured residual stresses was
obtained.
Analytical solutions for the critical buckling stress level were derived for rectangular
plates that are subjected to a typical residual welding stress distribution. Although these
analytical solutions assume schematic stress distributions, simplified boundary conditions,
and perfect plates, the results compare well with finite element modelling results, and with
the experimentally observed buckling deformations and residual stresses. The analytical
solutions provide a clear insight into the relationship between plate geometry, material
properties, and residual stress distribution on the one hand, and the buckling behaviour on
the other; they can be applied as a rule of thumb in engineering environments.
A conceptual one-dimensional bar model was developed, which is an extension of the
three-bar model commonly used to describe the longitudinal residual stress development in
welding. The n-bar model proposed in this thesis is based on two main simplifications,
namely a simplification of the temperature field, into a minimum of three characteristic
zones (n = 5), and a simplification of the stress field in which only the longitudinal stresses
of the characteristic temperature zones and their interactions are considered. The n-bar
model has clearly shown the key mechanisms of the longitudinal stress reduction during
welding with a trailing heat sink. The bar model also defined the most important cooling
source properties, i.e. the cooling source size with respect to the welding temperature field,
the cooling source position with respect to the heating source, and the cooling source heat
transfer coefficient.
The description of the mechanisms of DC-LSND welding, as explained by the barmodel, is different than that given in the literature. The existing literature states that the
tensile stresses created by the heat sink cause the reduction in stress, since they would
compensate for the compressive stresses that exist in front of the weld. In this thesis, it was
shown that the reduction in stress around the weld zone is not due to the compensation of
compressive strains in front of the weld. The observed decrease of tensile stresses around
the weld zone, which is heated and then rapidly cooled, is the direct result of the increase in
stresses in the adjacent zones, which are heated and cooled more slowly.
For an optimum reduction of the welding induced buckling deformation, it was found
that (i) the cooling source heat transfer coefficient should be as high as possible; however,
an increase of the heat transfer coefficient above approximately 6000 W m-2 K-1 does not
significantly improve the results; (ii) the cooling source should be positioned as close as
possible to the welding heat source; and (iii) the cooling source should be narrow enough to
penetrate the welding temperature field; hence, the optimum cooling source width depends
on its position relative to the welding heat source, and on the temperature distribution
created by the welding heat source, which, on its turn, depends on the welding process,
welding parameters, and thermal materials properties of the work piece.
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An initial investigation of the effect of active cooling on the microstructure was
undertaken for AISI316L stainless steel and aluminium AA2024. No additional effect of
the trailing heat sink on the welding microstructure was observed. A notable effect of the
active cooling was observed on DP600 steel, which shows a predominantly Widmanstätten
ferrite structure in the HAZ of a conventional weld, and a martensitic structure in the HAZ
and weld of the actively cooled weld.
E.M. van der Aa, May 2007
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Samenvatting

Lassen met Actieve Koeling: Het Voorspellen en Controleren van
Restspanningen en Knikvervorming – E.M. van der Aa
Het optreden van knikvervorming vormt één van de grootste problemen bij het lassen van
dunne plaat constructies. Dit type vervorming wordt veroorzaakt doordat zich tijdens het
lassen drukspanningen ontwikkelen; wanneer deze drukspanningen een bepaald kritisch
niveau overschrijden zal knik optreden. De meeste methoden voor het tegengaan van
knikvervorming bij het lassen zijn gebaseerd op een verlaging van de trekspanningen rond
de las, met als resultaat een verlaging van drukspanningen tot onder het kritische
drukspanningsniveau elders in de constructie.
In de literatuur worden verschillende technieken voorgesteld voor het verminderen of
zelfs voorkomen van knikvervorming bij het lassen van dunne platen. Een veel onderzochte
verzameling technieken staat bekend als “Low Stress No Distortion” (LSND)
lastechnieken, waarin additionele warmte en/of koelbronnen worden toegepast tijdens het
lassen. Eén specifieke techniek is de “Dynamically Controlled Low Stress No Distortion“
(DC-LSND) lastechniek, die in 1993 door Qiao Guan is geïntroduceerd. Hierin word een
gelokaliseerde koelbron toegepast, die de lasbron op korte afstand volgt. Hoewel de
resultaten van deze techniek veelbelovend zijn, worden de mechanismen van de techniek
nog niet goed begrepen.
In dit onderzoek zijn de belangrijkste gebieden van het DC-LSND lastechniek
bestudeerd, namelijk het temperatuurveld, de lasspanningen, de knikvervorming, en de
invloed van actieve koeling op de microstructuur. Dit is zowel theoretisch gedaan, met
behulp van conceptuele, analytische, en numerieke modellen, als praktisch, met behulp van
temperatuur-, spannings-, en vervormingsmetingen. De combinatie van modelleer en
experimentele technieken heeft tot een vergroot inzicht in het proces van lassen met actieve
koeling geleid.
Er is een experimentele DC-LSND lasopstelling ontwikkeld, bestaande uit een CO2sneew jet die een TIG lasboog op korte afstand volgt. De experimentele koelbron is niet
geoptimaliseerd, waardoor praktische problemen rondom de afscherming, stabiliteit, en
redproductiviteit zijn blijven bestaan. Desondanks is de bestaande opstelling in staat platen
te lassen die vrij zijn van knikvervorming.
Temperatuurmetingen zijn uitgevoerd voor de bestudering van de het thermische veld
tijdens het lassen met actieve koeling met verschillende lasparameters. Restspanningen in
de gelaste platen zijn bepaald met behulp van laboratorium en synchrotron
röntgendiffractietechnieken.
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Bepaalde informatie is experimenteel niet te verkrijgen, zoals de spanningsontwikkeling
tijdens het lassen, of temperatuur- en spanningsverdelingen voor platen die gelast zijn met
geïdealiseerde koelbronparameters. Voor het verwerven van zulke informatie zijn
numerieke modellen gebruikt, welke zijn gevalideerd met behulp van temperatuur- en
restspanningsmetingen. De gedane aannames in deze modellen, met name die voor de hoge
temperatuur materiaaleigenschappen en spanningsrelaxatie, leiden tot verschillen tussen de
gemodelleerde en gemeten temperaturen en restspanningen. Desondanks is een goede
overeenkomst tussen modellen en metingen bereikt.
Analytische oplossingen voor het kritische drukspanningsniveau zijn afgeleid voor
rechthoekige platen met een typische restspanningsverdeling. Hoewel deze analytische
modellen versimpelde spanningsverdelingen, randvoorwaarden, en plaatvervormingen
veronderstellen, komen de resultaten goed overeen met die van numerieke modellen en met
experimenteel waargenomen vervormingen en spanningen. De analytische modellen bieden
een helder inzicht in de relatie tussen plaat geometrie, materiaaleigenschappen, en de
restpanningsverdeling aan één kant, en de knikvervorming aan de andere kant. De modellen
kunnen worden ingezet als vuistregel in de praktijk.
Een conceptueel ééndimensionaal staven model is ontwikkeld, dat een uitbreiding is op
het drie-staven model dat vaak in de literatuur wordt gebruikt voor de beschrijving van de
ontwikkelingen van longitudinale lasspanningen tijdens het lassen. Het n-staven model,
zoals voorgesteld in dit proefschrift, is gebaseerd op twee belangrijke simplificaties,
namelijk de simplificatie van het thermische veld in minimaal drie karakteristieke zones, en
een simplificatie van het spanningsveld, door alleen de longitudinale spanningen in de
karakteristieke zones, en hun interacties te beschouwen. Het n-staven model heeft inzicht
gegeven in de belangrijkste mechanismen van de verlaging van de longitudinale spanningen
tijdens het lassen met actieve koeling. Het staven model heeft ook geleidt tot de
identificatie van de belangrijkste koelbron parameters, namelijk de afmeting van de
koelbron in verhouding met het temperatuurveld door het lassen, de positie van de koelbron
in verhouding tot die van de lasbron, en de warmte overdrachtscoëfficiënt van de koelbron.
De beschrijving van de mechanismen van het DC-LSND lasproces, zoals uitgelegd door
het n-staven model, wijkt af van die gegeven in de literatuur. In de bestaande literatuur
wordt gesteld dat de verlaging in de restspanningen het resultaat is van de trekspanningen
veroorzaakt door de koelbron, die zouden zorgen voor een compensatie van de
drukspanningen die bestaan voor de las. In dit proefschrift wordt beschreven dat de
verlaging van de spanningen rond de las niet wordt veroorzaakt door compensatie van
drukspanningen voor de las. De geobserveerde verlaging van de restspanningen rond de las,
die wordt opgewarmd en na het lassen snel wordt gekoeld, is het directe resultaat van de
ontwikkeling van trekspanningen in de zones naast de las, die opwarmen en daarna
langzaam afkoelen.
Uit de resultaten blijkt dat voor een optimale reductie van de knikvervorming: (i) de
warmteoverdracht van de koelbron zo hoog mogelijk moet zijn; het blijkt echter dat een
toename van de warmteoverdrachtscoëfficiënt boven de 6000 W m-2 K-1 geen significante
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verbetering oplevert; (ii) de koelbron zo dicht mogelijk achter de warmtebron geplaatst
moet worden, en (iii) de koelbron smal genoeg moet zijn om als het ware te penetreren in
het temperatuurveld van de warmtebron; de optimale koelbronbreedte hangt daarom af van
zijn positie ten opzichte van de warmtebron, en van de temperatuurverdeling veroorzaakt
door de warmtebron, die op haar beurt weer afhangt van het gebruikte lasproces, de
lasparameters, en de thermische eigenschappen van het te lassen werkstuk.
Tot slot is een verkennende studie is uitgevoerd naar het effect van actieve koeling op
de microstructuur van AISI316L roestvast staal en aluminium AA2024. Voor deze
materialen is geen significant effect gevonden van de actieve koeling op de microstructuur
na het lassen. Voor DP600 staal is wel een duidelijk effect gevonden; voor een
conventionele las bestaan de las en WBZ voornamelijk uit Widmanstätten ferriet, terwijl de
DC-LSND las een overwegend martensitische microstructuur laat zien.

E.M. van der Aa, Mei 2007
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Local Cooling during Welding: Prediction and Control of
Residual Stresses and Buckling Distortion
E.M. van der Aa
1.

Hoe meer (fit)parameters en variabelen een model bevat, hoe meer onzekerheid en
des te minder inzicht het model genereert.

2.

Het lassen met een lokale koelbron achter de warmtebron zorgt, mits juist
toegepast, voor een verlaging van de longitudinale trekspanningen rond de las na
het lassen. De suggestie dat deze reductie wordt veroorzaakt doordat de hoge
trekspanningen achter de las, ter plaatse van de koelbron, de drukspanningen vóór
de las compenseren[1] is onjuist. De hoge trekspanningen achter de las zorgen juist
voor een toename van de drukspanningen voor de las.[2] [1] Guan et al., Welding in the
World (UK), 33(4), p.308-313, 1994; [2] dit proefschrift

3.

Een accuraat model van een proces of fenomeen biedt nog geen garantie op een
goed begrip van het onderliggende mechanisme.

4.

Het praktische imago van lassen belemmert het binnenhalen van onderzoeksgeld
voor dit onderwerp.

5.

De onderzoeker die statistische significantie verwart met causaliteit, bedrijft geen
wetenschap.

6.

Wetenschap wordt gedreven door emoties.

7.

Veel “milieu vriendelijke” producten zijn feitelijk slecht voor het milieu. Om
misleiding van de consument te voorkomen, verdient het predikaat “milieu
vriendelijk” een wettelijk keurmerk.

8.

Het gebruik van kleurige en realistisch uitziende modelresultaten leidt, ongeacht
de juistheid of nauwkeurigheid van een model, in het algemeen tot snellere
acceptatie van de resultaten door het publiek.

9.

Een
gedegen
kennis
van
kristalstructuren,
fasetransformaties
en
temperatuurgradiënten is van levensbelang bij het maken van ski-touren in de
bergen.

Deze stellingen worden opponeerbaar en verdedigbaar geacht en zijn als zodanig
goedgekeurd door de promotor, prof. dr. I.M. Richardson.

Propositions
accompanying the thesis:

Local Cooling during Welding: Prediction and Control of
Residual Stresses and Buckling Distortion
E.M. van der Aa
1.

The more (fit)parameters and variables a model contains, the more uncertainty and
the less insight the model creates.

2.

Welding with a local cooling source trailing the heat sink, provided that it is
applied properly, causes a reduction of the longitudinal residual tensile stresses
around the weld. The suggestion that this reduction is caused by the compensation
of the compressive stresses in front of the weld by the high tensile stresses that
exist at the position of the cooling source[1] is wrong. In fact, the high tensile
stresses behind the weld cause an increase of the compressive stresses in front of
the weld.[2] 1) Guan et al., Welding in the World (UK), 33(4), p.308-313, 1994; 2) This thesis

3.

An accurate model of a certain process or phenomenon does not necessarily
provide a sound understanding of the underlying mechanisms.

4.

The image of welding as a hands-on subject obstructs the raising of research
funding for the subject.

5.

The researcher that mixes up statistical significance with causality, does not
conduct science.

6.

Science is driven by emotions.

7.

Many “environmentally friendly” products are in fact hazardous for the
environment. To avoid misleading the consumer, the term “environmentally
friendly” deserves a legal status.

8.

In general, the use of colourful and realistic looking modelling results, irrespective
of the rightness or accuracy of the model, leads to a quicker acceptation of the
results by the audience.

9.

A comprehensive knowledge of crystallography, phase transformations, and
temperature gradients is of life saving importance while making skiing tours in the
mountains.

These propositions are considered opposable and defendable and as such have been
approved by the supervisor, prof. dr. I.M. Richardson.

